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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the task was to assess the effect of potential new

technologies, nuclear and non-nuclear, on safeguards needs and non-proliferation

policies, and to explore possible solutions to some of the problems envisaged.

Eight subdivisions were considered:

(1) New Enrichment Technologies

(2) Non-Aqueous Reprocessing Technologies

(3) Fusion

(4) Accelerator-Driven Reactor Systems

(5) New Reactor Types

(6) Heavy Water and Deuterium

(7) Long-Term Storage of Spent Fuel

(8) Other Future Technologies (Non-Nuclear)

For each of these subdivisions, a careful review of the current world-wide

effort in the field provided a means of subjectively estimating the viability

and qualitative probability of fruition of promising technologies. Technologies

for which safeguards and non-proliferation requirements have been thoroughly

considered by others were not re-studied here (e.g., the Fast Breeder Reactor).

The time scale considered was 5-40 years for possible ini t ial demonstration al-

though, in some cases, a somewhat optimistic viewpoint was embraced.

Conventional nuclear-material safeguards are only part of the overall

non-proliferation regime. Other aspects are international agreements, export

controls on sensitive technologies, classification of information, intelligence

gathering, and diplomatic initiatives. The focus here is on safeguards, export

controls, and classification.

The following is a summary of the conclusions subjectively arranged in ap-

proximate order of priorities. This order represents a judgment based on the
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time scale for development in each field, the effort needed to develop

safeguards in each case, and the probability that the assumed development takes

place at all.

Long-term fuel storage schemes considered tend to create impediments for

surveillance and measurement systems because of space-saving designs, biological

shielding, and sheer weight of numbers. It would appear that new, long-life, ac-

tive surveillance systems that guard against scenarios not usually considered

(such as tunnelling) will be needed. Such systems will also require other spe-

cial features such as remote interrogation capability.

Three new enrichment technologies are discussed: Atomic Vapor Laser Iso-

iope Separation (AVLIS), the Plasma Separation Process (PSP), and Molecular

Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS). (Others are briefly mentioned.) In these

cases, new procedures and instrumentation for safeguards need to be developed,

but there would probably be sufficient time to do this. The conclusion is that

even with good control over the export of U.S. technology, other nations might

develop the methods in 5-1C years (AVLTS and MLIS) or 20-30 years (TSP). Export

of the technologies should be handled as foi gas-centrifuge technology, not-

withstanding the recent decisions of the U.S. Department of Energy to concen-

trate development effort on AVLIS and halt construction of the Gas Centrifuge

Enrichment Plant (GCEP). The use of these technologies for plutonium enrichment

is of limited significance to non-proliferation in addition to being more diffi-

cult than other proliferation routes.

The order of the next four subjects should be considered very indefinite.

New reactor types considered in detail include Molten Salt Reactors (MSRs),

High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors (HTGRs), and Fa&t Mixed Spectrum Reactors

(FMSRs). For MSRs, safeguards-related measurements and monitoring that require

development resemble those required for reprocessing plants rather than those
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for today's reactors. There are a number of special technical considerations as

well. HTGRs, while well along in development by comparison, may be used as

small, process-heat-producing units, a use that may require the development of

special safeguards procedures. FMSRs will require the development of special,

reliable, long-term seals and also new institutional arrangements because the

FMSRs are designed to be operated for very long periods without fuel removal.

For deuterium production, the possible viability of hydrogen-fed plants,

which may result from the development of a hydrogen-based economy, would require

additional safeguards techniques as compared to more tvpical water-fed

facilities.

The non—aqueous reprocessing technologies considered in detail include the

Salt Transport Process and the Fluoride Volatility Process. While compactness

of such plants may enhance the possible concealment of clandestine facilities,

it also aids in inspectability. The uniqueness of the equipment used requires

some developmental effort in material control and accountability (MC&A) tech-

niques but also might prevent a nation from obtaining materials without arousing

suspicion.

Certain future technologies that are non-nuclear were considered. These

included the use of robotics by divertors, the development of genetics and other

biologically oriented technologies to be used in new separation methods, and new

developments in material science. While these possibilities are highly specula-

tive, some seem well worth consideration.

Fusion technologies discussed include a magnetic-confinement tokamak reac-

tor, a laser-driven inertial-confinement reactor, and a magnetic-confinement

tokamak hybrid fusion-fission reactor. Proliferation concerns include the

involvement of large quantities of tritium and lithium, the relationship to ther-

monuclear-weapons technology, the use of neutrons to breed fissile material,
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and the possibility of small, clandestine fusion reactors. Possible scenarios

envisioned seem far less plausible than those involving fission reactors largely

because of the complexity of the technology.

Accelerator-driven reactors include three types. The conclusions drawn are

similar to those for hybrid fusion-fission technologies. Size and complexity

seem to preclude their use for proliferative purposes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.I. Purpose of the Task

The general purpose of the task has been stated as:

"to determine the effect of potential new nuclear technologies on
safeguards needs and non-proliferation policies and to identify
possible new directions for long range safeguards R&D".

More specifically, new technologies that were selected on the basis of like-

lihood of being exploited were considered. Then, future safeguards needs not

now available for these technologies were envisioned and suggested for possible

development. In addition, also addressed was the more inclusive concept that an

overall improvement in world-wide technology will enhance the abilities of a po-

tential proliferator.

The overall discussion has been divided into seven sub-fields, each of

which is covered in a separate chapter. In addition, a chapter has been devoted

to a discussion of other, non-nuclear technologies that may also affect

safeguards eventually. Finally a summary of the entire work is presented which

reviews all the potential safeguards issues. Generally speaking, the technical

descriptions contained herein reflect developments through late 1982. Chapters

II, IV, and V include certain more recent developments as well.

1.2. General Approach

For most of the nuclear technologies considered, a careful review of the

on-going effort in the field led to an admittedly subjective appraisal. This ap-

praisal was used to determine if there were a reasonable chance that new develop-

ments would occur in the next 20 to 40 years which would lead to "special"

safeguards problems. The term, "special" safeguards problems, is understood to

mean those safeguards problems which have not yet been considered for existing

systems or would require the development of new technical solutions or both.

In many of the cases discussed, such problems are readily envisaged. The solu-
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tions to the problems are not so obvious. It is valuable, however, to elucidate

the problems so that solutions can eventually be developed on a time scale

concurrent with the development of the technologies themselves. In that way,

the application of safeguards to each successful technology of the future will

be well planned and integrated rather than be a stop-gap, expensive, and imper-

fect exercise, which is typical of many situations today.

Conventional nuclear-material safeguards are only part of the overall non-

proliferation regime. Other aspects are international agreements, export con-

trols on sensitive technologies, classification of information, intelligence

gathering, and diplomatic initiatives. The focus here is on safeguards, export

controls, and classification.

1.3. Technologies Covered

1.3.1. New Enrichment Technologies

Chapter II is a discussion of new enrichment technologies. Some of these

are discussed quite briefly because they are not so new and safeguards concerns

have already been addressed or because the technology did not originate or

was not developed in the U.S. and is, therefore, out of U.S. hands. Such

technologies include the gas centrifuge (already addressed), the aerodynamic

and chemical exchange methods (non-U.S.), and magnetic separation (nat new).

The remaining technologies, Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation, Molecular

Laser Isotope Separation, and the Plasma Separation Process, are discussed more

fully. The question of plutonium isotope enrichment also is addressed.

1.3.2. Non-Aqueous Reprocessing Technologies

Chapter III deals with non-aqueous reprocessing technologies. This topic

was considered in two main sub-groups: (a) Pyrochemical and Pyrometallurgical

Processes and (b) Volatility Processes. Such processes are considered to have

advantages over the currently used separation based on solvent extraction but
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will require different safeguards technology. Two examples, one representing

each main topic, have been selected as being closest to actual application. Pos-

sible safeguards systems for these examples were explored in a general way.

1.3.3. Fusion

Chapter IV deals with three different fusion reactor concepts, magnetic-

confinement, inertial-confinement, and hybrid fission-fusion reactors. In addi-

tion, a description of the principles of fusion is included because this subject

is less familiar to workers in safeguards than is nuclear fission. The discus-

sion of proliferation concerns is reasonably specific considering the very long-

range nature and complexity of fusion power development.

1.3.4. Accelerator-Driven Reactor Systems

Chapter V deals with accelerator-driven systems and particularly with

proliferative material breeding with them. Though such systems have been stud-

ied only in a conceptual design stage, the proliferative concerns are similar to

those of other technologies. Nevertheless, the details of three possible sys-

tems are enumerated in this chapter.

1.3.5. New Reactor Types

Chapter VI deals primarily with those reactor types for which, although a

significant period of time remains before commercialization, there is substan-

tial world-wide interest for technical and economic reasons. There have been

a large number of reactor types proposed in the past several years, especially

for the Nonproliferation Alternative System Assessment Program (see Appendix -

Chapter I). From these, three have been selected for further discussion on the

basis of (a) world-wide interest or (b) unusual safeguards issues. These are

molten salt reactors, high temperature gas-cooled reactors for process heat, and

fast mixed-spectrum reactors (although for the last there is less attention

given as commensurate with interest).
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1.3.6. Heavy Water and Deuterium

Chapter VII reviews the needs and current safeguards status of heavy-water

production. Possible new routes are discussed which are based on a feed of hy-

drogen instead of water. The importance of future increased uses for hydrogen

in commerce and its effect on heavy-water production is considered.

1.3.7. Long-Term Storage of Spent Fuel

Chapter VIII presents currently proposed or planned storage schemes. A num-

ber of safeguards issues are described and discussed together with some possible

solutions.

1.3.8. Other Future Technologies

In Chapter IX there is a discussion of some technologies that, while non-

nuclear in nature, are thought to have a potential impact on future non-

proliferation questions. The material is highly speculative, of course, but,

based on published literature and on contacts with experts, a prediction

is that at least some of the situations presented are quite likelv to occur. '

Emphasis is given to two main subjects, robotics and genetics and bioengineering.

1.4. Summary of Proliferation Concerns

A summary of all the proliferation concerns as elucidated in the preceeding

chapters is presented to provide an overall view of future safeguards issues.

In addition, this summary serves as a means of selecting particular details of

interest from the body of the report as the reader desires.
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Appendix - Chapter I

The Nonproliferation Alternative Systems Assessment Program

This program, generally referred to as NASAP. was initiated by President

Ford in the fall of 1976 and expanded under the Carter Administration. There

was some hope at that time that the United States could persuade the rest of the

world to postpone reprocessing and the use of plutonium fuels, and that it might

be possible to design equally attractive, alternative fuel cycles which would be

less likely than plutonium fuel cycles to contribute to proliferation. The find-

ings of this program were published as: "Nuclear Proliferation and Civilian Nu-

clear Power, Report of the Nonproliferation Alternative Systems Assessment

Program" (U.S. Dept. of Energy, DOE/NE-0001, Dec. 1979).

NASAP was a very large study project which produced large amounts of useful

information regarding nuclear resources, electrical power projections, technical

status, economic considerations, environmental impacts, etc. in addition to

assessing the proliferation implications of existing and possible alternative nu-

cle&r fuel cycles.

The alternative nuclear fuel cycles were assessed as to relative

"proliferation resistance", with account given to the resources required and the

time required to produce a few nuclear weapons by "abuse" of a given fuel cycle,

and the risks that such an operation would be detected in time for sanctions to

be applied.

The present study does not treat existing fuel cycles and facilities, as

did NASAP, but reexamines some possible future nuclear and non-nuclear

technologies which might be of particular concern as regards proliferation or

which may call for special research and development (R&D) on behalf of IAEA

safeguards. Although some of these topics are also treated in more or less de-

tail in the NASAP report, the approach is different.
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On the assumption that some readers of this report may also be interested

in the different aspects treated in the NASAP report, the major '"\SAP topics are

listed here:

o Executive Summary

o Volume I: Program Summary. The proliferation problem, policy history,

program organization, forecasts, and assessment of future choices and

approaches.

o Volume II: Definition of "proliferation resistance", assessment proce-

dure, assessment of existing and alternative nuclear fuel cycles, assess-

ment of "sensitive" facilities (enrichment, reprocessing,

refabrication), and IAEA and domestic safeguards. The discussion of

dedicated enrichment and reprocessing facilities in sections 3.1.3 and

3.3.5, respectively, may -T; of interest.

o Volume III: Resources and Fuel Cycle Facilities

o Volume IV: Commercial Potential

o Volume V: Economics and Systems Analysis

o Volume VI: Safety and Environmental Considerations

o Volume VII: International Perspectives. Past and present U.S.

policies, considerations for future policies, present and possible

future international arrangements, etc.

o Volume VIII: Advanced Concepts. Fast mixed-spectrum reactor, denatured

molten-salt reactor, mixed-flow gaseous core reactor, linear-accelerator

fuel-regenerator reactor, ternary metal-fuelled electronuclear fuel-

producer reactor, tokamak fusion-fission hybrid reactor.

o Volume IX: Reactor and Fuel Cycle Descriptions. All of those in Vol-

ume VIII plus upgraded light-water reactors (LWRs) and heavy-water reac-

tors (HWRs), water-cooled breeders, high temperature gas-cooled reactors
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(HTGRs), gas-cooled fast breeders, liquid metal fast hreeder reactors

(LMFBRs), spectral-shift reactors, raining and milling, enrichment,

fuel fabrication, reprocessing, and waste handling and disposal.

Some of the fuel cycles considered are already in widespread use. Steps

could be taken to improve the resurce utilization of HWRs and LWRs in the near

future, including Pu-recycle. The denatured O/Th fuel cycles were not found to

have important proliferation-resistance advantages. The advanced fuel cycles

including the LMFBR will be very expensive to develop, and it will ba many years

before they could be deployed in significant numbers. For these advanced

systems, the NASAP study noted that the context of proliferation concerns and

the world energv regime will have changed by the time that they might be

deployed.
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II. FUTURE ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY

II.1. Introduction

At present, more than 95% of the currently available separative capacity

for uranium enrichment is provided by the gaseous-diffusion process. However,

several additional methods for separating uranium isotopes are under develop-

ment. In comparison with gaseous diffusion, some of these have several poten-

tial advantages, including greater energy efficiency and lower cost.

The gas-centrifuge uranium-enrichment process has been developed over the

last three decades, and plants based on this process are operating or under con-

struction in Europe and Japan. The holders of gas-centrifuge technology to-

gether with the international inspectorates—Euratom and the IAEA—have agreed

upon safeguards approaches for these gas-centrifuge uranium-enrichment

plants.'D In addition, it should be noted that Pakistan is reported to be build-

ing its own centrifuge enrichment plant.

The United States has placed in force export controls for centrifuges and

centrifuge components. However, the existence of this technology in several

other countries limits the ability of the U.S. to prevent completely the spread

of centrifuge technology. This is not at all to say that export controls should

be dropped, but rather to say that without similar effective controls by a num-

ber of other nations, such controls may not be sufficient to control prolifera-

tion of this technology.

The Becker nozzle process and the UCOR* process are aerodynamic methods for

uranium enrichment that have been developed in the Federal Republic of Germany

(FRG) and the Union of South Africa, respectively.

*Uranium Enrichment Corporation of South Africa, Ltd.
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In the former case, the technology is thoroughly described in the open lit-

erature and is known to rely on centrifugal force acting on a curved stream of

UFg in a carrier gas to effect enrichment.'2J ^ full-size operating plant has

not yet been built but the FRG is constructing a pilot facility in Brazil. Cur-

rent plans call for eventual expansion of the plant, which is intended to pro-

duce only low-enriched uranium (LEU). It is to come under International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards (lNFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 ) , ^ and the FRG is pursuing

the development of safeguards procedures for this purpose.^'

The basis of the UCOR process is only incompletely described in published

literature^-' but is also an aerodynamic process. One small plant producing

highly enriched uranium (HEU) is operating and another, for LEU, is under con-

struction in the Union of South Africa; neither is under IAEA safeguards. The

UCOR process has a high specific power (comparable to the gaseous-diffusion

process) and a plant with moderate capacity would consume large amounts of

electrical power. Hence a clandestine version would be relatively difficult to

conceal (nor has there been any attempt by the South Africans to do so).

Chemical-exchange reactions can also be used to enrich uranium. A much-

publicized version of this technique has been developed in France and given the

name "CHENSX". '°>'»°' It is based on chemical exchange of uranium between two

immiscible liquid phases. Another chemical-exchange process, which is being

developed at the Asahi Chemical Company in Japan, makes use of chemical exchange

between a liquid phase and a solid phase, which is a specially developed ion-

exchange resin.

The technologies for the Becker nozzle, UCOR, and chemical-exchange methods

are not simple. However they are beyond direct U.S. control and thus will not

be further discussed here. Any control over the spread of these technologies
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would have to rely upon successful political and diplomatic cooperation with

these four countries.

Electromagnetic isotope-separation techniques were developed at the time

of the Manhattan Project.^ Scaled-up versions of the decades-old "CALUTRON"

(California University Cyclotron) concept theoretically could be used to enrich

uranium, physically separating isotopes of different charge-to-mass ratios by

using a large magnet as a mass spectrometer. The problem with this method is

that such devices have very low rates of production. For a small number of

weapons to be produced over a few years, the process would clearly work, having

done so decades ago. Costs are quite high, probably higher than for other

methods, although the technology is not difficult. For a larger program, im-

provements in ion sources would be required. Such improvements, however, are al-

most certain to occur over the next forty years. Problems limiting the concept

are ion-source intensity and space-charge effects; the latter tend to cause the

beam to become seriously defocussed. For these reasons, and the fact that other

less expensive methods are available, we do not further consider the CALUTRON

concept within the time frame covered in this report.

Three other advanced methods of uranium enrichment are being investigated,

in the U.S. and also elsewhere, for possible large-scale implementation in the

mid-to-long term (10-30 years'). Their safeguards and proliferation aspects are

being addressed as well. What follows is an abbreviated discussion of the prin-

cipal conclusions, together with some observations about potential problems

connected with these technologies in the future. The advantages of such methods

relative to the common gaseous-diffusion methods would lie in their potential

for much lower energy demands and lower cost for separative work. Energy re-

quirements for the laser techniques would be comparable to that for the centri-

fuge enrichment p-r^aess, but the chief advantage relative to that process lies
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in the potential for greatly reduced capital and operating costs. Another poten-

tial advantage is the capability of these processes to operate economically with

very low tails assays, thus extending uranium resources.

Two of these techniques use advanced lasers for isotope separation while

the third uses a plasma method. Each will be described separately. Ouestions

to be covered include new policy issues which may arise and long-term considera-

tions which could result from the future availability of sensitive related

technologies.

The following descriptions of these advanced methods for uranium enrichment

were correct as of April, 1982, when the atomic vapor laser isotope separation

(AVLIS) process was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for further

development. Continued development of the AVLIS process since then has resulted

in modifications. In 1985, DOE also decided to halt construction of its Gas Cen-

trifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) in favor of concentrated effort on AVLIS.

II.2. Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS)

II.2.1. Description

This technique has been developed primarily at the Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory. ' In this process, uranium metal is first vaporized by an

electron beam. Once the uranium is in the vapor phase, intense beams of laser

light in a rapid-fire sequence of precisely determined frequencies

preferentially ionize 2 3 5U rather than 2 3 8U atoms. An electromagnetic field is

then applied to the vapor. Neutral atoms (preferentially 2 3 8U) are unaffected,

whereas U* ions (preferentially 23^u) a r e deflected and deposited on collector

surfaces (see Figure II-l).

This is only an outline of the technique; details are rather complicated.

A high level of technology is now required for such a system, as is the case for

all three methods. Those parts of themethod which represent sensitive high
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technology include a knowledge of the optimal light frequencies to use, long-

lived high-intensity lasers with a high repetition rate, the technology of

handling uranium at very high temperatures, switches capable of passing high

currents, and, to a lesser degree, the geometrical requirements for the irradia-

tion zone and collector, in order to produce a reasonably high product assay.

II.2.2. AVLIS Proliferation Considerations

An integrated AVLIS system is not yet workable on a large scale anywhere.

However, one full-scale demonstration module is scheduled to operate in the U.S.

in the late 1980's. For a relatively short period of time (estimated at 5 addi-

tional years after that), the necessary lasers will probably not be available to

most nations, except perhaps for a few which are now acH^oly working in the

field; these include both nuclear-weapons states and non-nuclear-weapons states.

Beyond this time (c. 1995), one should assume the possibility that the necessary

laser equipment and materials could be available, one way or another, to a na-

tion with a moderate amount of resources, and, possibly somewhat later, to

subnational groups with large financial backing. Another obstacle is the classi-

fied knowledge of the necessary, detailed uranium atomic spectroscopy. It is

not easy to estimate how long a barrier surrounding detailed energy-level and

cross-section data could hold. Some classified data (e.g., diffusion-barrier

technology) have been controlled fairly well for a substantial length of time.

However, control of dissemination of diffusion-barrier technology has been suc-

cessful partly because this technology has essentially no application other than

uranium enrichment. In contrast, uranium atomic spectroscopy, laser spectros-

copy, and high-power lasers are subjects of general interest and application and

will be pursued whether or not AVLIS is pursued. In other words, development of

gaseous-diffusion technology implies uranium-enrichment capability, whereas the

basic knowledge and laser technology necessary for AVLIS have the potential of
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becoming generally available, in a period of more than 5 but probably less than

30 years, without any commitment to develop uranium-enrichment capability.

Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that, between the years 2000 and 2010,

it would be possible for a substantial number of nations to develop AVLIS as a

means of enriching uranium. However, the classification of AVLIS process tech-

nology would still serve to slow (but probably not stop) the acquisition of na-

tional capabilities to enrich uranium by a process of this kind; it might also

limit the number and type o,f nations which could develop this process.

The necessary technical information could perhaps also be obtained by so-

phisticated subnational groups. However, the probable magnitude of the opera-

tion, in terms of physical size and the level and diversity of technology

required, would make the successful operation of a clandestine facility bv

subnational groups unlikely.

While the separation of the uranium isotopes by the AVLIS process is

clearly relevant and important to the issue of nuclear proliferation, the separa-

tion of the plutonium isotopes by this process is of limited significance. It

is obvious that one cannot separate significant quantities of plutonium isotopes

without first having a source of plutonium. But the acquisition of such pluto-

nium (either reactor-grade Pu from a power reactor or weapons-grade Pu from

a production reactor) in and of itself confers the potential for nuclear-weapons

production; separation of these isotopes is not a necessary step. Thus, while

separation of Pu isotopes by an AVLIS process could assist a nation or

subnational group in achieving a weapon with a higher yield or greater reliabil-

ity, it would not significantly affect the ability to produce a nuclear weapon

of some type. Plutonium isotope separation would be of greater significance to

large-scale production—beyond the initial proliferation stage—of reliable

weapons-grade plutonium.
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II.2.3. AVLIS Safeguards Considerations

Both domestic and international safeguards can be applied at an AVLIS ura-

nium-enrichment facility in the U.S. with effectiveness comparable to that

achievable for conventional (diffusion and centrifuge) technologies. There ap-

pear to be no insurmountable barriers to effective safeguards for a U.S. facil-

ity, as currently planned. Safeguards for an AVLIS plant can be implemented

with techniques now in use for material measurements, containment, surveillance,

and material control, although some will have to be adapted in a timely manner

for application to the AVLIS process.

Unique safeguards considerations arise from the following characteristics

of the AVLIS process (and also the latest version of the PSP process, discussed

below): 1) The principal flows of uranium to and from the process consist of

large numbers of relatively small uranium-metal ingots which may not be

homogeneous (or easily homogenized) with regard to elemental and isotopic

compositions, and thus may be difficult to characterize for material accountancy

with the required accuracy and with a reasonably small number of measurements.

2) Since small items of uranium metal (unlike UFg in large cylinders) can be

handled, moved, and stored without special containers or equipment, the AVLIS

process provides little intrinsic containment for the uranium except when it is

in the separation modules. 3) It is more difficult to deduce "OJJ concentra-

tions from measurements of passive radiations from process equipment than in the

conventional UFg-based processes because uranium metal is strongly self-

absorbing for 235JJ g a m m a rays, because the (a,n) contribution to the neutron

emission rate is greatly reduced due to the absence of fluorine, and because

this rate is not simply correlated with the 2-"u concentration. However, there

appear to be tractable safeguards approaches in spite of these characteristics.
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The U.S. Department of Energy is actively sponsoring the development of

both domestic and international safeguards approaches for the AVLIS production-

plant design as it continues to evolve. As regards international safeguards,

the objective is to develop an effective and efficient safeguards approach

which would enable the IAEA to detect, with sufficient sensitivity and timeliness,

both the diversion of nuclear materials and the production of highly enriched

uranium (HEU), and which at the same time would protect sensitive enrichment

technology.

As regards domestic safeguards, the present methods of material

accountability, material control, and physical protection that have been

developed for DOE facilities are applicable to the advanced-isotope-separation

(AIS) enrichment plants. We anticipate that domestic safeguards can be applied

i

at AIS plants with an effectiveness equivalent to that achieved at other DOE

facilities. Considerable experience has been gained at U.S. Government

facilities concerning the control of and accounting for uranium metal. For the

metal-based AIS processes, there may be some complexities in the details of the

accountability procedures (e.g.. sampling methods and frequency), since the prod-

uct and tails from these processes may consist of large numbers of relatively

small items with varying U-235 concentrations. It may be necessary to develop

some specialized safeguards instrumentation in order to satisfy domestic

accountability requirements, but no substantial problems are anticipated. The

product from the metal-based processes may consist of small slugs of uranium

which need not be contained continuously in process equipment and require no spe-

cial container for movement. Thus, small slugs of enriched uranium could be

removed with relative ease by an individual. This lack of intrinsic containment

could be compensated for by special material-control procedures and by special
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containment facilities (e.g., portal monitors, vaults, etc.) such as are

employed at HEU-metal processing facilities.

II.3. Plasma Separation Process (PSP)

II.3.1. Description

The Plasma Separation Process has been developed by TRW, I n c / 1 ^ The prin-

ciples involved here are simple and straightforward. First, a plasma of U + ions

is created within the field of a solenoid magnet. The plasma is heated and a

rotating radial electric field is applied to the plasma at the cyclotron fre-

quency of 235jj+ ions. The ions travel down the axial magnetic field in helical

orbits, accelerated by an electric field. The 2-"u + iOIXS have more energy and

larger orbital radii than the 2 ^ % + ions because of the match between their cy-

clotron frequency and the frequency of the driving field. These differences are

utilized to separate 235u from 238^. Uranium of various enrichment assays is

deposited at different locations within the separation module and can be

extracted (see Figure II-2).

II.3.2. PSP Proliferation Considerations

Most of the questions related to proliferation are different from the two

laser separation processes. Neither state-of-the-art laser technology nor opti-

cal cross-section data are required here. Barriers to proliferation consist of

somewhat less complicated engineering problems, summarized below.

A major component, which is currently at state-of-the-art levels, is the

large solenoid magnet which restricts the radius of the plasma. Equipment with

specifications similar to those required for the PSP will soon be available

commercially for the magnetic-fusion program. Large superconducting magnets are

also being developed for high-energy particle accelerators in several countries,

and it is reasonable to suppose that, by the year 2000, when PSP could be fully
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operational in a large plant, the magnet technology will be widely available, if

not inexpensive. Details of magnet-building techniques are available in the

open literature. Further, to build a small clandestine facility, it may not

even be necessary to use superconducting magnets. A large conventional magnet

would require more power, but would, even today, be relatively easy to procure

and operate.

A more serious barrier to proliferation would be the gyrotrons (powerful,

high-frequency vacuum tubes) which produce the rapidly rotating electric field.

But these too, although not yet available, are being built at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology for use in magnetic-fusion devices. Consideration

should be given to placing export controls on large gyrotrons.

The final engineering barrier to proliferation is the technology for

handling high-temperature uranium, as is the case for AVLIS. Regarding PSP, the

situation is similar: the technology is controlled and is not well-known or

widely known. The technology could be duplicated in a country with moderate

technological and industrial capability in the course of the next two to three

decades.

It is unlikely that, within the next forty years, it would be possible for

subnational groups to produce a clandestine plant, primarily because the neces-

sary highly specialized materials and items would probably leave a clear trail

which would be difficult to conceal.

II.3.3. PSP Safeguards Considerations

Comments concerning application of international safeguards to detect diver-

sion of nuclear material or production of HKU are similar to those mentioned

above in Section II.2.3. Domestic safeguards considerations also would be simi-

lar to those discussed for the AVLIS process. Large numbers of relatively small

metal items, possibly with varying 235JJ concentrations, must be sampled and
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characterized with a practicably small number of measurements. More stringent

material-control procedures, relative to UFg-based processes, may be necessary

because of the relative ease with which small metal items can be bandied and

transported without special containers or equipment. However, the safeguards

needs are well within current capabilities.

II.4. Molecular Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS)

II.4.1. Description

The method was developed to the level of laboratory-size modules at Los

Alamos National Laboratory,"^ and, unlike the other two methods, uses DFg

rather than U metal as the chemical form for feed, product, and tails. Thus, it

should immediately be noted that the technology of handling high-temperature ura-

nium does not play a role as a barrier to proliferation. In other respects, how-

ever, the situation as regards proliferation and safeguards is similar to that

for AVLIS.

The process is as follows. A stream of UFg gas is forced through an expan-

sion nozzle at high speeds to cool the gas, thereby decreasing the population of

higher-lying states. Then, infrared lasers of high power and high repetition

rate preferentially excite 2^UFg molecules to higher states. Following this,

an ultraviolet laser dissociates the excited UFg molecules to UF5 + F. The

enriched UF^ condenses and is retrieved for later refluorination to produce

a UFg product (see Figure II-3). The process must be repeated several times

to achieve the desired product enrichment.

II.4.2. MLIS Proliferation Considerations

Laser technology and spectroscopic cross sections are engineering and phys-

ics barriers here to the same extent as is true with AVLIS. The conclusions for

this case would be the same. The only additional barrier would be the informa-

tion and the technology related to high-velocity flow of UFg gas. One would not
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expect this barrier to resist an assault by a nation with a moderate technical

base for more than a decade or two, if that long.

On a subnational level, for the foreseeable future, it is unlikely that

even a small clandestine separation plant would be possible because of the var-

ied high technology required and the difficulties of concealing such a program.

II.4.3. MLIS Safeguards Considerations

Roughly speaking, the same comments are in order as for the other two

processes. That DFg is used instead of metal gives some advantages over the

metal-based processes: standard safeguards techniques in use at the existing

enrichment plants are generally applicable for detecting diversion. Also,

batches are fewer, larger, and easily homogenized, thus simplifying containment,

sealing, and the taking of representative samples.

II.5. Policy Issues

II.5.1. Uranium Enrichment

Policy questions regarding the adoption of AIS techniques for uranium

enrichment deal with proliferation possibilities and the applicability of inter-

national safeguards.

Proliferation is, perhaps, the greatest concern. As mentioned in Sections

II.2 through II.4, it is unlikely that any of the three AIS technologies, if

developed^ wauld be secure against duplication by a determined nation of middle

technological ability over a period of 40 years. Completely independent develop-

ment could also be accomplished over that period; on-g;. ing development in the

U.S. would be an incentive.

A question which could be asked is, over a 20 to 30-year time frame, would

laser or other advanced separation techniques become more proliferation-prone

than the competing technique, namely, centrifuge enrichment? It is probably
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impossible to answer this with any pretense to accuracy, but a guess may be

hazarded. It is, in our opinion, very unlikely that any of the advanced tech-

niques described here will be very resistant to proliferation by nations with

even moderate technological bases. Lasers, magnets, and gyrotrons will all be

developed for non-strategic reasons, and it will likely become impossible to pre-

vent relevant research in these areas at any national university in the world,

if the motivation is there to perform such research. Centrifuges of the type

used for isotope separation have little other evident use at this time, but,

given the lead time of centrifuges over the alternative methods, the relevant

technology will have been on the scene for a longer time and will be that much

more vulnerable to spreading. The conclusion to which we are drawn is that

there is no clear advantage of any of the newer separation technologies over the

others with respect to the potential for proliferation over the long term.

If the U.S. develops one of the techniques, the question arises, should the

technology be sold abroad, with IAEA safeguards serving to detect diversion or

HED production contrary to (assumed) non-proliferation agreements? While IAEA

safeguards should, in principle, be capable of detecting the undeclared produc-

tion of HEU and diversions of significant quantities of uranium, there are other

scenarios which cause concern. First, the host nation could renounce the Non-

Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and seize the plant, with the intention of rapidly

converting it to the production of HEU. Second, the state could use the knowl-

edge acquired by operation of the facility to build a clandestine dedicated fa-

cility. None of the AIS techniques has an inherent barrier to such actions.

Therefore, the same policy considerations which apply to transfer of, e.g., cen-

trifuge enrichment or reprocessing technology should logically apply to transfer

of AIS technology.
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Another matter which deserves consideration is the cost involved in placing

any U.S. AVLIS plant on the list of facilities eligible for application of

safeguards by the IAEA. According to the U.S.-IAEA Agreement,'12^ only U.S.

facilities having direct national-security significance are to be excluded. An

AVLIS plant used exclusively for production of LEU for the commercial fuel cycle

might be expected to have national-security significance similar to that of the

GCEP, which was, in fact, offered and was selected by the IAEA for application

of IAEA safeguards before it was terminated. The costs of safeguards for an

AVLIS plant would include those necessary to protect sensitive technology under

conditions of international inspection, a situation similar to that faced in de-

signing a safeguards approach for the gas-centrifuge enrichment plants.'*'

But the expense of protecting sensitive technology is a burden inherent in .

the Agreement. Therefore, to reduce the ultimate costs of applying interna-

tional safeguards, it would be desirable to take safeguards and non-

proliferation concerns into account as the plant is designed. Non-nuciear-

weapons states which are party to the HPT are obligated to place all their

peaceful nuclear facilities under IAEA safeguards. In offering an AVLIS plant

designed to produce exclusively LEU, the U.S. would be fulfilling its voluntary

undertaking to offer its advanced peaceful nuclear facilities for IAEA

inspections, thereby subjecting itself to the same economic burdens and risks of

technology disclosure as non-nuclear-weapons states subject to IAEA safeguards.

II.5.2. Plutonium Isotope Separation

There ara several issues which arise from the contemplated adaptation of

the AIS techniques (probably AVLIS) to plutonium. The main purpose of

developing plutonium isotope separation on a large scale presumably is to pro-

vide a method for removing unwanted Pu isotopes from materials irradiated in mil-

itary reactors. In particular, this means separating 238pU) 240pUj an<j 241pu
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from old Pu stockpiles or from irradiated fuel generated by the Hanford N-

Reactor. Removing the unwanted isotopes would transform reactor-grade plutonium

into high-quality weapons-grade plutonium, far more suitable for efficient

weapons of predictable yield. Further, the weapons-grade plutonium would be

significantly less radioactive, making handling far easier and reducing health

hazards to personnel. An additional minor purpose of plutonium AIS would be pu-

rification of 238pUj Uged as a power source for deep-space vehicles.

There are some arguments which have been made to oppose development of plu-

tonium-separation capability. First, the use of laser separation appears to be

primarily aimed at use of irradiated reactor fuel for military purposes. Using

commercial spent fuel for weapons is illegal. The law'*-^ was passed because

the use of commercial spent fuel for weapons would bind commercial and military

nuclear programs closely, marking a reversal of long-standing U.S. Government

policy (in effect since the Atoms-For-Peace program of the 1950's) to separate

the peaceful and military uses of nuclear energy.

A further argument offered against development of laser-isotope separation

of plutonium is that the inability to restrict dissemination of the technology

might result in the spread of nuclear weapons. This argument is less than

convincing, since isotope separation does not create plutonium for weapons, but

just makes the material more efficient for weapons purposes. It is now well-

known that reactor-grade plutonium can be used to make a nuclear weapon. If a

country (or sub-national group) has obtained plutonium, isotope separation would

not add significantly to its capability. Without plutonium, Pu isotope-

separation capability would be useless and would not confer any nuclear-weapon

capability. Given the expense and technological development involved, it would

appear more reasonable for the country to devote its efforts to the problem of

obtaining the plutonium in the first place.
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Another relevant question is whether plutonium isotope-separation capabil-

ity offers any significant advantages to a state which already possesses the ca-

pability for separation of uranium isotopes and is contemplating diversion of

nuclear material for production of nuclear weapons. Clearly if a state is con-

templating a program for separation of plutoniura isotopes, it has already acqu-

ired the plutonium, e.g., through reprocessing. By assumption, it also

possesses the capability for enrichment of uranium. For a state which is just

acquiring the minimum amounts of material necessary for production of nuclear

explosives, the capability for separation of plutonium isotopes contributes lit-

tle to its weapons capability, which is constrained by the quantity of

weapon-usable material available and the capacity to produce such material

(either plutonium or HEU).

For a state which already possesses some (plutonium) nuclear weapons or

large quantities of plutonium and wishes to become a major nuclear-weapons

power, the capability for separation of plutonium isotopes—in addition to the

capabilities for uranium enrichment and reprocessing—would be advantageous in

improving the quality or reducing the costs of the nuclear-weapons program.

This scenario is obviously well beyond the level of initial proliferation and is

most obviously relevant for the existing nuclear-weapons states.

Technological barriers to the use of AVLIS for plutonium separation are sim-

ilar to those which hold regarding uranium: the atomic spectroscopy of the plu-

tonium isotopes must be studied in detail, techniques for handling plutonium at

high temperature must be developed, and lasers of sufficient power, lifetime,

and repetition rate must be obtained. For MLIS, there are additional problems

caused by the high neutron background rate in PuFg, arising from (a,n)

reactions, and the difficulty of handling the material. For PSP, the process in-
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volves complicated nuclear-material handling, and expensive and difficult steps

would have to be taken to reduce the health hazards to manageable proportions.
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III. NON-AQUEOUS REPROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES

III.l. Introduction

Aqueous methods based on solvent extraction, such as the well-known Purex

process, have become the basis of the most widely accepted technology for

repro-.essing spent fuel on a production scale, both for present applications and

for future projections. The chemical and engineering principles underlying

these methods have been known and applied for a long time. In addition,

the methodology and equipment involved draw on widely known and accepted indus-

trial practice, both within and outside the nuclear field. The methods in ques-

tion were originally developed with the object of achieving a high degree of fis-

sion product decontamination and U-Pu partition, However, urgent safeguards and

non-proliferation considerations have recently prompted interest in options

involving partial fission product retention, or "spiking", and incomplete U-Pu

partition (coprocessing).

Despite the success of aqueous methods, development work on non-aqueous

reprocessing technologies has been pursued intermittently since the middle

1950's, both in the U.S. and abroad. The driving force behind these efforts has

been the prospect of commercial deployment of fuel cycles centered on advanced

reactor concepts, notably fast breeder reactors (FBRs). Non-aqueous methods

have some intrinsic features which have long been recognized as being attractive

in connection with reprocessing of advanced reactor fuels, from the viewpoint of

both economics and safety. These are (a) relatively simple and compact appa-

ratus, (b) production of waste predominantly in solid and therefore compact

form, and (c) use of materials which are substantially more resistant to heat

and radiation than aqueous and organic solutions. On the other hand, new and

advanced concepts are involved, and it was clear from the outset that very sub-

stantial efforts in high temperature chemistry, metallurgy, material science,
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and engineering would be required to develop non—aqueous technologies suitable

for implementation on a commercial production scale. Because of lack of

sustained support for advanced reactor concepts and associated fuel cycles, prog-

ress has been sporadic, despite a great deal of significant and sophisticated

work which was done both in the U.S. and abroad.

Two broad categories of non-aqueous technologies are defined for purposes

of this report; a considerable number of avenues have been pursued in both

areas, depending on the chemical and physical form of the fuel and on the re-

sources available at the time the work was carried out.

• Pyrochemical Processes

These techniques are based on separations in which the chemical species

involved are distributed between molten salt and molten metal phases. In es-

sence these methods employ high temperature non-aqueous solvent extraction.

« Halide Volatility Processes

This approach is based on the formation of volatile halides. Although

techniques based on volatilization of chlorides have received some attention,

their applicability appears to be limited to Th-based fuels. Most interest has

focussed on fluoride volatility processes in which separations are effected on

the basis of the relative volatilities of UF6, PuF6, and various fission product

fluorides.

Concern with safeguards and non-proliferation issues has led to renewed in-

terest in non-aqueous reprocessing technologies. In particular, it was recogni-

zed during the latter half of the 1970's that the chemical equilibria involved

in pyrochemical processes can be manipulated with relative ease to lead to par-

tial retention of fission products and incomplete U/Pu partition, thereby provi-

ding a potential mechanism for implementing a spiking, or coprocessing option

(or both). In 1977, ERDA outlined a Pyrochemical and Dry Processing Methods
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(PDPM) Program^), closely related to the NASAP and International Fuel Cycle

Evaluation (INFCE) efforts, and specifically aimed at development of

reprocessing systems that reduce the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation.

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) was asked to act as the lead laboratory in

this effort. Some valuable preliminary studies have emerged from PDPM, but fur-

ther progress is contingent on broader policy decisions.

The present chapter will describe reference facilities based on two typical

non-aqueous reprocessing technologies and briefly examine the safeguards and

non-proliferation issues which would arise if these processes were to be ,

implemented on a commercial scale. The extensive work which has been done in

various areas of non-aqueous reprocessing has produced a very substantial liter-

ature over the last 20-25 years, much of it in the form of reports and contribu-

tions to meetings and symposia. Some of this literature is difficult to obtain

(especially on work performed outside the U.S.) and also difficult to judge in

terms of future commercial exploitability, because lack of support has in many

cases prevented adequate follow-up. After careful review of selected litera-

ture, it was decided to limit this report to the salt transport and fluoride vol-

atility processes as applied to reprocessing mixed-oxide LHFBR fuels, with

emphasis on work performed in the U.S. This choice was made for the following

reasons:

• It will provide for a disscussion of one example each of the two

categories identified above.

• It will emphasize a type of fuel which presents particularly intricate

and pressing issues with regard to safeguards and non-proliferation in its

deployment.

• Finally, a great deal of fundamental information, including conceptual

flowsheets, has resulted from work carried out in the U.S.^f3,4) Experimental
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work includes both laboratory and pilot plant studies; at least two applications

have become small scale production operations. Although much significant work

has been performed abroad (especially in France, Japan, and the USSR), scanning

of the available literature has failed to reveal developments which would

materially affect conclusions derived from the U.S. work.

It is assumed that the fuel under consideration is clad with stainless

steel, that the core consists of mixed oxide containing natural or depleted UO2

and about 20% PuO2, and that burnup ranges between 6x10^ and 10^ MWd/te. It is

further assumed that the reference facilities being discussed will handle an av-

erage of 6 core/axial blanket and about 4 radial blanket fuel assemblies per

day, corresponding to about 1000 kg heavy metal, or 100 kg Pu, per day. This

plant capacity is based on the fuel discharge rate from a 15,000 MW(e) network

of LMFBRs, approximately one r.hird of the core fuel assemblies being replaced

twice a year. It should be emphasized that the available process information is

based on extrapolation from laboratory and limited pilot plant data. Further-

more, there continues to be widespread ambivalence as to the overall role of

non-aqueous techniques in fuel reprocessing. Any conclusions drawn in this chap-

ter are therefore rather general and must be regarded as speculative.

III.2. Reference Facilities

III.2.1. The Salt Transport Process

112,2.1.1. Background

Pyrometallurgical processes were first developed in the 1950's, with the ob-

ject of providing purification procedures which would leave fuels in their origi-

nal metallic state throughout the process. These developments culminated in the

successful use of melt refining as a method of reprocessing the enriched U alloy

fuel of the Experimental Breeder Raactor-II (EBR-II). In this technique the

fuel is melted and liquated for a prolonged period in a Zr02 crucible. Fission
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products are removed partly through volatilization, partly through oxidation by

the crucible material.

Further work in this area led to the development of a variety of processes

characterized by the use of chemical oxidation-reduction reactions (hence the

term "pyrochemical") accompanied by such separation techniques as distillation,

precipitation, electrolysis, and liquid metal-molten salt solvent extraction,

either singly or in combination. Most of these processes have remained in the

laboratory and pilot plant stages; a few have become small-scale production

j

operations, e.g., the molten-salt refining of Pu (LANL) and the extraction of Am

from Pu metal (Rocky Flats).

The Salt Transport Process is based on selective transfer of actinides from

one molten alloy to another, by extraction into and stripping out of an interme-

diate molten salt phase (transport salt). The present description of the pro-

cess as applied to LMFBR fuel is based primarily on work published in 1969,'2,3;

supplemented by a discussion of conceptual modifications for implementing a par-

tial fission product retention and U/Pu coprocessing option, published about ten

years later in connection with the PDPM Program.*- ' In addition to the Salt

Transport Process, the PDPM Program proposed to evaluate six other processes as

applied to metal, oxide, and carbide fuels, from the viewpoint of safeguards and

- non-proliferation. One of these, the zinc distillation process, was actually

selected as a reference pyrochemical process for the PDPM program. Flowsheets

and detailed procedures were developed in concept. However, it has not been pos-

sible, to date, to accumulate the degree of laboratory and pilot plant informa-

tion which is available for the S.ilt Transport Process.

III.2.1.2. Description of Reference Facility

Figure III-l^) gives a schematic flowsheet for the process. The diagram

illustrates the coprocessing option with partial fission product retention;
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Figure III-l
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modifications for complete separation would affect the schematic only in minor

ways. The process consists of the steps outlined below; unless otherwise noted,

the steps apply to either option.

(1) Decladding - the stainless steel cladding is dissolved by immersing

fuel elements in liquid Zn at about 800°C. A molten CaCl2-CaF2 layer is placed

on top of the liquid metal to inhibit vaporization. The gaseous fission prod-

ucts (FP-1) are released as the cladding is breached. The Zn-stainless steel

alloy, which may have dissolved some of the more noble fission products, is

separated from the oxide fuel and may be recovered.

(2) Oxide reduction - This step is performed in the same vessel as the pre-

ceding one. It consists of contacting the oxide with a two-phase system made up

of a Cu-Mg-Ca alloy and molten CaCl2-CaF2 at about 800°C; the Cu/Mg ratio in the

alloy, while not critical for this step, is selected with a view to further oper-

ations (see below). The oxide is reduced by Ca, and the resulting metals are

taken up by the alloy along with fission products more noble than Ca(FP-3 and

4). Uranium is present in excess of its solubility limit under these conditions

and precipitates as a U-Cu intennetallic compound; the extent to which U sepa-

rates out depends on the Cu/Mg ratio in the alloy. The CaO produced in the re-

duction step and FP-2 fission products are taken up by the molten salt which

can be recycled.

(3) Separations - This category includes several steps which are being

combined in this report for the sake of clarity. It is at this stage that a

choice can be made between attainment of virtually complete U-Pu partition and

the coprocessing option. The principle involved is illustrated by the following

schematic chemical reaction which represents an equilibrium between a liquid

alloy and the active component of a molten salt phase (transport salt):

M(alloy) + 3/2MgCA2(salt) t MCA3(salt) + 3/2Mg(alloy).
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Here M represents U, Fu, and rare earth fission products (FP-3)• It may be

shown that the distribution coefficient of M, D = XjicB^/^M ^x = mole fraction)

depends not only on the relative thermodynamic stability of the chlorides

involved but also on the nature and composition of the alloy (i.e., the

"activity" of Mg in the alloy phase). Furthermore, the rate of transfer depends

on the solubility of M in the alloy phase. Cu-Mg alloys tend to bring about a

distribution of M which is more in favor of the salt phase ("donor alloys",

d.a.) than is the case for Zn-Mg alloys ("acceptor alloys," a.a.). Appropriate

choice of alloys therefore makes possible a degree of control over the distribu-

tion of the various elements between the alloy and salt phases, and hence over

the relative extent of the separations achieved.

Based on these considerations, the Cu-Mg alloy from step (b) is next used

in the role of a donor alloy and contacted with a NaCS<-KCS.-MgOl2~MgF2 melt in a

multi-stage, mixer-settler battery at about 650°C. The NaCl and KC1 serve as

diluents to lower the melting point of the salt below this convenient working

temperature. Under these conditions the FP-3s are extracted into the salt

phase, achieving a very high Pu-rare earth decontamination factor (about 10^ per

stage). Alternatively, the process can be designed in such a manner that only

a fraction of the FP-3s is separated from the actinides while the rest follows

the Pu through the rest of the process-

The next step is designed to achieve either a virtually complete or a par-

tial partition of U and Pu. In the original concept a Mg-rich (Cu - 57 at.%Mg)

alloy is used as d.a. and contacted with the MgCJ2-2-containing molten salt, using

the final stages of the aforementioned mixer-settler battery; a Zn - 30 at.% Mg

alloy serves as a.a. Separation of U from Pu under these conditions is aided by

the fact that (a) the distribution coefficient of Pu in the d.a.-salt system is

greater than that of U and (b) the rate of U transfer is inhibited by the exceed-
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ingly low solubility of U in the Mg-rich d.a. (0.005%). To achieve a higher de-

gree of decontamination of Pu from the noble fission products (FP-4), the trans-'

port salt may, if desired, be contacted with an intermediate alloy (Cd-50 at. %

Mg) before being exposed to the a.a.

By contrast, use of a Cu - 16 at.% Mg alloy as d.a. can be shown to result

in an incomplete U-Pu separation, as would be desirable for a coprocessing op-

tion. Because U is quite insoluble even in the low-Mg d.a., the rate of trans-

fer of U will still be less than that of Pu, so that the actinides recovered in

the a.a. will be enriched in Pu to a degree desirable for LMFBR recycle.

(4) U salt transport separation - The U precipitate in the decladding/re-

duction vessel may be decontaminated from FP-4s and small amounts of

coprecipitated Pu by dissolution in a Cu - 6 at.% Mg d.a. and transfer to a suit-

able Zn-Mg a.a. via the transport salt.

(5) Vacuum distillation - All the a.a. matrixes are volatile and can be

separated from the U and Pu (or O-Pu) solutes.

(6) Fuel oxidation - U product is converted to oxides for either blending

or fabrication of blanket fuel. Pu product or coprocessed U-Pu is converted to

oxide for fuel fabrication.

III.2.1.3. Safeguards-Related Design Concepts

Although the Salt Transport Process has not been implemented as an in-

tegrated operation, extensive experimental work was done during the 1960"s on

many of the unit processes discussed above, mostly at ANL. These activities

included both laboratory and larger bench scale studies, involving U, Pu,

fissium* mixtures as well as small mockup UO2 fuel assemblies. The efficiency

of the decladding and oxide reduction steps was demonstrated conclusively. A

*Fissium is defined as "an alloy containing npnradioactive fission elements
in approximately equilibrium concentrations11'^.
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number of salt transport experiments were done individually on U, Pu, and

representative rare earth elements and indicated recoveries of 99% or better or

the basis of predictions from laboratory data. Information on the engineering

feasibility of the materials, equipment, and glove box operations involved was

an important by-product of this work. Preliminary studies were made on a concep-

tual design of a Salt Transport Process with a capacity of 1 te/day of LMFBR

(2)
core and blanket fuel; the process is summarized by the following quotation ':

"It appears that two decladding vessels about 7 ft. tall and 18 in. in
diameter would be required with-three fuel assemblies being declad at a
time in each vessel. These vessels would most likely be made of tungsten
or have a tungsten lining. The oxide reduction operation would be done in
the same vessels. The mixer-settler bank for rare earth removal and
plutonium salt transport would be about 20 x 24 in. and about 6 ft. long.
Niobium appears to be a suitable material for this unit, except in the last
stage where tantalum or a tantalum lining might be used. In the plutonium
retorting step, criticality considerations probably would require three
units of slab geometry about 20 x 30 in. by 1-1/2 in. thick, although a
single unit may be feasible. The three-stage mixer-settler for uranium
decontamination would be about 10 x 20 in. and 2 ft. long. This equipment
and the plutonium retort would both be made of a refractory metal such as
tungsten. The uranium accumulation vessel could be made of graphite and
would be about 18 in. in diameter and 5 ft. tall. For fuel resynthesis,
two 8-in. dia. and two 24-in. dia. fluidized bed reactors about 6 ft. tall
would be used for core and blanket material, respectively. Stainless
Steel would be a suitable material for these units. In addition to the
major process equipment, various other vessels would be required for
making up and charging solvents, holding process solutions and disposing
of waste streams. Nevertheless, it appears that a plant of this type
would be quite compact."

Activities sponsored by the PDPM Program on a coprocessing option have so

far been limited to conceptual design studies. A key feature of the proposed de-

sign is the avoidance of remote transfer of solids. It is proposed, instead^',

to adopt a rotating assembly with dedicated process stations designed to operate

sequentially on the same tungsten crucible. For example, four stations would be

designed to carry out decladding, oxide reduction, FP-3 decontamination, and

salt extraction of U-Pu, respectively. Although calculations of U/Pu flows and

inventories do nat appear to be available, Table III-l^-*' gives an idea of
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Table III-l

Process Volumes

Kg Liters

Operation

Dec!adding
Reduction
FP-3 Donor
FP-3 Acceptor
U-Pu Donor
U-Pu Acceptor
U Donor
U Acceptor

Salt

15
202
30
30

270
270
270
270

.0

.1

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

Metal

581.9
378.0
49.6
22.0

371.9
224.3
331.5
265.8

Total

596.
580.
79.
52.

641.
494.
601.
535.

9
1
6
0
9
3
5
8

Salt

7.0
89.4
16.7
16.7

150.0
150.0
150.0
150.0

Metal

78.4
-45.6

5.6
4.6

42.4
32.6
42.8
45.5

Total

85.4
135

22
21

192
182
192
195

.0

.3

.3

.4

.6

.8

.5

Design
Volume

250
250
30
30

250
250
250
250
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the various process weight and volumes of salt and metal present at each major

operation, for the vessel design volume selected. The numbers correspond to a

feed of one core-axial blanket fuel assembly.

III.2.2. The Fluoride Volatility Process

£11.2.2.1. Background

It was recognized in the 1950's that conceptually attractive fuel

reprocessing schemes could be based on the high volatility of the actinide

hexafluorides, especially in view of the considerably lower volatility of the

fluorides of several key fission products (Fig. 111-2)^"". A large body of work

resulted, in the U.S. as well as abroad, involving various types of reactor

fuels, fluorinating agents, and separation/decontamination techniques. Much fun-

damental information emerged from these activities and led in turn to increas-

ingly sophisticated approaches towards solving the intricate experimental prob-

lems inherent in the technology.

In the earlier years interest focused on high enrichment fuels for test re-

actors (e.g., the Materials Testing Reactor; MTR), mobile power reactors, and

others. A typical approach was to immerse the fuel in a molten fluoride salt

mixture and dissolve it by sparging the melt with anhydrous HF. Conversion to

UFg and fission product fluorides was originally carried out using elemental F£

gas, an approach which remained of interest for some time in connection with de-

velopment work on the Molten Salt Reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL). However, the need for rapid removal of the heat developed by the highly

exothermic fluorination reactions led to studies on the use of liquid

interhalogen compounds (mainly CIF3 and BrF3) as a replacement for F2. At the

same time the development of fluidized bed technology led to the use of inert

granular media with more favorable heat capacity and heat transfer properties

than those afforded by molten salts.
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Interest in low-enrichment fuels has centered around reprocessing of ce-

ramic fuels contemplated for power reactors. Successful application to this

type of fuel necessitated systematic studies of the properties of PuFg,

including its formation, stability, and separability from UFg and assorted fis-

sion product fluorides. It was concluded that interhalogen compounds are not

sufficiently powerful fluorinating agents for effective conversion of Pu(>2 or

PuF^ to PuFg. Practical concepts are therefore based on the use of elemental F2

in a fluidized bed medium. A variety of separation techniques was explored,

including fractional distillation, selective adsorption, and selective thermal

decomposition. Several decladding schemes were similarly explored, chemical as

well as mechanical. As the 1960's progressed, the focus of interest shifted to

mixed-oxide FBR fuel. In 1969 ANL summarized its efforts in a detailed concep-

tual design study (ANL-7583)^' of a reference fluoride volatility plant for

reprocessing stainless steel clad mixed-oxide LMFBR fuel, which serves as basis

for the discussion below. In the absence of adequate support, publication of

this report essentially marked the end of U.S. efforts in fluoride volatility

reprocessing. Although sporadic work appears to be continuing abroad, notably

in France, Japan, and the USSR, there are no indications of major efforts or

breakthroughs. Nevertheless, a sufficiently sound technical foundation of a

non-aqueous approach to reprocessing of FBR fuel has been established to warrant

consideration as a non-proliferating technology within a long-term perspective.

III.2.2.2. Description of Reference Facility

This section summarizes the reference process described in ANL 7 5 8 3 , ^

with the main emphasis on safeguards-related aspects. The process was designed

by extrapolating experimental information that had been accumulated from labora-

tory and limited pilot plant studies. No attempt is made to optimize the pro-

cess steps; instead, emphasis is placed on available equipment and known technol-
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ogy. Numerous alternative steps were recognized as the report was written and

are identified by its authors as possible improvements. The point is made

repeatedly that the document is intended merely as a feasibility evaluation and

that substantial engineering development would have to precede practical imple-

mentation; one chapter is devoted to summarizing problem areas. In addition to

a brief section on accountability, the report contains material on criticality

control which provides some background for safeguards considerations. All fig-

ures and tables are taken or adapted from ANL 7583.

The reference facility uses a mechanical head-end process to provide, from

irradiated stainless steel-clad U(>2~Pu2 fuel consisting of the combined core and

blankets, a fluidizable oxide feed for continuous fluid-bed fluorinators. With

appropriate temperature and reagent concentration in the fluorinators, first the

uranium and then the plutonium are converted to hexafluorides and separated from

those fission products that remain with the alumina bed as nonvolatile

fluorides. A continuous stream of granular alumina serves as a vehicle for

moving these nonvolatile fission products through the fluorinators to waste

receivers. The overhead UFg and PuF6 streams are purified, using cold traps and

selective sorption, thermal decomposition, and fractional distillation. The

purified UFg and PuFg are recombined and converted to a mixed particulate oxide

product. High-level wastes are stored in solid form on-site for the life of the

plant, followed by shipment off-sit , possibly to a salt cavern. Intermediate-

and low-level solid wastes are converted to a form suitable for long-term stor-

age on-site. Intermediate- and low-level liquid wastes are treated to the degree

necessary so that all effluent discharged is within the applicable limits.

Waste concentrates are solidified and handled as outlined above. Total contain-

ment of gaseous wastes is planned. In the reference process, off-gas and vent

streams are so treated that the gases are converted to stable solid waste forms
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or compressed to relatively small volumes for storage. Gaseous waste discharges

are held within the applicable limits set by regulations.

An overall diagram of the reference facility is shown in Figure HI-3. The

daily average feed postulated for the process is indicated in Table III-2. The

plant processes core, axial blanket, and radial blanket material on a 300 days-

per-year basis. The process is designed to give a highly decontaminated product

of 409 kg 23 wt.% PuO2-UO2 (̂ 83 kg Pu) per day. The UF6 in excess over the

amount required for conversion to this product (856 kg UF5 per day) is stored

for shipment off site. The process may be readily adapted to the production of

pure Pu02 or varying degrees of coprocessing. There is also enough flexibility

to provide for a degree of fission product retention.

C dLticality considerations have had a major influence on design of the ref-

erence facility. Slab design is used for all process equipment exposed to sig-

nificant amounts of Pu. Both continuous-processing equipment and batch-

processing equipment have been specified for the reference plant. Much indus-

trial experience is available on fluidized bed and distillation operations, and

continuous processing equipment can be specified for these operations. On the

other hand, relatively little or no information is available for continuous-

cold-trapping devices; therefore semi-continuous (batch) processing equipment

had to be specified for the cold traps and most of the other components. This

balanced design is useful from the criticality viewpoint.

The main process steps and their basic objectives are:

(1) Mechanical head-end; separate the fuel from the cladding.

(2) Continuous fluid-bed fluorination, using a continuous stream of
granular alumina as the fluid bed medium. Separate first the uranium,
then the plutonium as hexafluorides from the bulk of radioactive
fission products (Groups I, II, III, and IV) that do not form volatile
fluorides.

(3) Plutonium purification and separation from UFg.
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Table III-2

Reference Daily Processing Load

Fuel Component Core

U
Pu
U + Pu
F.P.

223 a

72.3 a

295.3
35.06

Daily Discharge Rate, kg

Axial
Blanket

178
1.6

179.6
1.08

Core plus
Axial Radial

Blanket Blanket

401 474
73.9 9.6

474.9 483.6
36.14 2.84

Fuel Elements Processed per Day

Core plus axial blanket: 6

Radial Blanket

Inner ring:
Outer ring:

2.6
1.5

Total

875
83.5

958.5
38.98

aThese values, representing 22% PuO2-UO2 core fuel, were used for
all calculations made in this study.
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(4) UFg purification.

(5) Conversion; convert a UFg-PuFg product mixture to a particulate oxide
solid for refabrication into core fuel.

It is assumed that the fuel will be transported to the reprocessing plant in so-

dium-filled containers inside shielded casks. After the fuel is removed from

the containers, any sodium remaining on the fuel subassemblies will be removed

by controlled oxidation and washing.

Each step will now be described in more detail.

(1) The mechanical head-end operations consist of the following sequence

of steps:

(a) Unloading of fuel elements from shipping containers.

(b) Removal of sodium from external surfaces of the fuel elements in
a cleaning vessel, by reacting with dry air followed by washing
with water.

(c) Transfer of fuel elements into the storage pool.

(d) Underwater mechanical disassembly of fuel elements into individual
fuel pins.

(e) Assay of fuel pins to identify sodium-logged pins, using an eddy-
current device (the ground rules in ANL-7583 postulate that an
average of 1% of the fuel pins will be sodium-logged).

(f) Reassembling of intact fuel pins into 25-pin bundles for feeding to

the pin chopper; logged pins are automatically deflected by the
measuring device to a separate storage rack for later processing.

(g) Chopping of the fuel pins into short (̂  1/2-in.) lengths.

(h) Continuous ball-milling of the fuel to separate powdered fuel from
the hulls.

(i) Examination of separated stainless steel h •>! ' s by active delayed
neutron measurement.

(j) Pneumatic conveyance of the fuel powder to three critically safe
interim storage hoppers (2" x 36" x 120" or 2.2 x 10* cm3)
preparatory to chemical processing.
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The storage hoppers are weighed continuously, during both filling and

emptying operations. The weight change during filling serves as a check

on the material flow rate through the ball mill. The full hopper is weighed

for accountability; process feed-rate information is obtained as the hopper

is emptied, and used for both monitoring and process control.

The fuel is discharged by gravity out of the bottom of the charge lt<.pper

and conveyed by a circulating oxygen stream to the fluorination system. Samples

for further accountability and burnup measurements are taken out of the conveyor

line. Sintered granular alumina is injected into the feed line downstream from

the sampling point to give a ratio of fuel to alumina of 5 to 1. This material

serves as the major constituent of the fluidized bed used during the fluorina-

tion steps. It is assumed that complete mixing occurs in the fluorination

reactors, so that the average fluidized bed composition in each reactor is the

same as the corresponding solid effluent composition.

(2) Fluidized bed fluorination

Figure III-4 illustrates schematically the fluidized bed fluorination

system used in the reference process.

Two fluorination reactors are operated continuously in series. Reac-

tors A and B are designed to yield virtually all the UF6 and PuF6, respectively.

Associated with each reactor are two cold traps (CTs; desublimators) in series.

Those marked FP are fission product traps; the CTs are kept at lower tempera-

tures to trap the more volatile solid UFg and PuF^, respectively. The reactors

and traps are of slab geometry as illustrated in Figure III-5 to promote criti-

cality safety and temperature control by providing a high surface-to-mass ratio.

In reactor A the feed stream is subjected to a 23% F2-O2 S a s mixture at

350°C; the gas stream serves both as fluorinating agent and fluidizing medium.

Under these conditions 99% of the U is transformed into gaseous UF6; the
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remaining i/» leave a as lit 4 in the solid effluent which is the feed for reactor

B. Only a small fraction (4% or less) of the Pu accompanies the UFb as PuFb;

the remainder leaves as solid PUF4 in the aforementioned alumina effluent.

Nominal residence time of solids in the reactor is 12 hours. Trap FP-1 is kept

at 15°C and thus serves to remove most of the NbF5 and RUF5. The UT?6 stream,

accompanied by a small amount of PUF5, condenses in trap CT-1, held at -80 C,

over a 12-hr, cycle. Residual F2 in the remaining gas stream is recycled to re-

actor A; part of the gas stream which contains Kr and Xe is bled out to off-gas

treatment. During the next 12-hr, cycle a batch of condensed hexafluorides is

removed from the trap by heating and draining the liquid thus obtained into the

feed vessel for the next step; a duplicate trap is put on stream.

Fluorination of Pu in reactor B is accomplished using pure F2 gas at 500-

550°C. Reactor B consists of two stages in which countercurrent flow of F2 and

alumina is provided. Average solids residence time in each stage is about 9

hrs. Further operations are analogous to those in the reactor A system, except

that FP-2 is kept at -10°C, a temperature appropriate for condensation of resid-

ual NbF5 and RUF5 from a product gas stream of relatively low actinide

hexafluoride concentrations. Exit gas from trap CT-2 (which is kept at -80°C)

is recycled to reactor A. The PuFg is removed from CT-2 by heating and draining

as described above for UFg. Total decontamination of Pu at this point is

estimated to be about 400.

(3) Plutonium purification and separation from UFg.

The overall schematic of this sequence is shown in Figure III-6. The par-

tially decontaminated condensates from CT-1 and CT-2 are recombined in a feed

vessel and distilled into the thermal decomposer (TD-1). Distillation is

continued until there is a significant drop in production rate. The residue,
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containing mostly fission products, is flashed directly to the LiF trap (LiF-1,

see broken line).

Pu is separated by decomposing the PuF& at 350 C in TD-1 according to the

reaction PuF6 •+ PUF4 + F2. It is estimated that 99.6% of the PuFb decomposes to

PuF^ and deposits on the alumina; again, one batch is processed through TD-1 in

12 hours. Any remaining PuF$ which is carried in the UF5 stream is trapped in

LiF-1, as a complex, probably 4 LiF*PuF4; it is refluorinated at 450°C by the

circulating F2 stream, and recycled to the B loop.

The pure PUF4 deposited in TD-1 is refluorinated using concentrated F2 at

500°C. The resulting PuFg is collected in cold trap CT-3 which is held at

-80°C. The weight change of the latter is noted and the fluorination stopped

when the rate of change drops, corresponding to about 95% recovery. The bed in

TD-1 is reused in subsequent decomposition-refluorination cycles and finally

fluorinated exhaustively before being discarded to waste.

After a batch of PuFg has collected in CT-3, the trap is removed and heated

to 80°C to liquify the PuF6, which is subsequently purified by distillation.

About 90% of the purified Pu is recovered in this manner and ready for conver-

sion. The heel is recycled to the thermal decomposer for processing with the

batch next in line. The overall decontamination factor for Pu at this point is

estimated to be 1O6-1O7.

(4) UFg purification

The object of this step is to achieve further decontamination from Np and

remaining volatile fission product fluorides. This is accomplished (Fig. III-

7) by two distillation stages and successive treatment in a MgF2 trap at 125°C

and four stages of NaF-U02F2 traps at 400°C. About 32% of the purified UFfc is

required for conversion to the mixed-oxide product of the reference process (see
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below); the remainder is bled to a side stream, separated by cold trapping and

stored for shipment off-site.

(5) Conversion

The purpose of this step is to produce a suitable grade of 23 wt.% PuO2~

UO2. It is an adaptation of a process developed for the preparation of UO2 and

involves the simultaneous reaction of UFg and PuFg with a mixture of steam and

hydrogen at 650°C in a fluidized bed. The process is semicontinuous in that a

cyclic method of operation is used. In the first half of the cycle,

hexafluorides, steam, and hydrogen are fed to the reactor to yield the expected

products PUO2-UO2 and HF. In the second half of the cycle steam and hydrogen

only are fed to the converter to ensure conversion to UO2 of any UF4 and/or U3O8

intermediates. Excess reagents are used throughout the conversion cycle to

ensure a high-density product with a minimum amount of residual fluoride. The

design basis for the converter provides for a 2-hour cycle, with 34.1 kg of

PUO2-DO2 withdrawn at the end of each cycle (409 kg. per day). The product is

stored in two critically safe slab-shaped receivers (4" x 24" x 24" or 5.4 x 10^

cm3) and sampled for accountability and quality control before shipment.

III.2.2.3. Safeguards-Related Design Concepts

Compared to the corresponding material on the Salt Transport Process, ANL-

7583 contains a fair amount of safeguards-related process information, derived

from process, criticality, and accountability considerations.

II£.2.2.3.1. Flows

Feed was identified in Table III-2; the product stream is postulated to con-

sist of 409 kg per day 23% PUO2-UO2, or 83 kg Pu, and 856 kg per day UFfc. No es-

timates are given as to losses of fissile material in the waste streams.
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III.2.2.3.2. Inventories

The inventory values postulated in the reference design are to a large de-

gree determined by criticality considerations. In-process Pu inventories are

shown in Table III-3; they represent the maximium batch sizes during normal ref-

erence operation. The use of duplicate units for some of the components permits

accumulation during a 12-hour on-stream period and discharge during a 12-hour

off-stream period. This schedule allows coupling of continuous and semi-

continuous (batch) processes, with an overall 24-.u>ur time cycle of operations.

The vessels are emptied completely by the end of each cycle, and a half-day

batch is the maximum accumulated in normal operation. Regarding storage

inventories, both the three feed hoppers and the two oxide product receivers

have a total capacity of a one-day throughput (83 kg. Pu) as a baseline case;

no additional storage capacity is indicated.

III.2.2.3.3. Plant Layout Concept

Figure III-8 shows a conceptual layout of the main plant building. The

main process cell and auxiliary cells are shown, along with other required

facilities on the same floor, such as operation control rooms, laboratories,

storage areas, the machine shop, and administration areas. The overall building

area is approximately 150 by 260 ft. Additional facilities are below grade.

These include a decontamination cell, a hot-shop area, and a storage pool for

fuel elements awaiting disassembly and processing.

The head-end and processing equipment must be located in heavily shielded

cells designed for alpha containment as well as for beta-gamma radiation con-

trol. Ventilation must be controlled, with flows moving from the least

contaminated to the most contaminated sections of the plant. Exhaust will be

through one set of high-efficiency filters. A large circulating caustic
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Table III-3. Reference Values of Pu In-Process Inventory

Process Vessel

Fluorinator A

Fluorinator B

CT-1

CT-2

CT-3

Feed vessel for Pu purification

Thermal decomposer

Converter

TOTAL

kg Pu

45

4.5

1.7

40

42

42

42

24

241.2
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scrubber designed to accommodate the total ventilation flow will be located

upstream of the first set of air filters. The sand-bed filter serves mainly as

an emergency backup device. Ventilation air is finally exhausted through a

100-m stack.

In addition to a main process cell, two other cells are provided: (1) an

argon-atmosphere cell for operations relating to fuel handling when sodium is

present, and (2) an air-atmosphere cell for the mechanical head-end equipment.

Intermediate partitions, which further subdivide the main cell into subcells,

may be desirable from the standpoint of maintenance and accessibility, but cell

design has not been analyzed to an extent to permit such delineation. Cell

shielding thickness will comply with the regulations regarding personnel expo-

sure.

III.3. Safeguards Considerations

III.3.1. General Discussion

Although the two non-aqueous processes discussed in the preceding pages are

quite different in concept, they have certain safeguards-related features in com-

mon. A great deal of concerted effort must be expended and many questions

answered if either of these technologies, or related ones, are to be commer-

cially implemented within the next few decades. On the other hand, this long

lead time affords a unique opportunity to start planning safeguards R&D and

incorporating desirable features into plant design at the earliest stages of de-

velopment .

One characteristic of non-aqueous processes which first made them appear at-

tractive on grounds of economics and safety is the compactness of the equipment

and thus the relatively small plant size required. From the domestic safeguards

point of view, this means that physical protection and containment/surveillance

(C/S) measures would be particularly effective. With respect to international
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safeguards, the compactness of the plants would involve a relatively small in-

spection effort, aimed at monitoring appropriate accountancy and C/S

measures.(7' c/S measures carry particular promise, and their development and

early integration into facility design would be a fruitful area for R&D.

It is materials accountability and the need to close material balances

which appear to pose the most important R&D problems <• Neither of the processes

discussed here involve a homogeneous input solution which could be sampled and

analyzed to provide a reliable accountability measurement, nor are other poten-

tial non-aqueous techniques likely to differ in that respect. Accountability in

aqueous reprocessing technology-centers around the existence of such solutions,

and much effort has gone into development of increasingly precise sampling and

analytical measurement methods.

III.3.2. The Salt Transport Process

The Salt Transport Process is designed deliberately to minimize movement of

solids within the process, by carrying out more than one unit operation in the

same vessel. This approach intrinsically runs counter to the idea of producing

a homogeneous input solution. The closest approximation to such a system occurs

one step past the decladding process, at the conclusion of the reduction step.

At that point the Pu and part of the U are dissolved in the reduction alloy,

which could conceivably be sampled and analyzed for accountability. One by-

product of the pyrochemical studies carried out during the 1950'a and 1960's has

been interest in developing analytical measurement techniques for both molten

salts and liquid metals, including possible on-line and other non-destructive

techniques. However, much of this effort was discontinued along with the rest

of the work and became obsolete as interest in non-aqueous systems declined. Ad-

aptation to commercial reprocessing techniques would require reassessment of the
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past work and extensive new R&D based upon it. There would probably also have

to be some R&D for more specialized NDA instrumentation.

III.3.3. The Fluoride Volatility Process

The following excerpts form ANL-7583'8) illustrate the problems inherent in

accountability measurements in the Fluoride Volatility Process and point to the

R&D areas which must be stressed,

"The accountability method proposed for the present plant uses automatic
data processing; input is provided in part by automatic weighing systems.
Verification of the input starts with the identification of a particular
fuel element after its removal from the shipping cask. Information
regarding weight and actinide content will be provided by the fuel
manufacturer, and the radiation history of the fuel element also will be
known. Fuel elements can best be weighed at the processing plant, if
desired, after sodium removal from the exterior of the fuel element
while the fuel element is in storage in the pool. Individual fuel pins
have been assayed for any sodium logging. After decladding, the weight
of the fuel alone is obtained by weighing the fuel storage hopper before
the fuel oxide powder is fed to the process.

Sampling of the fuel powder while it is enroute to the first fluorinator
(reactor A ) , followed by chemical analysis of the samples, will provide
key information for accountability purposes. This nonhomogeneous powder
will be sampled by pulsing small portions of the powder from the
pneumatic conveyor line into a secondary vessel. If pulsing is done at
regular intervals and if a statistically large number of portions are
obtained, the sample will be representative. The material in the secondary
vessel will be homogenized and sampled for analysis. This system of
sampling will have to be demonstrated and tested in mockup studies.

Weighing of hexafluoride cold traps and the use of neutron survey meters
as plutonium monitors will provide additional data for accountability.
Necessary information on the plant output will consist of: (1) weight
of the converter product, (2) plutonium content of the PUO2-UO2 product,
and (3) the weight and analyses of the excess UFg. The plutonium content
of waste streams (primarily that discharged from the plutonium fluorinator,
reactor B, and the cladding hulls from the ball mill) will also be
determined. Hopefully, other materials such as LiF sorption traps can
be monitored for plutonium content by external means (neutron survey
meters) with a go/no-go device, which would indicate when cleanup-
fluorination has accomplished its task. Development of a practical
accountability method appears feasible....

...The analytical procedures that will be used to determine uranium and
plutonium in the feed and product streams in this process are basically
the same as those now being used for existing aqueous processing plants.
A solid sample is weighed, then dissolved in a suitable acid or acid
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mixture; the solution is next diluted to a known volume and analyzed
for the amounts of uranium and plutonium and their isotopic compositions.

The only sample in this process that can be considered unique is the
feed. Since the fission-product content and the transplutonium element
content of the feed will be significantly higher than for fuels now
being processed, special consideration has been given to the problem
of dissolving these samples and the choice of methods for analyzing
the solutions obtained.

On the basis of existing information, it is anticipated that a mixture
of hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric acids will effect complete
solution of the uranium and plutonium in the high-burnup samples.
However, it will be necessary to establish unequivocally that no acid-
insoluble plutonium-fission product compounds have formed in the fuel*

Complete solution of all constituents of the feed will probably not be
effected. The fission products (molybdenum, technetium, ruthenium,
rhodium, and palladium) are known to precipitate as metallic inclusions
within the fuel, and these inclusions are highly resistant to acid
attack. Also, some precipatation of fission products may occur after
dissolution has been effected. Precipitation of cesium chloropalladinate
from solution of high-burnup fuels has been observed.

Of the various analytical techniques that have been used to determine
uranium and plutonium in irradiated fuelo, mass-spectrometric-isotope
dilution (MSID) appears to be best suited to the analysis of the feed
for this process. MSID has the advantage of requiring relatively small
amounts of uranium and plutonium for the analysis (0.1 to 1 mg). Also,
once the spikes ("3g and ^^Pu) h a v e been added and isotopic exchange
effected, there is no need for quantitative recovery in the chemical-
purification steps. For chemically complex samples such as highly
irradiated fuels, the reliability of MSID analytical results is superior
to those from any other method of analysis. When properly executed, the
relative standard deviation of this method is ±0.2%, with no significant
bias.

A relatively large concentration of fission products and transplutonium
elements in a feed solution would seriously affect the accuracy of any
chemical method of analysis. Each high-precision chemical method
(e.g., controlled-potential coulometry) requires complete oxidation
(or reduction) to a particular oxidation state, followed by reduction
(or oxidation) with a standardized reagent to another oxidation state.
Radiolysis within the solution due to the alpha, beta, and gamma activity
will seriously interfere with both the oxidation and the reduction
processes, and fission products such as molybdenum will be present in
sufficient concentrations to interfere chemically in the analysis."

Again, it appears that the input accountability measurement poses the most

difficult problem. The sampling procedure for the fuel powder identified in the

second paragraph quoted above has not been tested experimentally and it appears
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doubtful that representative samples could be obtained. A more promising ap-

proach might be to sample the oxide input in reactor A before starting the fluo-

rination; the technology for obtaining homogeneous, representative fluidized bed

samples appears to be well developed. Many of the other problems identified by

the authors, including dissolution, are being pursued vigorously, especially by

the LANL Analytical Chemistry Group.

The authors of ANL-7583 discuss three basic techniques for measuring ca.

500 ppm Fu in decontaminated A&2O3 (fluidized bed) waste streams. These are:

1. Active thermal neutron interrogation

a. delayed neutron counting;

b. detection of short-lived noble-gas fission products;

c. direct counting of fission product gammas.

2. X-ray Spectrometry.

3. Destructive radiochemical measurement (based on dissolution, extrac-

tion, and alpha measurement).

We do not believe that any of these techniques present a serious measure-

ment problem, especially considering the progress in instrumentation which has

been made in the interim and continues to be made in response to novel

safeguards problems.

III.3.4. Conclusions

The reference facilities as described here are quite compact and designed

to have relatively small inventories, both in storage and in process. Given

that other factors favor a decision to build such facilities, safeguards consid-

erations may pose a relatively minor problem, especially if an effort is made to

incorporate the pertinent features as the design process progresses. Adaptation

of C/S and (where applicable) physical protection measures to the types of facil-

ity in question would Sv -n important R£D area.
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Aside from the probable need for ad hoc development of specialized instru-

mentation, the problem of direct input measurement appears to be one that will

require most attention and the greatest R&D effort in the accountability area.

Failure to develop a satisfactory procedure would make it necessary to rely on

indirect measurement approaches, such as fuel fabricator measurements and irradi-

ation history, which may fall short of leading to an adequate material balance

closure. However, it should be noted that the reference facilities in question

are envisioned to be part of regional central stations, so that reactor and

reprocessing facilities would be closely coupled and shipment of strategic mate-

rial over significant distances avoided. Institutional arrangements of this

kind may create conditions where material balance closure not based completely

on measured values could be accepted.

III.4. Non-Pro1iferation Considerations

It does not appear that the technologies considered in the present frame-

work would raise novel -problems regarding nuclear proliferation. Issues

relating to non-proliferation are therefore unlikely to be a major factor in

reaching a decision whether to adopt non-aqueous reprocessing technologies on a

commercial scale. Proliferation in this context is assumed to involve either or

both of the two general mechanisms of (1) diversion of Fu from declared streams,

and (2) introduction and reprocessii -, jf undeclared material. In addition,

there is also the possibility of the construction and operation of a clandestine

facility. However, in this last case, there is little or no advantage in build-

ing a clandestine, non-aqueous system when a small-scale plant, using proven

Purex or other well-known current technology, will do as well.

The above conclusion is based first of all on the fact that any promising

non-aqueous reprocessing technique can be adapted to coprocessing or "spiking"

options (or both). Since implementation on a commercial scale of such tech-
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niques would in any case have to be preceded by major technical and financial

efforts, provision of capability for these options would represent a relatively

small additional burden.

In addition, the following considerations are relevant to the type of sys-

tem in question:

1. The equipment is compact and unencumbered by the extensive piping net-

work which may facilitate access to a potential divertor in plants featuring

aqueous solvent extraction systems.

2. In view of (1), the facility itself can be made compact and designed

with a minimum number of penetrations. As stated before, this factor would fa-

cilitate deployment of C/S measures.

3. Non-aqueous processes based on high-temperature technology tend to be

highly sensitive to traces of moisture and, in some cases, oxygen. This feature

would tend to make any attempt at illicit use of materials or equipment a signif-

icant undertaking, and one which is potentially disruptive of the process. By

the same token, a major incentive exists for providing optimum containment both

for equipment areas and process buildings.

4. In view of the complexity and environmental sensitivity (see 3 above)

of the processes, there appears to be little likelihood that facilities of sub-

stantially larger throughput or inventory than those discussed in this report

would be attractive despite conventional economy-of-scale considerations. The

reasoning advanced in points (1) and (2) is therefore unlikely to change in

favor of bigger plants.

5. Indications are that the equipment and technology required are fairly

unique. For example, there is little need in conventional industrial practice

for fluidized bed components made from nickel, auxiliary equipment for carrying

out solid-gas reactions, or massive amounts of pure F2- Any nation
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demonstrating significant interest in purchasing such items, especially in combi-

nation, would therefore find it difficult to conceal its intention to build fluo-

ride volatility reprocessing facilities.
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IV. FUSION

Certainly since the first detonation of a thermonuclear device in the early

1950's^', and possibly even from the suggestion by Atkinson and Houtermans *'

in 1929, refined by Bethe ^ in the 1930's, that nuclear-fusion reactions power

stars, scientists have thought about utilizing controlled fusion for peaceful

purposes, notably the production of electric power. Serious experimental work

began in the 1950's and the atmosphere for conducting such work improved in 1958

when both the United States and the Soviet Union declassified their work.'' '

The problem for many years has remained the same: how to heat and confine

a plasma (completely ionized gas) of light nuclei sufficiently long or

sufficiently densely to cause significantly more energy to be released by nu-

clear fusion than was applied in the heating process. The situation is. termed

"breakeven" when these energies are equal, "ignition" when the fusion ultimately

sustains itself without external heating, and "driven" when the fusion always re-

quires external heating; the "gain" is the ratio of fusion energy produced to

heating energy required.

The original approach, magnetic confinement,-^» seems the most promising.

A newer approach, inertial confinement,'*" also receives much attention, though a

major impetus behind inertial confinement is its military applications. 7»"»Q'

Neither approach has yet passed the scientific breakeven test though that

goal is believed achievable in experiments soon to begin. Figure IV-1 illus-

trates recent experimental progress.'10' Fusion energy thus remains a future

dream technologically, with many unresolved issues.'* ' Its potential use by

electical utilities depends on many factors.d"

In both of the approaches, the current objective is to create by nuclear fu-

sion a source of high-energy neutrons; the energy of these neutrons would then

be used either to produce electricity by conventional thermal power cycles as in
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Figure IV-2 ("pure" fusion) or to produce electricity and fissile fuel ("hybrid"

fusion-fission) for conventional fission reactors. Fusion could be employed in

other ways; for example, it could produce electricity by direct conversion or

electromagnetic coupling of the energy of the moving charged particles of plasma

or be used as a source of heat for chemical processing.(15) These ap-

plications, which would employ different fuels or different reactor

configurations, will not be discussed further here since they pose no prolifera-

tion questions other than those that will be raised in conjunction with the more

"prosaic" applications.

Specifically, we will fame our discussion in this chapter on magnetic and

inertial-confinement pure fusion and hybrid fusion-fission through specific de-

sign studies ' ' for future commercial plants. Given that such plants

exist, how could they be misused from a proliferation point of view? The choice

of specific design studies is of course arbitrary in view of the present scien-

tific and technological uncertainties and consequent remoteness of actual

deployment — after the year 2000. Another approach would involve a survey of

many designs).

What are the proliferation concerns of fusion technologies? They are five:

(1) the diversion of fusion materials for thermonuclear weapons; (2) the dissemi-

nation of classified information that is involved in certain aspects of iner-

tial-confinement fusion (this existing concern transgresses conventional nuclear

material safeguards); (3) the clandestine production in a declared facility of

fissile material for fission weapons, Pu-239 or U-233, from undeclared fertile

material by "neutron diversion"; (4) the diversion of declared fissile material

from hybrid systems; and (5) the production of fissile material or fusion mate-

rials in a clandestine, reactor or a misused fusion research facility.
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To set the matter in perspective, we believe that the diversion of fissile

material from a declared hybrid is the most credible proliferation route of the

five. Moreover, a country with the technological base to have any fusion system

would be capable of producing weapons-grade fissile material in a dedicated and

possibly clandestine fission reactor if it desired nuclear-fission weapons.

Very little published discussion exists regarding proliferation problems

associated with nuclear-fusion technologies. The possible knowledge link be-

tween development of inertial confinement^^,20,21,22,23,24) f u g£ o n and thermonu-

clear weapons has been noted as has been the possibility of neutron-diversion

for surreptitious fissile-material production.(25) j n (.-̂g NASAP^o) studies,

only the proliferation concerns of fusion hybrids were addressed. In other

studies of this problem, '27,28) hybrids were compared with conventional fission

breeders to show, because of their relatively higher efficiency of fissile-fuel

production, that hybrids in internationally safeguarded fuel service centers

would be a better choice for a nuclear fuel cycle.

Finally, one group'2^) a^ allude to all of the five concerns discussed

here.

IV.1. Principles of Nuclear Fusion

At very high temperatures, certain ionized light nuclei (positively

charged) can approach each other cloaely, fuse into a heavier nucleus plus an-

other particle, and give off more energy than ^as required to initiate the reac-

tion. If such fusion reactions can be made to occur under controlled

conditions, then virtually limitless useful energy becomes available, for the

reactants are abundant naturally or easy to breed and the process is fundamen-

tally safer and less environmentally threatening than nuclear fission.
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Simple reviews of the basic scientific issues have been written and are

excerpted here.^' ' The basic nuclear reaction involved in current efforts to

achieve fusion power is

Deuterium + Tritium •+• Helium + neutron + energy

or. D + T -»• He^ + n + 17.6 MeV

The reactants are the relatively abundant (in seawater) and stable isotope

of hydrogen, deuLerium, and the very rare and relatively short-lived (12.3 year

half-life) isotope, tritium. This reaction is the immediate goal because it

yields the largest thermonuclear power for a given temperature of the reactants.

The energy 17.6 MeV (million electron volts) corresponds to 94,000 kilowatt

hours per gram of deuterium plus tritium, which is several times the energy re-

lease per gram in nuclear fission, about ten million times the energy release

per gram in fossil-fuel combustion, and about the energy released in the explo-

sion of 0.08 kilotons of TNT (trinitrotoluene).^31^ Of this energy, 80% (14.1

MeV or 75,000 kilowatt hours per gram) is carried off by the neutron and can be

exploited; the other 20% can be used to sustain the reaction.

The temperature of the reactants characterizes their speed of motion and

consequent ability to approach each other closely and react in the face of their

mutual electrostatic repulsion. For a deuterium-tritium (DT) plasma, the goal

temperature is 3x10^ or 300 million degrees Kelvin. Heating the reactant plasma

is one of the two key problems of fusion research.

For any fusion processes, a measure of the technological progress toward

achieving practical amounts of energy from fusion is the Lawson criterion*- *',

according to which the product of plasma density n and plasma confinement time

T must exceed a value dependent upon the plasma temperature and the reacting

species. For a DT plasma, the breakeven condition is roughly

nT >_ 10*^ particle-seconds per cubic centimeter
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at a temperature of 3x10° degrees Kelvin. The n T goal was recently met, though

at a lower temperature.^-") (The exact condition depends on the detailed dis t r i -

bution of particle energies in the plasma.)

A gas at such high temperatures exerts enormous pressures and would vapor-

ize any material structure i t contacts and be rapidly cooled. Thus, keeping the

reacting plasma sufficiently dense for the requisite time but away from material

structures is the second key problem for fusion research.

Finally, since tritium is very rare naturally, i t must be bred somewhere

for the fusion reactions. This could occur in a tritium production fission reac-

tor but is in fact planned to occur at the fusion facility itself. In either

case, neutron capture by lithium would yield tritium via the two reactions

n + Li6 •> T + He4 + 4.78 MeV

n + Li7 -»• T + He4 + n - 2.47 MeV

Naturally occuring lithium is 7% Li*> and 93% Li7; enrichment or depletion of the

former may be necessary depending upon the details of the reactor. A neutron

multiplier such as beryllium or lead may also be present to adjust the tritium-

breeding ratio. In equilibrium, a fusion facilitv would operate with a slightly

growing tritium inventory to supply new facilities with startup inventories.

Three new ideas are under investigation. First, recent explorations ' of

the notion of polarizing the spins of the reacting nuclei with respect to the

magnetic field direction of a magnetically confined plasma have shown that a

power production of 50 per cent more than was previously estimated is possible

for otherwise similar plasma conditions. There is furthermore good experimental

basis for producing the requisite polarized deuterium and tritium beams.

Second, experimental studies'35 ) have suggested than the formation of

"meso-molecules" of D, T, and a muon (a heavy, electron-like elementary
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particle) catalyzes fusion in cold plasmas, bringing new life to an idea

previously thought unworkable.

Third, theoretical studies suggest that magnetized fuel targets may

drastically reduce the energy requirements of inertial-fusion drivers.

IV.2. Nuclear-Fusion Reactor Systems

IV.2.1. Magnetic-Fusion Reactors

By confining a relatively diffuse (about 10" ions per cubic centimeter)

reacting plasma for a relatively long time (about 1 second), the Lawson crite-

rion can be satisfied. This is the goal for plasmas confined by a magnetic

fields in a vacuum chamber. Many different field configurations have been

studied^>37). among them are the tokamak, the mirror, and the Elmo Bumpy

Torus. As a consequence of their field differences, the techniques for energy

transfer, heating, and maintenance would differ too. We shall concentrate on

one system in our analysis, the tokamak. The general problems relating to

safeguards would be nearly the same for all pure magnetic-fusion systems.

The tokamak (from the Russian for toroidal magnetic chamber) concept was

described independently in the 1950's by Sakharov and Tamm of the Soviet Union

and Spitzer of the United States' ^. The essential point is that a plasma can

be stably contained in a toroidal (doughnut) configuration by a magnetic field

generated in part by external toroidal coils and in part by the bulk current of

the moving plasma. The energy required to initiate the fusion arises both from

magnetically induced plasma current and from incident beams of e1ectromagnetic

waves or particles. In a blanket outside of the plasma, the high-energy neu-

trons f*"om the plasma breed tritium and deposit heat, which is transferred by

coolants to an electricity-generating turbine.
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IV.2.2. Inertial Confinement Reactors

An inertial-confinement fusion system is one designed to compress reactant

fuel pellets to extremely high densities (about i o " ions per cubic centimeter")

for very short times (about 10~* seconds) to satisfy the Lawson criterion. Be-

cause of the inefficiencies of the driver and the implosion process, the requi-

site criterion is a factor of ten higher for practical inertial-fusion reactors

than for magnetic fusion reactors.(**•' Two "driver" methods have received the

most attention for carrying out the compression, laser light and ion (or, con-

ceivably, electron) beams incident on the pellets.('J3') For one type of target

pellet, the incident beams heat the pellet surfaces, which then explode outward,

while the remaining pellet material implodes in reaction to the surface motion.

Figure IV-3 shows this. High temperatures result from the extreme compression.

Thus, for inertial fusion, both confinement (such as it is) and heating are ac-

complished in one physical action.

Aside from the driver differences, the main differences among pure iner-

tial-fusion power systems''»39; a r e £ n j-̂ g e n e rgy capture or blanket designs. We

shall concentrate here on the laser implosion technique; the safeguards ques-

tions are analogous for systems based on ion drivers.

IV.2.3. Hybrid Fusion-Fission Systems

In a "pure" fusion system, the energetic neutrons from a DT plasma impinge

on a blanket wherein tritium is bred and a coolant is heated. The coolant car-

ries energy to a heat exchanger, whence the energy powers a steam turbine.

It is also possible to include in the blanket fertile and fissile materials

such as uranium-238 (or thorium-232) and uranium-235. Then the neutrons would

indued some combination of fast fission of the former, slow fission of the lat-

ter, and breeding of the former into plutonium-239 (uranium-233). Either the
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Figure IV-3. Inertial confinement fusion — the concept (from ref. 7).

fissioning or the breeding could be emphasized in, respectively, a fast-fission

or a suppressed-fission blanket; Figure IV-4 depicts them. Irrespectively,

these processes could occur with either a magnetic or an inertial-fusion system

operating at a lower gain^",41,42,43) than in a pure fusion system, though the

technology would be more complex than pure fusion technology. Thus this

"hybrid" approach could yield a valuable technology producing fuel for conven-

tional fission reactors as well as serve as a pure fusion development milestone.

Indeed, it was reported that hybrids are the main thrust of the fusion program

in the U.S.S.R.^44)

In a review of the history of the hybrid idea,'4-* it has also been noted

that the technique could be used for the transmutation of fission wastes into

less harmful species. In a suggested variation of this, used fuel rods from fis-

sion reactors could be reenriched or "refreshed" in a hybrid for still more
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In both of these schemes, fissile as well as fertile material would

go into the hybrid blanket. These schemes necessitate safeguards at the "front

end" of the hybrids doing the reenrichment.

Figure IV-5 is a general diagram showing the nuclear-material flows

associated with a DT hybrid fusion-fission reactor. It is useful to study this

figure because of its generality: nuclear-material flows applicable to pure-

fusion as well as hybrid reactors are covered.

One other point concerning hybrids deserves emphasis. The fissile

plutonium produced by hybrids with fast-fission blankets has a very high

fissile content, 95% or higher depending inversely upon the duration of

irradiation.™°J49.) Thus fission weapons constructed from such material would

suffer much less from predetonation problems than would weapons constructed

from plutonium recovered from light-water-reactor spent fuel. Hence, the relia-

bility and explosive yield of the former would be higher. " 0 ) j n this sense, hy-

brid-produced plutonium would be similar to plutonium produced in the blanket of

a liquid-metal fast-neutron breeder reactor. *°' Table IV-1 shows this.

IV.3. Proliferation of Fission and Fusion Weapons

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)'^1>^2,53) carries out inspec-

tions of many nuclear facilities worldwide to account for nuclear material and

to detect or deter any diversion from these facilities of fissile material,

namely enriched uranium or plutonium. Other aspects of the international

non-proliferation regime include national intelligence activities, export con-

trols on sensitive technologies,(54) bilateral and multilateral supply

agreements, and information classification. The last aspect notwithstanding,

an underlying assumption is that the knowledge is needed to construct a fission

weapon is so widespread that a determined state could, in time, fabricate a
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Figure IV-5. Nuclear-material fuel flows associated with hybrid
fusion-fission reactors (from ref. 17).
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Table IV-1

Quality of Plutonium from Various Sources
(from ref. 48)

Source

Hybrid Fusion-Fission
Reactor Blanket

LWRa

LMFBRb

Blanket

LMFBRb

Alpha Decays
(Curies/Kg)

202

393

70

Fissile
Percentage

97

69

98

Reactor 256 75

a Light-water reactor
" Liquid-metal fast-neutron breeder reactor

weapon given the nuclear material. ̂ 4 ) This assumption has traditionally not

been held regarding fusion (thermonuclear) weapons. Fusion-weapons technology

is highly classified and took years to develop in the countries that mounted so-

phisticated efforts to do so.^ ' Furthermore, a fission weapon must initiate any

fusion weapocr ' ' » '. Thus, possession of the requisite materials,

tritium, deuterium, and lithium, that sustain fusion reactors does not have the

same threshold value vis a vis fusion weapons that possession of fissile mate-

rial has vis a vis fission weapons'*"'^'.

For these reasons, vigilance over fusion materials is not maintained inter-

nationally by the IAEA. In the United States, however, these materials are

controlled at varying levels, but less stringently than fissile materials.'57)

Were knowledge of fusion-weapon technology to become widespread, as may

have happened to a limited extent during the Progressive incident,"",59,60,61)

the present regime of internationally safeguarding only fissile materials and

controlling exports of sensitive technologies might require serious revision.
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The possibility that knowledge about fusion weapons will become more widely

knowa could be facilitated by current research and development into inertial-

confineraent fusion, aspects of which are classified, ( H J 1 8 > 6 2 ) and subsequent

deployment of inertial-fusion power plants, a distant possibility.

These arguments lead to the conclusion that international control of fusion

mat«rials should be considered. As by far the scarcest, essentially entirely

synthetic, tritium would be the most likely candidate for such control.

Tritium is currently produced in production fission reactors by neutron

bombardment of lithium-6. Canada is building plants to extract tritium from the

he;avy water used in its power reactors to enhance radiological safety.(63,64)

This tritium will be used for fusion power research^"^'.

Deuterium is a double-edged sword. In addition to its possible use in fu-

sion weapons, it is also of proliferation significance because it can serve as

the moderator in a small, clandestine fission reactor operated to produce pluto-

nium. The strategically significant quantity is J*3000 kilograms of very pure

'.99.75 mole %) deuterium, which is enough for a natural-uranium-fueled, heavy-

water-moderated reactor that can produce enough plutonium in one year to make a

fission weapon.(66) i n tj,£a s e n s e > the IAEA plans to safeguard deuterium in the

form of heavy water.(°7' (See in this connection Chapter VII.)

IV.4. Magnetic-Confinement Fusion Reactors

IV.4.1. Physical Description of the Reactor and Power Plant

S T A R F I R E ( 1 6 ) is a design for a tenth-of-a-kind commercial fusion power

plant that would begin operation in about 2020. The design was created by a

large team drawn from the scientific, engineering, and industrial communities.
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The STARFIRE plasma itself would satisfy the Lawson criterion with an aver-

age particle density n=0.8 x 10 ions per cubic centimeter and a particle con-

finement time of T = 1.8 seconds at an average ion temperature of 290 million de-

grees Kelvin. The plasma would produce thermonuclear neutrons in a steady-state

driven mode, heated by radio-frequency waves.

Figures IV-6 and IV-7 show respectively the reactor building layout and an

exploded view of the reactor. Table IV-2 lists the key features of STARFIRE. It

is helpful to refer to Figure IV-2 to see how the components of the power plant

fit together conceptually. Figure IV-8 tnakes that conceptual picture explicit

for the power flows in STARFIRE, while Figure IV-9 does so for the fuel flows.

Actual fueling of the reactor would be done by gas puffing.

Additional construction features of interest concern components subject to

high neutron fluxes: the limiter, part of the exhaust and impurity control sys-

tem; the first wall and blanket (Figure IV-10), where tritium breeding occurs

and the coolant undergoes its predominant heating; and the shield, which reduces

the neutron levels to values sufficiently low that the reactor building could be

entered one day after a reactor shutdown.

Maintenance schedules would include one planned shutdown per year,

averaging 37 days, and time for unplanned shutdowns, totaling 34 days. This

yields an availability of 75%. Completely remote maintenance procedures for re-

actor building components are central to the STARFIRE design. The maintenance

philosophy would be to replace components rather than repair them in place. A

hot cell would adjoin the reactor building, and any equipment needing repairs or

processing before disposal would be handled there (see Figure IV-6). The remote

maintenance procedures would be facilitated by giant machines and cranes on

tracks capable of moving the very heavy, radioactive structures involved. A par-
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37 SLIDING SHIELD DOORS
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40 BAKING ft OUTGASSING AREA
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Figure IV-6. STARFIRE reactor building and hot ce l l (from ref. 16).
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Figure IV-7. STARFIRE r e a c t o r des ign in an exploded view (from r e f . 16),
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Table IV-2

Key Features of STARFIRE (from ref. 16)

- Steady-state plasma operation

- Lower hybrid rf for plasma heating and current (10.1 million ampere)
drive

- ECRH-assi.sted startup

- Limiter/vacuum system for plasma impurity control and exhaust

- All superconducting EF coils outside TF coils

- Vacuum boundary at the shield, mechanical seals

- Total remote maintenance with modular design

- Pressurized-water-cooled, solid tritium breeder blanket with stainless
steel structure

- All materials outside the blanket are recyclable within 30 years

- Less than 0.5 kg of vulnerable tritium inventory

- Minimum radiation exposure to personnel

- Conventional water-steam power cycle with no intermediate coolant
loop, no thermal energy storage, and 36% gross turbine-cycle efficiency

- Average neutron wall load of 3.6

- Major toroid radius of 7.0 meters and plasma half-width of 1.94 meters

"rf" means radio frequency
"ECRH" means electron cyclotron resonance heating
"EF" means equilibrium field
"TF" means toroidal field
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Figure IV-8. STARFIRE power-flow diagram (from ref. 16).
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REACTOR BUILDING \ TRITIUM FACILITY BUILDING
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Tritiated Water Recovery Unit
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and Solids
Detritiated Gases: N 2, 0
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Figure IV-9. Fuel-cycle scenario for STARFIRE (from ref. 16).
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Figure IV-10. STARFIRE first-wall and blanket concept (from ref. 16),
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ticular maintenance operation involving access to material subject to high neu-

tron flux would be the annual replacement of four of twenty-four blanket sectors.

IV.4.2. Proliferative Materials

According to the discussion in Section IV.3, the fusion fuel-cycle mate-

rials tritium, deuterium, and lithium may be of proliferation concern.

Deuterium fuel would be supplied continuously to the plant at a rate of

about 500 grams per day in, let us say, monthly shipments.

About 10 kilograms of tritium would be initially supplied; thereafter nor-

mal breeding would suffice. Table IV-3 describes the normal flow character-

istics. The excess of bred over burned tritium would repi«_sent a slow inventory

buildup over four years for another fusion power plant requiring ten kilograms

initially. Aside from the tritium in the solid blanket, a backup inventory of

about one kilogram would be maintained in the form of uranium tritide (akin to

a metal hydride) modules containing about twelve grams each. Such modules give

off tritium when heated.'™*' In Appendix IV.A we have calculated that about 30

kilograms of depleted uranium would be required to store the usable STARFIRE in-

ventory. The entire tritium inventory is listed in Table IV-4. in which the

terms "vulnerable" and invulnerable" refer to safety — to the potential for ac-

cidental escape because of the location and mobility of the tritium. (From a

safeguards viewpoint, the tritium in storage is the most vulnerable.) The ini-

tial and standby inventory needed are strongly affected both by the breeding

ratio and by the removal rate from the breeding blanket/*9^

Because of its radiological hazard, safe and secure handling of tritium is

a major design goal of any DT fusion plant, and much research is focussed on

attaining it/ 6 8' 6 9) What this means practically for STARFIRE is that the

tritium would be handled remotely, processed in doubly enclosed containments,
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Table IV-3
STARFIRE Fuel Flows (from ref. 16)

Tritium Mass Flow Rates (g/d)

Tritium Burnup

Tritium Fueled

Tritium Exhausted

Tritium Bred

Deuterium Mass Flow Rates (g/d)

Deuterium Burned

Deuterium Fueled

536

1296

760

562

360

865

Table IV-4
STARFIRE Tritium Inventory (from ref. 16)

Tritium System

Solid Breeder Blanket

Blanket Purge Stream

Blanket Tritium Recovery

Vacuum Pumps

Fueling

Fuel Processing

Storage

Total

— —i

"Vulnerable" (g)

—

0.2

281

63

54

—

—

398

"Non-vulnerable" (g)

-v 10,000

—

—

—

—

154

1071

-b 11,225
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and stored in a barricaded vault. Moreover the entire tritium building would

have a negative pressure with respect to atmospheric pressure, contain

atmospheric tritium recovery systems, and be sensitively monitored for large

releases. The goal is that these measures would keep the inevitable routine

tritium losses to 5000 Curies or about one-half gram per year (see Appendix

IV.A). The release of 50 grams of tritium inside the tritium building would be

the largest conceivable release resulting from a processing-unit failure.

Lithium would exist in the blanket structures as either unenriched or 60%

enriched (in lithium-6) LiAlC^. Given enrichment, there would be an initial re-

quirement of 550 metric tons of this solid, or about S metric tons of lithium.

This amount would be distributed among 24 blanket segments of two different

sizes, or about 330 kilograms each before irradiation and about 230 kilograms

after six years of irradiation (assuming the Table IV-3 flows and that one atom

of lithium would be lost for each atom of tritium gained). Table IV-4 indicates

that about 417 grams of tritium would be entrained (as T2O) in each blanket seg-

ment during operation, so much of this would remain when the segment is

replaced; it should be recovered during hot-cell recycling of the blanket sec-

tors every six years. The lifetime lithium requirement would be about twice

that initially.

IV.4.3. Time Scale of Development

A strategy for U.S. magnetic-fusion research was recently propounded by the

U.S. Department of Energy.^' ' As Figure IV.1 shows, scientific breakeven has

not yet been achieved. It is nevertheless confidently expected that this will

be achieved with a DT plasma in the latest generation of tokamak devices, for

example the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at the Princeton Plasma Physics

Laboratory. " ^ The TFTR is the first U.S. system to require advanced tritium
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handling, development of a system for which is being carried out at the Mound

Facility.^°°' Development of tritium systems for subsequent reactors is cen-

tered at the Tritium Systems Test Assembly at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory.(69)

The latest experimental magnetic-fusion facilities will hopefully provide

sufficient information about the plasma physics, tritium handling, magnet tech-

nology, impurity control and, fueling systems to justify construction of a sci-

ence-oriented burning plasma experiment.l'0»'2; Thereafter, plans generally be-

come very speculative titsewise but encompass a demonstration reactor before com-

mercial plants. According to the Magnetic Fusion Engineering Act of 1980,''3'

a Fusion Engineering Device should be constructed by about 1990 and commercial

plants by 2000, but this schedule has been superseded by budgetary

constraints and programmatic changes.^7^,741

Internationally, Europe collectively, Japan, and the U.S.S.R. are

conducting strong magnetic-fusion programs comparable to that of the U.S. Each

currently operates or is building a tokamak reactor similar to Princeton's TFTR.

An IAEA panel^5) has posed as a reasonable goal the demonstration of a fusion

electric plant by about 2005. One U.S.S.R. plan presumed a fusion power station

no sooner than 2010.('*>) There has moreover been a significant international ef-

fort under the auspices of the IAEA to design an International Tokamak

Reactor'^?), and there have been many bilateral projects.

IV.4.4. Other Fuel Cycles

Deuterium and tritium are the fuels of choice for fusion power plants be-

cause it is easier to induce energy-producing reactions between them than be-

tween other fusion fuels and because the energy gain per reaction is relatively

large. In terms of the discussion in Section IV.1, higher temperatures would be
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required to ignite — and higher energies to drive — plasmas of other species,

while not as much energy would be produced per unit of plasma mass. Indeed, the

reduction is by a factor of ten to one hundred depending upon the operating tem-

perature. The physics tradeoffs(15,78) an(j the engineering constraints'' ' have

both been studied.

There are basically two motives for employing fusion fuel cycles other than

the DT cycle. The first is to eliminate the need to breed tritium in a blanket

and the second is to eliminate high-energy neutrons, which cause hazardous

radiological activation of structural materials in addition to transferring

energy. Of course neutrons would be necessary for hybrid systems. Tables IV-

5(a) and (b) list possible fusion reactions.

Breeding tritium in a blanket could be obviated by employing the deuteri-

um-deuterium (DD; the second and third of Table IV-5(b)) reactions.^80^ The deu-

terium fuel is relatively plentiful, and the tritium produced would either imme-

diately react via the basic DT reaction or be reinjected or could be stored to

permit natural decay to helium-3. Thus this scheme would result in high-energy

(DT) neutrons plus helium-3. The latter could serve as fuel for a different re-

actor operating on the basis of the fourth Table IV-5(b) reaction. Some neu-

trons would result but much energy would be extracted via direct electric conver-

sion or electromagnetic coupling of the kinetic energy of the moving proton.^"

Some current magnetic fusion designs such as the tandem mirror, already embrace

partial direct conversion of the energy of moving deuterium, tritium, and helium

ions.^81^ Thus, this scheme would eliminate the lithium blanket in both reac-

tors and significantly reduce high-energy neutrons in one. Combining the first

four reactions in Table IV-5(b) yields an overall DD reaction producing

neutrons, protons, and helium-4. It eliminates the need for tritium breeding
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Table IV-5
(a)

Some Advanced-Fuel Reactions and Side Reactions (from ref. 82)

83% of
energy
given
off as
charged
products

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

P + '
P +

3He +
'Li +
3He +

'B —3 4He
'Li — 3Hc + 4Hc
'Li—2 4 He + p
'Li - • 3 *He

D — 4Hc + p
run 90% 3He. 10% D

3He + !

4He + '
D +

P +
T +

Jlle +
3He •
D +

7Be +

'Be —3 4 He
»Be—3*He + n
'Li -> 7Li + p

- 7 B e + n

— 4He + T + p
— 4He + 3He + n

— 24Hc
'Li — 3He + *He
'Li—7Li + D

— 7Li + n + p
— 24He + n

' l . i—2 4 l l e + p
V D— 4 Hc + p
7Bc— 24Hc + p
"Li—34Hc + p

D + D—T + p
D + D—3He + n
T -

3He-
h D - » 4He + n
f D — 4 H e + p

+8.7 MeV
+3.865 McV

+16.6 MeV
+20.5 MeV
+18.2 MeV

+ 18.74 MeV
-1.6 MeV
+4.9 McV
+ 3.3 MeV

+2.5 MeV
+ 1.7 MeV

+22.0 McV
+ 3.864 McV
+0.9 MeV
-1.2 MeV

+ 15.8 MeV

+ 16.6 McV
+ 18.7 McV
+ 16.5 McV
+15.0 McV
+4.0 MeV
+3.25 MeV

+ 17.4 MeV
+ 18.2 MeV

Maximum neutron energy
2.89 McV

Maximum neutron energy
1.5 MeV

Low neutron energy
Maximum neutron energy

14 McV

Neutrcn energy 2.4 MeV
Neutron energy 14 MeV

(b)
Data for Selected Fusion Reactions (from ref. 14)

Reaction

JD + jT-JHe + Jn
JD + JD-»|He + Jn
JD + 'D-» JT+ Jp
JD + jHe-jHe + Jp
•jB + j p - 3 ' H e

Shorthand
notation

D-T
D-D
D-D
D-'He
»B-p

Reaction
energy
(MeV)

17.6
3.2
4.0

18.3
8.7

Threshold
plasma
temperature
0»V)

10
SO
SO

100
300

Maximum
energy
gain per
fusion

1800
70
80

180
30
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and is excellent for hybrid breeding but requires much better ignition condi-

tions than do DT reactions alone.

By using the "exotic" boron-hydrogen cycle (the last reaction in Table

IV-5(b)), neutrons could be almost completely eliminated. However, recent

work^"' calls into question the energy viability of this cycle for magnetic fu-

sion. If workable, the energy would be recovered by direct conversion.

IV.4.5. Proliferation Concerns

Diversion of fusion materials and clandestine production of fissile mate-

rials are the proliferation concerns associated with magnetic-fusion plants.

IV.4.5.1. Fusion Materials and Their Measurement

Based upon the discussion in Section IV.4.2, we have collected in Table

IV-6 the fusion materials that would exist at the STARFIRE plant and listed

alongside the concomitant threshold quantity for current U.S. Department of

Energy reporting requirements. '84) •j-he nuclear materials depleted uranium,

enriched lithium, deuterium, and tritium would be present in reportable

quantities. Lithium and tritium inventories and tritium losses would be espe-

cially large. Cumulative tritium consumption and production would be enormous.

Given the breeding excess of tritium, the inaccessible inventory, and the inevi-

table loss to the environment, material accounting would be especially dependent

on plant process measurements.

Even if it were diverted, the depleted uranium in such a small amount could

not be converted by irradiation to a significant quantity' < (SQ) of plutonium

(8 kilograms)(17,48,86) during the life of the reactor.

Instituting some combination of strict material-accounting requirements and

containment and surveillance of these fusion materials on the international
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would be the basic step necessary to det?r simple diversion of them.

The IAEA does not safeguard any of them yet, though it may soon play such a role

for deuterium in the form of heavy w a t e r ^ ) . Containment and surveillance

Material

Depleted Uranium

Lithium-6

Deuterium (Burned)

Tritium (Burned)

Tritium (Bred; net)

Tritium (Storage)

Table IV-6
STARFIRE Nuclear Material Summary

STARFIRE

Quantity

«/*30 Kilograms

40,000 Kilogramsa

0.36 Kilogram/day

0.54 Kilogram/day

0.026 Kilogram/day

1.07 Kilogram

a Assuming 60% enriched lithium is employed.
b From ref. 84.

DOE Reportable

Quantityb

Kilogram

Kilogram

Kilogram/tenth

Gram/hundred th

(in the safeguards sense), ordinarily complementary IAEA measure^, may be appli-

cable as monitoring measures for the tritium building and for the reactor build-

ing and hot cell (Fig- IV-6), where lithium components (plus residual tritium)

would be in a relatively accessible state during maintenance. Extended contain-

ment and surveillance^ ' do not seem suitable for such a large facility. Fi-

nally, physical protection is a national, not an IAEA responsibility, so it

could play no role in international safeguards as currently instituted.

Consideration has been given to carrying out tritium breeding away from the

DT fusion reactor itself, at a dedicated fission reactor, say. This would sim-

plify the fusion design by eliminating the lithium blanket. However, tritium

would still have to be recovered from unburned reactor fuel, necessitating a
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processing system with its attendant losses; in addition, shipments of tritium

would then be necessary. But for any fusion reactor designs where the frac-

tional burnup of tritium would be very high (Table IV-3), remote tritium

breeding would not even seem economically justified.(88) The additional trans-

portation hazard would seem to make remote breeding undesirable from a

safeguards as well as a safety standpoint.

It is important to realize that both deuterium and lithium-6 are stable,

nonradioactive nuclei. Thus, passive nondestructive-assay (NDA) nuclear TnetV-cda

are not suited to detecting them. If international inspectors were to perform

confirmatory material accounting testa, active nuclear tests of some sort would

be required. A variety have been examined for deuterium in the form of heavy

water*'"^ An acoustic measurement based on density differences also

distinguishes between ordinary and heavy water.''"'

For lithium, nuclear assay methods consist of measuring alpha particles

that result from neutron interrogation, which gives the lithium-6 content, and

of measuring the gamma rays that result from alpha interrogation, which gives

the lithium-7 content. These methods have an accuracy of about 10%.

Tritium emits beta particles and is radiologically dangerous. However, the

beta emissions are not detectable directly if the tritium is inside a container.

(Direct beta detection has been studied for NDA of tritium in laser-fusion

targets. (91)) These emissions are indirectly detectable by the heat they gener-

ate. Indeed, calorimetryC2) is a sensitive technique for material

accounting,C3) accurate to about 0.15% for 10 gram samples or larger. This

could be the basis for safeguards inspections of shipments to fusion plants and

annual plant inventory measurements. Other accounting(?2,94) techniques exist,

but they require both mass-spectrometric analysis and pressure-temperature-

volume measurements; the overall accuracy is 0.25%. These techniques could fit
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into safeguards inspections through reliance on process measurements as in a

reprocessing plant. Nevertheless, the threshold for DOE reporting (Table VI-6)

is certainly below the sc^uutablility accuracy achievable in the processing

equipment seeded for fusion reactors.(*5)

The helium-3 daughter nucleus from the beta decay of tritium could be

monitored as a surrogate for tritium, especially to determine the tritium gains

and losses during plant operation. Carrying out this accounting would also

necessitate assaying waste helium-4 and hydrogen. A direct physical inventory

of tritium would be impossible without shutting down the reactor, difficult any-

way, and of dubious value since the fuel-loop inventory-not including the

blanket-would be a small fraction of the tritium burned and bred over z few

months (see Table IV-4).

IV.4.5.2. Undeclared Production of Fissile Material

Since a magnetic fusion reactor would be a prodigious source of neutrons,

"diversion" of some of these neutrons to produce undeclared plutonium from ura-

nium is conceivable.^"' In Appendices IV.B and IV.C, we have calculated

crudely how much such plutonium could be produced for two possible placements ,of

the uranium, incorporated in the structure of the reactor and dissolved in the

primary coolant. The calculations do not deal with the extra heat production

and reprocessing that would be involved in any such scheme.

Appendix IV.B shows that 1.8 SQ of plutonium could be produced per year per

square meter of STARFIBE wall if uranium carbide were substituted into the first

wall and blanket structure (Fig. IV-10). This large quantity could occur be-

cause the neutron flux would be so high at that location, about 1.6 x 10*^ neu-

trons per square meter per second.
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This production rate would occur in the context of a wall area of about 780

square meters, thereby allowing much room for clandestine plutonium production

in any of the 24 first-wall sectors — 58 SQ per replaceable sector per year —

with a six-year replacement cycle. If the inside section of the radiation

shield were the site of the uranium, where the flux would be lower, about six

outboard shield sectors would have to be employed to produce even one SQ of

fissile material. Any such scheme would be further complicated by the 65 metric-

ton sizes of the components involved.

Appendix IV.C indicates that about twenty SO of fissile material could be

produced per year by dissolving uranium in the reactor coolant. This relatively

low rate makes this method less attractive than those involving emplacement in

the structure, especially given the corrosive chemical environment required.

These schemes for producing plutonium by neutron diversion could be

prevented by ensuring that no illicit fertile material enters the reactor bui#d-

ing (Fig. IV.6) and by monitoring the coolant. Whenever installed or replaced,

all reactor components subject to fluxes higher than about lO*" neutrons per

square meter per second should be scanned for the presence of uranium-238 (or

thorium-232). Passive or active neutron nondestructive analysis would be possi-

ble techniques. In addition, a reactor power monitor could be employed to ver-

ify that no undeclared shutdown occurs during which fertile material is installed.

The hot cell (Fig. IV.6) could also be monitored for fissile plutonium-239 (or

uranium-233).

Finally, thees neutron-diversion schemes, if possible to carry out without

damage tc the reactor, would likely have some detectable effect on ordinarily

monitored reactor characteristics. (This is true for analogous schemes for

light-water reactors^ O . Therefore, scri-'-tnv of the authentic operating re-

cords could provide another means for detecting neutron diversion.
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IV.5. Inertial-Confinement Fusion Reactors

IV.5.1. Physical Description of the Reactor and Power Plant

The Westinghouse design studŷ -*-*' for an inertial-confinement fusion power

plant was conducted under a contract with the Department of Energy to identify

key design features for a utility-operated plant, to develop a cost-assessment

methodology for such a plant, to study the effect of design variations on the

cost of electricity produced, and to identify key research and development

needs. The Westinghouse design team received significant help from Stone and

Webster, Inc. in architectural engineering and from the Public Service Electric

and Gas Research Corporation^ -̂  regarding utility views.

Though one does not conventionally speak of inertial fusion in this way,

the DT plasma in this system would satisfy the Lawson criterion with a density

of about 1 0 " ions per cubic centimeter'•*' for a time of about 1 0 " ^ seconds.

The average ion temperature would be about 240 million degrees Kelvin. Such

small explosions would occur ten times per second in the Westinghouse reactor.

Figures IV-11 and 12 show respectively the laser-beam arrangement and the

"dry-wall" reactor chamber, the latter with the lithium-coolant flow path

highlighted. The reactor chamber would be situated in a building about 100

meters by 64 meters in linear dimensions. The laser drivers would be located in

other buildings. Table IV-7 gives the features of the design and several of its

major design parameters. Figure IV-13 shows diagramatically the plant's power

flows. Fueling of the reactor would be done by magnetically induced accelera-

tion of the fuel pellets.

Because of the intense neutron and X-ray flux, procedures would be to re-

place remotely the first-wall assembly each year with a new or refurbished re-

placement, a task which would require thirty days of work under normal
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Table IV-7

Key Features of the Westinghouse Inertial Fusion Power Plant

- Carbon-dioxide laser (and heavy-ion particle beam) examined as driver

- Laser energy of 2 megajoules, efficiency of 10%, and repetition rate
of 10 times per second

- Thermonuclear pellet yield of 350 megajoules and gain of 175

- Dry first wall with tantalum coating to minimize temperature
fluctuations

- Liquid lithium as the primary coolant and tritium breeding medium

- DT fuel pellets with first-wall-compatible tantalum layer manufactured
at the plant site

- Magnetically induced acceleration of fuel pellets into the reactor
chamber

- Liquid lithium, liquid sodium, water-steam heat-transfer loops

- Remote maintenance with removable first-wall structure

conditions. The plant would contain the hot-cell facilities necessary to permit

servicing of this 1600 metric-ton assembly.

IV.5.2. Proliferative Materials

Given roughly equivalent gross electric power from magnetic and inertial-

fusion power plants, we expect roughly equal fuel flow rates. Indeed, as we

have shown in Appendix IV.D, the tritium requirement of the Westinghouse iner-

tial-fusion plant would be 530 grams per day, virtually identical to that listed

in Table IV-3 for the STARFIRE plant. Though the breeding ratio in the inertial

plant would be 1.22, the material summary given in Table IV-3 for deuterium and

tritium would apply to the Westinghouse inertial-fusion plant as well. The
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Figure IV-13. Power-flow diagram for the reference laser-fusion reactor
(from ref. 18).
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lithium requirement is much greater than for STARFIRE because lithium would

serve in liquid-metal form as the primary coolant as well as the tritium

breeding medium for the inertial plant.

Processing of the reaction debris to recover unburned deuterium and tritium

and of the blanket lithium to recover tritium would proceed in any DT fusion

plant even though the chemistry and possibly accountability would depend on the

exact materials in use. One major difference is that an inertial-fusion plant

would house a pellet factory for fabricating laser fuel targets. (In some

"wet-wall" designs,'^9) reaction debris would actually be trapped in a liquid

lithium coolant, but it would have to be separated subsequently for reuse of the

tritium along with the bred tritium.) Nevertheless, protection and storage of

the radiologically dangerous tritium would involve the same quantities and stor-

age methods. The deuterium would be bought periodically and stored until needed.

The anticipated tritium losses to the environment would be about 365 Curies

or 0.0365 grams per year at the inertial-fusion plant.

IV.5.3. Time Scale of Development

Inertial fusion research has, on the one hand, the added impetus from mili-

tary applications, but on the other, the restrictions on information transfer

and research interaction so implied. The military purpose is not to develop a

weapon per se, but rather to provide a small-scale means for modeling the physi-

cal processes that occur in nuclear explosions or their effects, for studying ma-

terials properties under extreme thermodynamic conditions, and for studying

weapons effects on diverse systems.''»°»°' In any event, electricity from iner-

tial fusion seem's further from realization than electricity from magnetic

fusion.(11*101,102) G i v e n t h e status of development in the field,<
103> scien-

tific feasibility for inertial fusion ia not expected to be demonstrated until
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the late nineteen eighties, at the earliest. Very recent experiments with

short-wavelength lasers have been encouraging^ ' and a demonstration plant by

2010 is a plausible goal of successful agressive program of development.""-')

The major U.S. laser facility is the NOVA facility at the Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory.Cl06>

Administratively, the research programs for the two confinement methods are

run by different management teams at the United States Department of Energy.

Major foreign research programs in inertial-confinement fusion exist in Japan,

Poland, the United Kingdom, and the U.S.S.R.<107»108>

IV.5.4. Other Fuel Cycles

Inertial-confinement fusion power plants could use the same fusion reac-

tions as magnetic confinement plants. Fuel process loops would differ depending

upon the design of breeding blankets and reaction-debris-handling systems. An-

other difference is that energy-conversion schemes employing direct or electro-

magnetic energy conversion are far less appropriate for inertial-confinement

systems.

IV.5.5. Proliferation Concerns

Diversion of fusion materials, clandestine production of fissile materials,

the spread of classified information, and the spread of sensitive technologies

are the proliferation concerns for an inertial-fusion power plant. We have al-

ready discussed the first two matters in detail in Section IV.4.5 and Appendices

IV.B and IV.C in connection with magnetic-fusion power plants. That discussion

applies here too because of the qualitative similarity of the situations. The

basic point is that significant clandestine production of fissile matezial by il-

licit placement of fertile material in structural members exposed to high neu-

tron flux or in the primary coolant and tritium breeding medium is plausible.
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Roughly s;^king, the clandestine production potential would scale linearly with

fusion power from the Appendix IV.B and IV.C results. Of course quantitative es-

timates would depend on the detailed neutron flux distribution throughout the re-

actor.

One additional remark concerning the coolant-placement scenario is that

there may be no compatible way to get fertile material into the liquid lithium

coolant and tritium breeder of the inertial fusion reactor described here. How-

ever, for reactor engineering purposes the lithium-lead eutectic Lij^Pbg3 has

been suggested as a substitute for pure lithium in such situations. *•""' Since

thorium oxide (ThO2) particles nearly match the lithium-lead eutectic in den-

sity, they could be put into suspension in the eutectic. Indeed, just this sys-

tem is under study for a tandem-mirror hybrid reactor breeding blanket. °'

Thus, a basis does exist for considering illicitly breeding fissile material in

a liquid metal coolant and breeding blanket of an inertial-confinement pure fu-

sion reactor. (Experimentally, a uranium oxide suspension in the liquid so-

dium-potassium eutectic has been studied.*- **' This remark should in no way be

taken to imply that the coolant-placement scenario would be straightforward to

accomplish in the absence of prior design considerations, for it would involve

extra heat production, radioactivity, and reprocessing.

Consider now the questions of classified information and sensitive

technologies, about which we made general remarks in Section IV.3. Of present

concern is the classification of aspects of the technology. H» 18,62) should

this situation remain unchanged, then an inertial-fusion power plant might re-

quire classification at least in part, with all the attendant requirements such

as access-authorization procedures.'112^ Indeed, the classification problem

exists now regarding research and development.

Should international safeguards be extended to fusion materials, then a
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future possible problem in this regard is that a domestic inertial-fusion

plant for commercial power purposes would apparently be subject to the applica-

tion of international safeguards under the voluntary U.S. - IAEA

agreement^•'•^> H * ' (suitably amended) (see Section II.5.1) given that the plant

would not have direct national-security significance. To protect sensitive tech-

nology, extra costs might have to be incurred in building such a plant or

preparing for its inspection.

The laser (or ion) drivers for inertial-fusion plants are hugh installa-

tions themselves. Should technical breakthroughs in inertial fusion allow much

smaller drivers, then the drivers of inertial-fusion power plants would be very

sensitive technology and would require control. Size would also be a factor in

the use of high-energy drivers as directed-energy weapons, 'H5,116,117,118,119)

an application not considered here.

IV.6. Hybrid Fusion-Fission Reactors

IV.6.1. Physical Description of the Reactor and Power Plant

Westinghouse's Commercial Tokamak Hybrid Reactor (CTHR)^17^ design is in-

tended for a first-generation fusion-fission plant. Its fusion design is more

conservative than that of the pure fusion STARFIRE^ "^ reactor, yet it repre-

sents a plausible marriage of fusion-driver and hybrid-blanket technologies.

The CTHR plasma itself would satisfy the Lawson criterion with an average

particle density n=0.89 x 10 * ions per cubic centimeter and an energy confine-

ment time of T = 1.3 seconds at an average ion temperature of 240 million de-

grees Kelvin. The plasma would produce thermonuclear power in an ignited mode;

a 1200 second burn period would alternate with a 5 second shutdown.

Figure IV-14 shows a trimetric view of the reactor and Table IV-8 lists its

design guidelines. Figure IV-15 shows schematically the CTHR power flows.
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Figure IV-14. Trimetric view of the Westinghouse reference Commercial
Tokamak Hybrid Reactor (CTHR; from ref. 17).
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Table IV-8

Design Guidelines of the CTHR (from ref. 17)

- Ignited plasma (near ignition option); 2 MW/m^ average neutron wall
loading

- Superconducting ffl^Sn magnets: 12 T peak field

- Negative-ion neutral beams: for energies >̂  200 keV

- Plasma duty cycle: >_ 0.9

- Bundle-divertor plasma exhaust system

- First-wall lifetime and magnet service requirements compatible with
blanket refueling cycle

- Provision for full blanket coverage, if economically justified

- U-Pu fuel cycle with chemical reprocessing

- Fissile production maximized to about 2500 kg annually (goal: 3 weight
per cent in 4 years residence time) based on a fundamental time-averaged
rate of 0.86 net fissile atoms per fusion neutron

- Pressurized helium primary reactor coolant with a water-steam secondary
circuit for heat removal and electrical generation.

- Electrical power production >_ required operating power.

- Tritium self-sufficiency (goal: breeding ratio 1.05 at start of life).

- Reactor plant availability: 0.7
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Of primary significance for a hybrid system is the breeding blanket.

(Table IV-9 in Appendix IV.E presents detailed information about it. The data

in Table IV-9 have been especially useful in formulations of the neutron-

diversion scenarios discussed in the other appendices to this chapter.) Figures

IV-16 and IV-17 illustrate the construction of the breeding blanket.

Helium gas would serve the CTHR both as the primary coolant and as the

purge gas for the tritium breeding blanket. The latter helium application also

applies to the STARFIRE pure fusion reactor, whereas water is the STARFIRE cool-

ant. Hence the DT fuel cycle for the CTHR would be very similar to that

depicted for STARFIRE in Figure IV-9. One difference is that fuelling for the

CTHR is planned to be injection of 0.048 gram pellets of frozen deuterium and

tritium about once every 1.7 seconds instead of gas puffing.

Annual maintenance procedures would be expected to occupy about 80 days per

year. Of these, 28 days would be allocated to the annual replacement of one-

quarter of the 32 uranium-carbide fertile blanket sectors once the breeding

reaches a steady-state equilibrium. This batch refuelling, though it would be

done by machine, is one of the cumbersome aspects of the CTHR design.

Since the blanket sectors would be very radioactive, remote servicing by

special machinery is planned. Figure IV-18 shows the temporary water storage

area for fissile-fuel and tritium breeding blanket sectors, fuel canisters from

the blankets, and other radioactive reactor components.

Facilities for reprocessing the blanket sectors to recover the fissile plu-

tonium are not planned to be part of the hybrid power plant itself. Rather, the

blanket would be reprocessed elsewhere, though both these facilities plus a

fuel-fabrication plant for the "client" fission reactors of the hybrid could pos-

sibly be located together.^27'
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IV.6.2. Proliferative Materials

As far as the DT fuelling and tritium breeding are concerned, the fuel

cycle of the CTHR would be similar to that for the STARFIRE pure-fusion reactor

as depicted in Figure IV-9. The fusion power of the CTHR would be one-third

that of STARFIRE, however, so that quantities of deuterium and tritium in the

CTHR fuel cycle would be similarly smaller.

Lithium for tritium breeding would reside in 14 inner and 25 outer blanket

sectors as solid lithium oxide Li£0. There would be 157 metric tons of lithium

in all, and it would be expected to serve adequately for the plant's life. The

outer sectors, also containing shielding, would weigh 136 metric tons each and

two would be removed temporarily during annual fertile blanket replacements.

The raison d'etre of the CTHR would be its fertile-uranium breeding

blanket. Described in Table IV-9 in Appendix IV.E, its structure is depicted in

Figures IV-16 and IV-17. The cylindrical structures would contain the uranium

carbide (UC) breeding material as disks perforated with holes for coolant flow

and each disk would contain about 3.7 kilograms of natural uranium (see Appendix

IV.E). Given an average fissile-enrichment increase of about 0.54 per cent per

year, a long fuel cylinder would gain about 0.84 kilograms of plutonium per year.

At the time of discharge, three cylinders would yield one SQ. The annual

replacemenc of eight sectors would involve 368 long and 736 short cylindere.

It is the cylinders, weighing less than 200 kg each, that would be the basic

transportable fuel element.

An important aspect of this fissile plutonium production is that the pluto-

nium would be very free of the nonfissile isotopes; Table IV-1 illustrates

this. The essential point is that fast neutrons result in plutonium of higher

quality than do slow neutrons.
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IV.6.3. Time Scale of Development

Development of hybrid fusion-fission reactors depends mainly on development

of the underlying fusion systems as discussed in Sections IV.4.3 and IV.5.3.

The plasma physics requirements for a hybrid would be less demanding than for

pure fusion though the entire system would be more complex. The authors of a hy-

brid assessment^102) f o r s a w demonstration of hybrid commercial feasibility by

about 1995 and possible commercial introduction about 2010 given an agressive

scenario for development that is not now likely. In any case hybrid development

is many years behind the development of sodium fast breeder fission reactors,

and the two systems would compete to supply fuel for light-water reactors. If

successfully developed, however, fusion breeders with suppressed-fission

blankets^^) would be superior to fission breeders as fuel producers. '120)

U.S. utilities could either rely on hybrids as fuel producers predominantly or

as combined fuel and power producers.(121,122)

In the D.S.S.R. the development of a hybrid reactor is reportedly an impor-

tant intermediate goal of the fusion program.(44,76)

IV.6.4. Ocher Fuel Cycles

With respect to the fusion aspect, other hybrid fuel cycles are only those

discussed in Section IV.4.4 for the STARFIRE magnetic-fusion reactor that pro-

duce an abundance of high-energy neutrons. The same proviso applies to hybrid

designs ̂ H^) fot^inertial-confinement reactors. Practically speaking, the only

other candidate is the "catalyzed" DD cycle encompassing the first four reac-

tions in Table IV-!?(b).

As a "transmutation plant" for converting fertile nuclear material to

fissile nuclear material, the possibilities for hybrid fuel cycles are diverse.
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Figure IV-5 shows diagramatically how the hybrid would generically fit into the

fission-reactor fuel cycle.

As a bulk fertile-to-fissile breeder, the hybrid could support any "client"

reactor employing fissile plutonium produced from uranium-238 or fissile ura-

nium-233 produced from thorium-232 (see Chapter VI). That is, the hybrid could

support any fission fuel cycle, including denatured cycles, where breeding is

required.'123) in fission-reactor rod or assembly refresh or fission-product

transmutation schemes,'*-5'* »*'' fissile fuel would be in the hybrid blanket

before any irradiation occurred. Though it would be extremely radioactive, the

blanket would then require safeguards at its "front end".

IV.6.5. Proliferation Concerns

Five different proliferation problems exist for fusion-fission hybrids: (1)

diversion of nuclear-fusion materials; (2) the spread of classified information

and, conceivably, sensitive technology if the facility employs inertial-

confinement fusion; (3) clandestine production of fissile material in a known fa-

cility; (4) diversion of some of the facility's declared fissile material inven-

tory; and (5) production of fissile material or fusion materials in a dedicated,

clandestine facility or a misused fusion research facility. The last two prob-

lems must be discussed anew, while of the first three, discussed in connection

with pure fusion reactors in Sections IV.4.5 and IV.5.5, only the third requires

further comment.

With regard to the third proliferation problem, consider first the reasona-

bly plausible scenarios involving slight modification of a declared hybrid to in-

crease fissile-fuel production. This could conceivably be done by controlling

the amount of neutron multiplier such as beryllium, the lithium-6 enrichment, or

the fertile material volume fraction. Production increases of a few percent
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would certainly be possible by such techniques and they would be hard to detect

given the equivalent basic uncertainty in predictability of the amount of

declared production using present-day methods. Even a 1% uncertainty in CTHR

performance involves three SQ annually. Uncertainty exists now for conventional

fission reactors: plutoniutn production is uncertain to about 5% until careful

measurements can be made upon reprocessing.d24)

The current safeguards methods that mitigate this uncertainty are item

accountability of the fuel bundles, which becomes increasingly difficult as the

size of the fuel items decreases, and facility containment and surveillance.

The problem would be more severe at a hybrid fusion-fission plant producing ten

times more, fissile material than does a conventional fission reactor. Indeed,

depending upon the detailed breeding-blanket design, lithium charge and dis-

charge and fertile-material charge and fissile-material discharge could occur in

large batches over intervals of years, in mobile fluid form continuously with

on-line reprocessing, or in small batches over intermediate time periods. De-

signs for all of these cases exist.(40,102)

Safeguards at a hybrid plant to deter diversion of declared production or

undeclared production within the declared plutonium zones would thus vary from

safeguards applied at light-water reactors with off-line refuelling of large

fuel assemblies,(125; t o safeguards applied at CANDU (Canadian deuterium

uranium) reactors with on-line refueling of small fuel assemblies,'126) to

safeguards at reprocessing plants.(127,128) This variation would depend upon

the form of the hybrid-reactor breeding blanket.

Location of hybrids at internationally safeguarded fuel service centers^

would be a possible further measure to alleviate this safeguards concern.

Again with regard to the third proliferation problem listed above, consider

next scenarios involving simple emplacement of fertile material where it should
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not be. Because the most "likely" locations would already be occupied by the

declared breeding blanket, no other locations would offer a large illicit

breeding potential. Only emplacement in the outer tritium breeding zone would

yield enough to avoid implausibly misusing huge parts of reactor subsystems in

this scenario. For that one zone, 0.84 SQ per replaceable module per year would

be possible based on a calculation analogous to that in Appendix IV.B. Putting

gaseous uranium hexafluoride^"'"' |129) £n (.̂g -helium coolant would be extremely

unlikely for reasons of corrosion, paucity of tests, and plutonium recovery,

among o^her things.

While it would be relatively easy to check for illicit nuclear material

built into a pure fusion reactor, doing so for a hybrid reactor would be diffi-

cult because of the legitimate presence of such materials. Presumably those re-

actor components subject to high neutron fluxes would undergo careful scrutiny

by NDA techniques when replaced or installed to detect illicit materials or

deter such emplacement. NDA examination of irradiated components would have to

take account of activation and fission products.

With respect to the fourth proliferation problem listed earlier,

declared-material diversion, the legitimate fertile and fissile material from a

hybrid reactor such as the Westinghouse CTHR should undergo the same item ac-

counting as do the fuel assemblies from a fission reactor. The fresh blanket

structures would contain fertile material of little strategic value. The eight

irradiated blanket structures discharged each year would contain 736

transportable (long-equivalent) cylinders with about 0.4 SQ each but would be

highly radioactive. Thus the water-pit storage area depicted in Figure IV-18

should be treated for safeguards purposes just like the spent-fuel pools of fis-

sion reactors. Reprocessing would occur at another facility. The transportable
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spent-fuel cylinders would weigh less than 200 kg each and would be similar to

fuel bundles from CANfiU reactors. Some safeguards problems would be

sitnilar/125>

Finally, there is the possibility of construction of a complete clandestine

hybrid fusion-fission reactor or misuse of a fusion research facility to produce

fissile material or fusion materials. Such a scenario seems very implausible be-

cause a divertor who could construct a clandestine hybrid system or misuse a fu-

sion research facility to breed fissile material or fusion materials would cer-

tainly be able to construct a clandestine fission reactor to do the same (if not

a uranium-enrichment facility for enriched uranium only). The fertile material

is a requirement in all cases, though the hybrid would not require fissile mate-

rial. The concept of a clandestine dedicated hybrid reactor has been discussed

e'sewhere/lSO) fjUt £t £s worthwhile to emphasize here that small hybrid reac-

tors are conceivable, based on the dense plasma focus concept for example.'"I;

Furthermore, designs for compact pure fusion plants with high power levels^"2'

as well as with power levels as low as 44 megawatts (thermal) do exist.(37)

Prevention or detection of clandestine facilities is only related to the

IAEA nonproliferation regime in the sense that nuclear materials diverted from

safeguarded facilities might be used in the clandestine facility. Otherwise, in-

telligence methods and export controls'54) WOuld be the ways to detect and pre-

vent, respectively, clandestine facilities. For fusion reactors, the relevant

components are large and probably superconducting magnets; cryogenic equipment;

vacuum pumps; ion-beam and electron-beam accelerators; high-power electromag-

netic-wave sources; high-power lasers; plasma diagnostic instruments; high-

capacity electrical power supplies, switching mechanisms, and conversion and

storage devices; large capacity pumps, pipes, and heat exchangers; and the nu-

clear materials tritium, deuterium, and lithium, possibly enriched in lithium-
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6. Additionally, analytical techniques for the design of a reactor system

including computer programs and data files for neutronic analysis would be neces-

sary. Finally, a hybrid system would also require attendant fertile-fuel-

fabrication and spent-fuel reprocessing.

A variation on a completely clandestine facility would be a clandestine hy-

brid reactor chamber plus blanket associated with a declared inertial-confine-

ment hybrid reactor. There has been discussion of purposely using a single

driver for several inertial-fusion reactors.^*-' One could then imagine

diverting the laser or ion driver beams to the clandestine reactor chamber and

blanket. Such "beam diversion" would require a large sophisticated optical or

magnetic system to bend the laser or ion beam from its intended path (or the

disabling of a design bending system) plus the construction of an undeclared hy-

brid target system to facilitate breeding of undeclared fertile material. Given

the complicated nature of a reactor chamber and breeding blanket system, it is

not credible that such a clandestine system could be built and not be detected

by inspectors during periodic visits. A further safeguards measure against such

a diversion strategy would be a tamper-proof beam monitor that would indicate,

among other things, if the beam were operating during purported maintenance pe-

riods and conceivably irradiating an undeclared target system. This would be es-

pecially important if the laser or ion beam driver part of a facility were a

so-called "nonaccess area" in the same way that the laser area of a laser iso-

tope-enrichment plant would probably be a nonaccess area. This is not thought

to be a serious problem because of the very great difficulty of carrying out a

beam-diversion scenario.

It would also be possible for a hybrid research facility (or, indeed, an

altered pure fusion facility) to be misused for illicit fissile material produc-
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tion. Presumably, facilities with a significant production potential would be

safeguarded as are fission research reactors now.

Appendix IV.A

Calculation of the Uranium Content of Tritium Generators (Storage Beds)

Tritium would be stored for backup purposes in fusion plants as uranium

titride (similar to metal-hydride storage of hydrogen). When tritium is needed,

the beds would be heated. Depleted uranium would be the bed medium and we shall

calculate here the amount of uranium that would be needed in the STARFIRE plant.

Data from development work for the Tritium Storage and Delivery System

are that a bed containing 145 grams of uranium has a design storage capacity of

50,000 Curies of tritium. We shall convert this to grams of uranium required

per gram of tritium stored. To do this conversion we need the following addi-

tional data: the half-life t^/2 o r tritium, 12.3 years; Avogadro's number, AQ

= 6.03 x 102^ atoms per gram-atom, the definition of a Curie, C = 3.7 x 10*0 dis-

integrations per second; and the mass per gram-atom for tritium, q = 3 grams.

Let t = time;

X = probability per unit time of a disintegration;

a = activity of the stored tritium;

N(t) = number of stored tritium atoms as a function of time; and

M = mass of the stored tritium.

Then the radioactive decay law

N(t) = N(0)e"Xt

yields, at the half-life, when N(t) = N(0)/2,

X = Jln2/t1/2-

Since a = NX, we have
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M = £ N = 3. £M A N AX

3g • 5xlO4 • 3.7xlO10 dis/s • 12.3y • 3.16xlO7 s/y

6.03xl023 atoms *

=5.16 grams

Thus 5.16 grams of tritium require 145 grams of uranium for storage or,

inversely, 28.1 grams of uranium are required per gram of tritium.

For the STARFIRE storage, 1071 grams of tritium, this translates to 30

kilograms of depleted uranium. This would mean 207 units of the size being

built for the Princeton Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor'^8) o r 90 units of the

STARFIRE size,^*°', which would each contain 335 grams of uranium.

Appendix IV.B

Calculation of the Possible Clandestine Plutonium Production From a Tokamak

Pure Fusion Reactor by Emplacing Uranium in the Structure

Calculating the possible production of plutonium in a pure-fusion reactor

such as STARFIRE involves a difficult neutronic analysis that depends on the

detailed configuration of fertile material illicitly installed in the structure.

Such an analysis need not be done if we extrapolate from the production estimate

for a genuine hybrid fusion-fission reactor and recognize that the result will

be approximate. We shall consider blanket and shield locations.

We take the conversion ratio for a depleted-uranium blanket of 0.34 meter

thickness (of which the uranium occupies 44%, or 0.150 effective meters) to vary

from 0.96 net fissile atoms bred per fusion neutron at zero dose to 0.77 after

four years of dose at 2 megawatts of neutron energy per square meter'1'' (see

Table IV-9 in Appendix IV.E). We shall simplify this further and assume

conservatively a conversion ratio of 0.96 for one year's exposure. This conver-
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sion ratio would occur in a well-designed hybrid blanket subject to a wall load

of high-energy neutrons of 2MW/m . What would the flux f be?

,neutrons^ ^WattSx, /•Joules \
Flux v 2 Wal1 Load ^''Neutron Energy ^neutron

f „ 2 x 106 W/m2

hybrid 1 4 a x 1Q6 eV/n • i.6xlO~
19 J/eV

= 8.9 x 1017 n/m2s

The STARFIRE first-wall flux would be

f _ 3.6 MW/m2 £ _ _n_
STARFIRE 2 MW/m

2 ' hybrid ~ 1.6 x 1018
 m 2 g

The plutonium atomic production rate per unit of blanketed wall area, N, is the

product of the flux f, conversion ratio c^, time t, and plant availability p.

The rate in mass units R is obtained by dividing N by the number of atoms of plu-

tonium per kilogram, which is in turn Avogadro's number A o divided by q, the

mass per gram-atom. We shall compute R for one year:

R = f • cb • t ' p /(A0/q)
18RSTARFIRE = 1.6x10 n/m2s ' 0.96 atoms/n* 3.16xlO7 s/year ' 0.75

Blanket 6xlO23 atoms/.239 kg

= 14.5 kg/m2 year

Given the IAEA definition of 8 kg of plutonium per strategically significant

quantity (SQ) for fission-weapon manufacture^)f this rate is

RSTARFIRE =1-8 SQ/m2 year

We can further compute an enrichment of fissile material if we assume that

the 0.15 meter thick breeding layer is composed of fertile uranium carbide, in

which the effective uranium density is 13.0 g/cm3.'9*') Assuming irradiation of

1 square meter of wall, we find that the increased enrichment e is

e = 14.5 kg/m2 year * 1 m 2 year
0.013 kg/cm3 ' 0.15 m3 • 106 cm3/m3

= 7.4 x 10~3 = 0.0074
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The STARFIRE first wall and blanket (see Fig. IV-10) would have an area of

780 m (exclusive of openings) divided into 24 sectors. Even one sector would

have sufficient area to allow breeding of one SQ per year. (Two caveats are in

order. First, incorporating fertile material in only a small section of the

reactor wall would create a wall with nonuniform neutron scattering and

absorption coefficients. This could increase the neutron flux in the wall sec-

tions with fertile material to several times the value calculated above.

Second, formally allowing production over the entire STARFIRE wall would yield

a production greater than that of the reference hybrid given equivalent fusion

power. This happens because we are here considering breeding in the STARFIRE

inner and outer blankets; only the latter is the site of fissile breeding in the

hybrid.)

We have not studied carefully the important questions of heat production

from uranium fast fission, radiation damage, and the ability of the uranium (as

a carbide, e.g.) to be incorporated structurally without otherwise negatively

affecting the fusion reactor. Concerning the heat production, the hybrid

study*-*•'' whose conversion ratio was used in the calculation gives a fast-

fission uranium-blanket energy multiplication of 5.1 to 8.6 over the four-year

exposure life. On the other hand, the volume of material required to breed one

SQ in a year is a small fraction of the tritium-breeding volume of a blanket seg-

ment. (0.083 m^ = 0.55 m^ • 0.15 m versus an average sector tritium-breeding

volume of 7.4 wr = 178 m^/24.) This suggests that the additional local heat load

can probably be handled without modifying the coolant flow if only a small

amount of plutonium were bred. Finally, the blanket segments involved weigh

about sixty metric tons. Modifying them to incorporate illicit fertile material

would be a formidable task.
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As the distance from the plasma increases, the neutron flux decreases. Fig-

ure IV-19 shows the flux in the STARFIRE outer bulk radiation shield as a func-

tion of position. (The total shield thickness would be 1.1 m.) The energy spec-

trum of the neutrons, which depends strongly on position, significantly affects

the conversion of uranium to plutonium, and relying on the conversion ratio from

the hybrid-reactor design*- ' to do a shield calculation becomes more specula-

tive. We shall nevertheless use it to make crude estimates based on the Figure

IV-19 fluxes and on a linear scaling of our previous result:

RSTARFIRE >_ lxlO16 n/m2s RSTARFIRE

Shield- 1.6xl0l8 n/m2e B l a n k e t

Inner Edge

= 0.091 ~Y&
m year

RSTARFIRE = 10 1 1 n/m2s RSTARFIRE
Shield- 1.6xlO18 n/m2s Blanket
Outer Edge

•>-7 kg= 9.1xl0 — ^
m year

Approximately 100 m 2 of the inner section of the shield — more than one sector

— would require uranium incorporation to yield one SQ, while outside the shield

the flux would simply be too low to yield much plutonium at all.

Though the numbers will differ, all of these remarks apply qualitatively to

the production of fissile uranium-233 from a thorium blanket.

Appendix IV.C

Calculation of the Possible Clandestine Plutonium Production From a

Pure Fusion Tokamak Reactor by Dissolving Uranium in the Primary Coolant

By dissolving some uranium compound in the STARFIRE coolant, one could con-

ceivably breed plutonium. Indeed, reactor systems based on dissolved uranium

compounds were studied and even built in the 1950's^"'*, Some included breeding

blanket regions. These fluid-fuel or homogeneous reactors did not stand the
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Figure IV-19. Neutron an«l photon fluxes in the STARFIRE outer bulk shield
(from ref . 16).
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test of time, apparently due to corrosion problems. Indeed, the coolant would

have to be maintained as sulfuric acid and periodic or continuous reprocessing

it would be required. Given the hostile solvents required and the present-day

difficulties with steam generators (which are part of the STARFIRE design), a di-

version based on this scenario seems most unlikely. We shall nevertheless esti-

mate its plutonium production potential.

The key point for our pu purposes is that a solution of uranium as uranyl

sulfate (UO2SO4) can be made with a uranium concentration of 250 grams per

liter.C7) Plutonium would be produced upon neutron irradiation of the dissolved

uranium. (Other solution chemistries as well as thorium-uranium slurries may

work, but none would alter the essential aspects of the scenario. Indeed, a fu-

sion reactor that breeds fissile fuel in a thorium oxide slurry coolant has been

seriously proposed.^'®').

The key result upon which the Appendix IV.B result was based is a hybrid-

reactor conversion ratio of 0.96 fissile atom per fusion neutron given a fertile

blanket of definite thickness. We then assumed that the plutonium production

rate is linearly dependent on the high-energy neutron flux. Here we shall fur-

ther assume that the conversion ratio itself is linearly dependent on the effec-

tive area density of fertile uranium upon which the neutrons are incident.

From the STARFIRE study,(^) w e f£n<i that at most one-sixth of the ordi-

nary-water coolant volume of about 500 cubic meters would be in the blanket at

any given time. For simplicity, we shall assume that the coolant in the

blanket, though flowing through a maze of piping, effectively forms a uniformly

thick layer over the blanket area of about 780 square meters. We can now com-

pute the area density of dissolved fertile uranium as follows:
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dA; STARFIRE = (1/6) * 500 m 3 • 250 gU/& ' 103 &/m3

Coolant 730 m2 . IQU cm2/m2

2.67 gU/cm2

The analogoua result for the hybrid^?) blanket (Table IV-9 in Appendix IV.E),

consisting of 0.15 effective meters thick of solid uranium carbide (UC), depends

on its uranium density(96).

dA; Hybrid = 13.0 gU/cm3 • 0.15 m • 102 cm/m
Blanket

= 195 g U/cm2

Thus an effective conversion ratio for uranium in the STARFIRE water coolant is

that for the hybrid as linearly scaled by these area densities:

cw = cb • (dA. STARFIRE^A; Hybrid^

Coolant Blanket

= 0.96 (atoms/n) * (2.67 gU/cm
2)/(195 gU/cm2)

= 1.31 x 10~2 atoms/n

We shall now proceed as in Appendix IV.B, assuming that the flow rate of the

coolant has no bearing on the result other than through the one-sixth factor

used above. Two more important distinctions we are ignoring in this preliminary

calculation are the differences in neutronics and the heat production the cool-

ant by fast fission of the uranium.

The area-specific production rate is (given 0.75 plant availability)

RSTARFIRE = 1.6xlO18 n/m2s • 1.31xlO"2 atoms/n ' 3.16xl07 s/year • 0.75

Coolant 6 x 1023 atoms/o.239 kg

= 0.20 kg/m2 year

But here the entire wall area serves for breeding. We obtain

R-STARFIRE • (Wall arej) =0.20 kg/m2 year • 780 m 2

Coolant
= 156 kg/year,
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which is about twenty strategically significant quantities of plutonium per

year. This number may be high because the coolant in the reactor is not all

exposed to the high neutron flos assumed.

Finally, since STARFIRE would include two separate coolant loops, one of

them could be used exclusively or both could be used in alternating sequence to

facilitate reprocessing or deceit. This would halve the production rate.

Appendix IV.D

Calculation of the Tritium and Deuterium Flows in an Inertial-Fusion Plant

According to the Westinghouse study,(18) the inertial-confinement fusion

power plant would yield 350 megajoules of fusion energy per pellet

microexplosion at the rate of ten microexplosions per second. We shall trans-

late these numbers into mass fuel flow rates.

First let us compute the daily energy consumption:

Energy/day = 350 MJ/fusion * 10 fusions/sec " 3600 sec/hr * 24 hr/day

= 3.0 x 10 1 4 J/day

The basic datum needed to compute the fuel requirement is that 17.6 MeV of

energy is released per fusion event (see Section IV.1). Thus

Mass tritium _ Energy x Tritium mass
day day Tritium energy

= 3.0 x 10 1 4 _J_ . 3gT * 1 atom T . 1 eV
d ay 6xl023atomsT 17.6xlO6 eV 1.6xlO"19J

= 5.3xl02 grams T
day

The deuterium atom flow would equal that of tritium; its mass flow would be 350

grams per day.
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Appendix IV .E

Calculation of the Uranium and Plutonium Content in a Hybrid Blanket

Figures IV-16 and IV-17 illustrate the construction of the CTHR^17^ fertile

blanket. Table IV-9 lists its parameters. (We have used in Appendices IV.B and

IV.C the conversion ratio for fusion neutrons to fissile atoms.) We compute the

uranium content from the uranium density of UC, pp = 13 g/cra3, and from an esti-

mate of the volume Vd£sk occupied by the disks of UC, about 17 cm in diameter,

2.5 cm thick, and perforated with holes for coolant flow through half their vol-

ume. The uranium mass per disk would thus be

MU;disk " PU * 1/2 * Vdi3k = p D - 1/2 • irr
2h

= .T3 g/cm3 • 1/2 • IT • (8.5 cm)2 • 2.5 cm • 10~3 kg/g

= 3.7 kg.

With 1.05 m long front-row cylinders containing disks (see Fig. IV-17), each

such cylinder would contain

MU;cylinder 1.05 m • 3.7 kg • 10~3 metric tons
0.025 m/disk disk kg

= 155 kilograms

The short or back-row cylinders would contain about half as much. With 46 long

and 92 short cylinders for each of 32 blanket sectors, there would be

MU;sector = 14.3 metric tons

MU;Hybrid = * 5 8 metric tons

If the average increase in fissile-enrichment percentage over the planned four

year breeding period were (2.4-0.25)/4 = 0.54, then the average annual fissile

production would be (compare with the number in Table IV-9)

MFissile;hybrid = 4"58 x 1 Q 5 kS * 0.0054/year = 2473 kg/year
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Table IV-9
Summary of the Features of the CTHR Breeding Blanket

(from ref. 17)

BLANKET SPECIFICATIONS

Fer t i l e Fuel Zone

Coverage Outer Torus

Fuel Thickness, m 0.34

Fuel/Structure/Coolant, X Volume 14/15/41

Tube/Structural Material 316 SST

Pitch/Diameter Ratios (Plasma side to 1.2/1.4/1.65

back side)

Max. Coolant Channel Length, m "v 3

Width of Blanket Sector, m 1.37

Thickness of Blanket Sector, m 0.43

Overall Height of Blanket Sector, m 7.0

Radius of Sector Curvature, m 2.7

Tritium Breeding Fuel Zone

Inner Blanket LijO Thickness, m 0.46

Outer Blanket LijO Thickness, m 0.47

Fuel/Structure/Coolant, X Volume 70/10/20

TuDe/Structural Material 316 SST

Reflector Material Pb

Reflector Locations (Inner/Outer) Front Zone

Reflector Thickness, m 0.04

BLANKET PERFORHANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Neutron Exposure, MW-yr/nf

Tritons/Fusion Neutron

Net Fissile Atoms/Fusion Neutron

Blanket Energy Multiplication

Tritium Breeding Ratio' '

Heavy Metal Inventory, T H M ' C '

Heavy Metal Discharge, TKH/yr(c)

Average Fissile Enrichment, w/o

Net Fissile Production, kg Fissile/yr

Cumulative Burnup, HUd7TW

Average Thermal Power, HWt

BOL 2 yr.1(a)

Net Electric Power, kW hr/yr

Design Power Rating, HWe ( d )

(d)

—
1.05

0.96

5.1
0.79
—

—

0.25'

2800
—

4000
—

2.66
1.15

0.86

6.9

0.88
—

—

1.6

2520
—

5380

8.185 x 10'
1335

5.32
1.26

0.77

8.6
0.96

472

118

2.4

?250

13,270

6640
—

(a) The 2 year performance parameters are approximately blanket

equilibrium conditions.

(b) Does not include special tritium breeding blankets above and

below bundle divertor.

(c) Average values for 4 year irradiation period based on the

mechanical design.

BLANKET OPERATING CONDITIONS

Average Blanket Power Density, W/cm*

Average Fuel Power Density, W/cn1

Pea* Fuel Power Density, W/cm*

Inlet Coolant Pressure, HPa (psia)

Inlet Coolant Temperature, *C

Outlet Coolant Temperature, *C

Average Coolant Temperature, °C

Helium Flow Rate, kg/s

Maximum Structural Temperature, *C

Maximum Fuel Canister Temperature, °C

Coolant Pumping Power to Blanket

Thermal Power, t

Value(a)

40-70

115-203

340-460

8.96 (1300)

ZB0-Z57

447-416

410-407

1459-2122

500

550

B.3<B)

(d) At equilibrium, after hybrid plant power requirements are met,
i.e., net power to utility grid.

TURBINE PARAMETERS

Steam Cycle INDIRECT

Pressure at SG-Superheater Exit, MPa (psia) 8.96 (1300)

Supertmat, #C 80

Feedwater Temperature, *C 150

Rating, MUe 1000

Number of Parallel Units (Tandem Compound) 2

Gross Thermal Efficiency, t 38

Estimated Net Cycle Efficiency, t 26

(a) First quadrant - fourth quadrant
(b) Average value at equilibrium conditions
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At the time of discharge, each long cylinder, which would weigh less than 200 kg

totally, would thus contain about 3.4 kg of fissile plutonium. Three such cylin-

ders would yield one SQ.
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V. ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN REACTOR SYSTEMS

With the development of particle accelerators for fundamental studies in

physics to higher and higher energies has come the recognition that these de-

vices can serve as prodigious sources of neutrons. Through so-called spallation

reactions, protons or deuterons incident at high energy on suitable targets can

cause the production of such significant numbers of neutrons that these neutrons

can then be utilized to convert fertile uranium-238 or thorium-232 into fissile

plutonium-239 or uranium-233 in practical quantities.^' The idea was first

conceived by Lawrence'^) and Lewis"' and has received continuing study in

Canada^*'•>' and the Soviet Union^ ' in addition to the American work summarized

below.

If desired, the system can be optimized to produce power instead of

fissile fuel, but the incentives for so doing seem fewer: why add an accelera-

tor system to a reactor when the latter is capable of operating alone?^ There

is even an "Augean" form of the accelerator system designed to transmute highly

radioactive fission products to less harmful formsO.

Conceptually, accelerator-driven systems are similar to fusion-fission hy-

brid systems (see Chapter IV) in that both involve large sources of neutrons.^)

The differences are, first, that accelerators, as opposed to fusion systems,

have a technologically demonstrated basis, and second, that accelerators and fu-

sion systems would be energy consumers and producers, respectively. In the lat-

ter sense, the accelerators would be analogous to the laser or ion driver part

of inertial-fu8ion systems.

We shall frame our discussion here around specific designs for accelera-

tor-driven systems, those performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory'^,9,10,11)^

Some of these systems were previously analyzed for proliferation concerns in the

NASAP studies^2' and by Outlaw, '^) an<j very briefly by Gsponer, Jasani, and
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oak Ridge National Laboratory designs baaed on a liquid-metal target

and coolant were also subjects of the NASAP studies.

Three proliferation concerns would exist for these systems: (1) diversion

of some of a facility's declared material production; (2) clandestine production

of fissile material in a declared facility; and (3) production of fissile mate-

rial in a dedicated, clandestine facility or a misused research facility. Diver-

sion of fissile material from a declared facility is the most credible diversion

scenario of the three. Moreover, a country with the technological base to pos-

sess such a system would certainly be capable of producing fissile material in

a dedicated and possibly clandestine fission reactor if the country had the de-

sire to possess nuclear-fission weapons.

V.I. Principles of Accelerator Drivers

The heart of accelerator-driven reactor systems is a high-energy particle

accelerator of the kind used in fundamental physics research. It is an experi-

mental fact that when high-energy protons or deuterons are incident on heavy-

metal primary targets, large numbers of neutrons are liberated — "spalled", to

use the technical term. Figure V-l illustrates the neutron yield from a proton

beam incident on various targets. Although a linear function of proton energy

at high energies, the neutron yield drops nonlinearly at lower energies. Other

calculations extend the neutron yields depicted to energies as high as 2000 mil-

lion electron volts (MeV); roughly 190 neutrons per proton are expected.d^)

If such neutron production could be sustained reliably at a sufficiently

high rate, then the neutrons could be used to drive a subcritical lattice of ura-

nium or thorium to emphasize either power production or the conversion of fer-

tile material into fissile material to fuel other reactor systems. The lattice

of fissile and fertile fuel is called the secondary target. The primary and sec-

ondary targets are actually unified in the latest design.
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Table V-l lists the published parameters of several operating and proposed

linear particle accelerators. Machine upgrades or atypical operating regimes

permit these parameters to be exceeded. Although none has the exact characteris-

tics of the proton linear accelerator needed for a commercial-scale accelera-

tor-driven reactor systenr^) ? several important characteristics are or would be

achieved in at least one of these existing or proposed facilities, namely, a cur-

rent of 0.3 amperes and a duty factor of 80%. Achieving a beam energy of 2000

MeV is not thought to be an insuperable problem given much higher energies

achieved in other types of particle accelerators such as proton synchrotrons.

The Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility already operates a linear-

accelerator-based neutron spallation source, ^-7' and there are a number of

other operating neutron spallation sources for research purposes based upon

final acceleration of protons in synchrotrons and neutron production in uranium

or tungsten.(18,19)

V.2. Linear-Accelerator-Driven Systems

Three different accelerator-driven reactor systems have been proposed: the

linear-accelerator driven reactor (LADR), linear-accelerator fuel enricher and

regenerator (LAFER), and linear-accelerator fuel producer (LAFP).

Figures V-2, V-3, and V-4 illustrate respectively how the LADR, LAFER, and

LAFP would fit into an energy system. The captions for these figures list the

respective system advantages and disadvantages compared to existing light-

water-reactor systems. We shall focus in our subsequent discussion on the

latest design for the LAFP, also called the "Spallator"'11^, because it is the

likeliest candidate for development.
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Table V-l

Parameters of Selected Linear Accelerators
(from refs. 10 and 20)

Laboratory

LANL-LAMPF1

LLNL - MTA2

BNL - AGS3

FNAL4

HEDL-FMIT5

Ion
Type

Proton

Deuteron

Proton

Proton

Deuteron

Energy,
MeV

800

500

200

200

35

•*• Los Alamos National Laboratory
Meson Physics Facility

Current,
Amperes

0.014

0.320

0.1

0.3

0.1

Duty
Factor,

11

100

0.1

0.06

100

Status

Operational

Proposed

Operational

Operational

Proposed

4 Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory

^ Lawrence Livermore National Labor-
atory Materials Testing Accelerator

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

Hanford Engineering Development
Laboratory Fusion Materials
Irradiation Test Facility

ACCELERATOR

NATURAL URANIUM

OR SPENT FUEL

SPENT FUEL

REACTOR
ELECTRIC

POWER

STORAGE

Figure V-2. Linear-accelerator-driven reactor (LADR). Advantages: (1) once
through, no reprocessing; (2) power from natural uranium fuel in a
H20-or D20-moderated subcritical assembly; f3) subcritical = safety
advantages; (4) uranium resources stretched; (5) enriched fuel not
required. Disadvantages: (1) an accelerator required by each
power reactor; (2) increased complexity; (3) long burnup. (This
figure is from ref. 10).
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Figure V-3. Linear-accelerator fuel enricher and regenerator (LAFER).
Advantages: (1) no reprocessing; (2) no departure from existing
power-reactor practice; (3) provision of means of U denatured
production; (4) several reactors can be supplied by one accelera-
tor; (5) uranium resources stretched; (6) fuel producer and power
reactor kept separate, with resulting reliability benefit; (7)
enrichment facilities' requirement reduced; (8) relatively little
extrapolation required by technology in target and power reactors.
Disadvantages: long burnup options (>60,000 MWD/ton) may be lim-
ited by fission-product buildup and radiation damage to cladding
and structural materials. (This figure is from ref. 10.)

Figure V-4.
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1
| SECURED AREA
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SPENT
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REACTORS

Linear-accelerator fuel producer (LAFP) or "Spallator".
Advantages: (1) no departure from existing reactor technology;
(2) provision of means of 2 3 % production; (3) several reactors
can be supplied by one accelerator; (4) full use made of fuel
resources as breeders. Disadvantages: reprocessing required.
(This figure is from ref. 10.)
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V.3. Linear-Accelerator Reactors and Fuel Breeders

V.3.1. Physical Description of the Facility

The three linear-accelerator-driven systems, the LAFER, LADR, and LAFP,

would consist of a linear-accelerator building about 1 kilometer long with its

associated auxiliary services. It would be connected to a containment building

similar to the containment of an existing fission reactor and housing the reac-

tor or breeder system. Figure V-5 shows this containment for the LAFP and its

connection to the linear accelerator.

Target structure is specific to the particular system, and Figure V-6 gives

views of it for the latest design^ ' of the LAFP for making bulk fissile fuel.

It would consist of a Galandria of the sort found in Canadian deuterium-uranium

(CANDU) reactors with fertile target material inside pressure tubes and fueled

on-line.(21)

Table V-2 presents key features of the LAFP and Table V-3 gives some of its

important quantitative parameters.

Sufficient heat would be produced in the fertile target and be extracted

via a pressurized-water coolant for transfer to the plant's thermal-electric gen-

erator that the LAFP would not be a net consumer of electricity. (This fact,

and indeed, the energy efficiency of the entire accelerator-breeder concept, de-

pend strongly on the linear-accelerator efficiency.) Figure V-7 depicts the

LAFP power flows.
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Figure V-6. LAFP (Spallator) target-blanket configuration (from ref. 11).

Table V-2

Key Features of the Linear-Accelerator Fuel Producer (Spallator)

- Single-purpose fuel producer that only requires external power for
startup.

- Linear-accelerator driver based on existing radio-frequency methods.

- Hohlraum target for accelerator beam.

- Subcritical target lattice of fissile material in the form of fuel
bundles within pressure tubes.

- Target cooled by a conventional pressurized-water heat-transfer system
that produces power for the accelerator.

- Nine client light-water reactors supported by fissile material
production.
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Table V-3

Parameters of the Linear-Accelerator Fuel Producer

Accelerated primary particle proton

Particle energy, million electron-volts 2000

Accelerator length, meters ^1000

Accelerator current, amperes 0.3

Accelerator delivered power, megawatts 600

Accelerator efficiency, per cent ^50

Accelerator required power, megawatts J*1200

Target neutron-production rate, n/second ^3.5 x 102^

Initial neutron yield per proton, including those

from fission vTl88

Breeding ratio, Pu atoms/neutron ^1

Target thermal power, megawatts 3600

Plant thermal electric generating efficiency 0.33

Plant thermal electric production, megawatts 1200

Plant net electric-power requirement, megawatts 1200

Target annual fissile-fuel (Pu) production,

kilograms per year J*3300
Plant availability, per cent 75
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V.3.2. Proliferative Materials

As Table V-3 indicates, the LAFP would produce about 3300 kg of fissile plu-

tonium per year, which is enough for nine light-water reactors (LWRs) of 1000

megawatts (electric). Given an LAFP core configuration with CANDU-like

bundles'21) of fertile fuel and an enrichment increase of 1.0%, the production

rate corresponds to the flow of about 18,000 fuel bundles annually. Forty-five

such bundles would contain one significant quantity (SQ) of plutoniunr '

(Appendix V.A).

Figure V-8 displays the isotopic quality of the bred plutonium for the

LAFER cycle. What is noteworthy is that after the first cycle in the LAFER but

before being burned in a reactor, the assemblies would contain plutonium that is

rich in the fissile isotope plutonium-239 and virtually free of the spontane-

ously fissioning isotope plutonium 240.("J This material would be very reli-

able for weapons u s e v " ' even though the assemblies would be radioactive, having

undergone a burnup of 3000 megawatt days per metric ton (MWD/ton) of heavy

metal. These same statements apply generally to the LAFP cycle, which would al-

SHIELD AND
FERTILE TARGET

FOHER
SUPPLY

LMEAX
ACCELEIATO

501
EFFICIENCY

STUM 1UKBIH

1200 HWE

Figure V-7. LAFP power flows.
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ways be supplying bulk fuel of the character of LAFER fuel at the end of the

LAFER1 s first "enrichment" cycle in Figure V-8. (On the other hand, at the end

of the two reactor burn cycles, the LAFER-LWR fuel would contain more pluto-

nium-240 and plutonium-242 than would conventional LWR fuel, making it less reli-

able for weapons use than the conventional fuel^^)). Table V-4 summarizes the

character of the fuel at various points in the LAFER cycle.

This plutonium vulnerability would not be as great for the LADR, in which

the fuel would remain until having undergone a large burnup and having become

highly radioactive(ISO (see Fig. V-2). However, if the fuel were shuffled in po-

sition at shorter intervals, fuel with relatively low burnup would become tempo-

rarily accessible.

4 0

3.0 •

2.0 v

10

- THERMAL (FP. ABSORPTION)

- EPITHERMAL (FR ABSORPTION)

INITIAL " S U ENRICHMENT-2%
UO, FUEL H,0 MOD
POWER- 400W/cm
PELLET RADIUS -0.4658 cm
CLAD Zr INNER RAD- 0.4742 cm

OUTER RAD-0.5360cm

30 40
3URNUPIGWD/T0N)

10

60

Figure V-8. Fissile-material buildup and neutron absorption due to f ission
products during LAFER enrichment and LWR burn cycle
(from ref. 10).
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Table V-4

Nuclear Materials Available in the Once-Through Fuel Cycle for the Linear-
Accelerator Fuel Enricher and Regenerator (LAFER) with Dispersed Reactors

(from ref. 13).

Fuel Diversion
Point Harerial

Number of Assemblies
for 200 kg of

Pu or U-233 or
300 kg U-235

Seeps Co Produce
Weapons Usable

Material

U-Pu Enrichment plant
or LAFR fresh fuel
storage

LAFR or dispersed
reactor storage

LAFR or dispersed
reactors

LAFR or dispersed
reactor

Dispersed reactors
or away from reac-
tor spent fuel
storage

Assemblies 2.07. U-235

LAFR initial output
assemblies
3.27. F i s s i l e
•v-1.5* Pu
•vl.77. U-235
(•v.1900 HMD/HT
burnup)

Once burnt assemblies
i2Z Fiss i l e
•HJ Pu

Once burnt - reenriched
in LAFR
i3.25 Fissile
1.2.21 Pu

Twice burnt spent
fuel
•v.1-1.51 Pu

Abouc 45 LWR assemblies

About 20 LWR-type
assemblies

About 30 LWR-type
assemblies

10-15 LWR-type
assemblies

AbouC 30 LWR-type
assemblies

Isotopic enrichment
and conversion to
uranium metal

Hot separation
and conversion to
Pu metal

Hot separation and
conversion to Pu
•ecal

Hot separation and
conversion to Pu
stecal

Hoc separation and
conversion Co Pu
necal

Denatured
U-Th
Fuels

Enrichment, fuel
fab. plane or
LAFR

LAFR or dispersed
reactor

Dispersed reactors
or away from re-
actor spent fuel
storage

Assenblies
157. U. 85* Th
(20Z U-235. 80* U-238)

LAFR initial output
(15% U-235. n U-233.
76* U-238)
Pu M1.1Z)

Dispersed reactor
spent fuel
(60.000 HUD/KT)
denatured U-233, U-235,
U-238 in thorium

AbouC 30 LWR-Cype
assemblies

00-40 LUR-cype,
several hundred
assemblies for Pu

For U-233 or U-235.
1.50-100; for pluto-
nium, several hundred

Cold separation plus
isocopic enxichment
and conversion to
uranium metal

Hoc separation plus
Isotopic enrichment
and conversion to
uranium metal - or
possible direcc use
in a very crude de-
vice

Hot separation plus
isotopic enrichment
for U-233 and/or
U-235 - or hot sepa-
ration of Pu and con-
version to metal
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V.3.3. Time Scale for Development

Accelerator-driven systems have not progressed beyond the conceptual-design

stage even though there are no untested scientific principles involved and most

of the subsystems involved exist. This is in great contrast to the situation re-

garding nuclear fusion, for which the problems and promise are great and the sci-

entific program is widespread and vast (see Section IV.4.3).

The most recent designs for accelerator-driven systems employ the Hohlraum

target design (see Fig. V-6) with direct incidence of the proton beam on the ura-

nium targets.(11) Older designs™ »7>°»10) were based on the use of a primary

liquid lead-bismuth target upon which the proton beam would be incident. The

neutrons produced there would then be incident on a surrounding secondary fer-

tile target. The Hohlraum target design would lead to a simpler system.

Figure V-9 shows a possible LAFER development schedule based upon a deci-

sion to proceed in 1980. The most important points of that schedule are that a

1980s 1990s

Cost
Activi ty 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1978 M$

LAFER physics 200
Reactor physics 150
Yield exper. 10
Eng. design study 40
Lattice exper. 150
Accel, devel. 150
Target devel. 150
Materials devel. • 150
Demo, plant design 200

construction — 600
operation 100

Pro to. plant design —• 300
construction 1000
operation

COST 1978 M$ x 10 1 5 12 13 14 22 30 25 10 10 10 12 12 12 20 35 35 20 12 10 3200 TOTAL

Figure V-9. Research, development, and demonstration cost and time schedule
Zor the LAFER given a 1980 starting date (from ref. 10).
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demonstration plant could be operating within about ten years of a decision to

proceed and a prototype commercial plant, within about twenty years.

Canada and the United States are the countries whose scientists and

engineers have had the greatest interest in accelerator-driven systems.

V.3.4. Other Fuel Cycles

The accelerator-driven systems could operate as well on a uranium-233 and

thorium-232 cycle as on a uranium-238 and plutonium-239 cycle (see Chapter VI).

That is, the accelerator systems could support any fission-fuel breeding cycle.

More important, the other modes of accelerator system would pose different

proliferation hazards than would the LAFP cycle upon which we have focussed. The

LADR and LAFER (see Figs. V-2 and V-3) could operate either with fresh fuel

assemblies or with partially burned (30,000 MWD/ton) spent-fuel assemblies from

a light-water reactor. In the former case, except for the possibility of beam

diversion (see Section V.3.5), the LADR or LAFER would pose the same prolifera-

tion hazards as does a conventional light-water reactor. In the latter case,

the "front end" of the LADR or LAFER cycle would involve plutonium-bearing but

very radioactive fuel assemblies that would require the same safeguards as are

applied to spent fuel from light-water reactors, which ?f course these particu-

lar assemblies actually would be.

The LAFP also plays a role in the Augean or fission-product-transmuting

(APEX) fuel cycle, wherein selective and partial reprocessing occurs (see Fig.

V-10). The reprocessing product would contain many transuranic elements (e.g.

Am, Cm, and Np) and long-lived fission products (e.g., Cs, Sr, Kr, and I) along

with plutonium. From the point of view of proliferative materials, in this fuel

cycle even the feed into the LAFP, though it would be radioactive, could be fur-

ther processed into weapons material.
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Figure V-10. APEX nuclear fuel cycle for uranium and plutonium. it includes a
Spallator (LAFP), chelox reprocessing for recycling radioactive
wastes, and light-water reactors for generating power. This fuel
cycle has no need for enrichment or for the long-term geological-
age storage of long-lived nuclear wastes. The system can be
modified for application to the fuel cycle involving thorium and
uranium-233. In this figure, FM means fertile material; FF,
fissile fuel; NRFP, nonradioactive fission products; SLFP, short-
lived fission products; LLFP, long-lived fission products, TU,
transuranics; and FE, LWR fuel elements. (This figure is from
ref. 11).
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V.3.5. Proliferation Concerns

Three different proliferation problems would exist for accelerator-driven

reactor systems: (1) diversion of some of a facility's declared fissile-

material production (or, if applicable, feed); (2) clandestine production of

fissile material in a declared facility; and (3) production of fissile material

in a dedicated, clandestine facility or a misused research facility.' Except for

the neutron-diversion aspect of the second point, these concerns have generally

speaking been discussed previously.v10,13,24)

The first proliferation concern is the diversion of some of a facility's

declared fissile material production or, in the case of the LAFP in the APEX

fuel cycle (see Fig. V-10) or of the LAFER or LADR when using spent fuel, of

some of the facility's feed. All of this declared material would undergo strict

item accounting and surveillance, which periodic fuel shuffling would compli-

cate.

The conventional fuel assemblies envisioned for the LAFER and LADR would

undergo the same item verification and accounting that is used now for LWRs.

For the LAFER, Table V-4 gives the fuel cycle locations and strategically signif-

icant number of fuel assemblies. The fuel for the LAFP would presumably be

treated much as would that for CANDU reactors, with all the attendant

difficulties regarding remote on-line refueling, the huge numbers of fuel

bundles, and their lack of identfiability.^5) This is a crucial design choice

which would markedly affect the safeguards system and its potential efficiency.

For the same reasons that the production of plutonium in conventional LWRs is un-

certain to within about 5%. ^ production of fissile material in the LAFP could

be just as uncertainly known unless predictive methods improve. For this rea-

son, item accountability of LAFP fuel would be especially important.
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The second proliferation concern is the clandestine production of fissile

material in a declared facility. This could occur at an accelerator-driven sys-

tem either by diversion of the accelerator beam to a clandestine target area or

by diversion of neutrons from the primary target.

Beam diversion would require a large, sophisticated magnetic system to

bend the beam from its intended path (or the disabling of a design bending

magnet) plus the construction of an undeclared target system to facilitate

breeding of undeclared fertile material. Given the evident nature of a beam-

transport system, evacuated piping, it is not credible that such a system could

be built and not be detected by inspectors during periodic visits to reverify de-

sign information. Moreover, any auxiliary beam piping could be sealed or

monitored in such a way to indicate beam passage. A further safeguard against

such a diversion strategy would be a tamper-proof beam monitor that would indi-

cate, among other things, if the beam were operating during purported mainte-

nance periods and conceivably irradiating an undeclared target system. In this

connection, power monitors that record neutron flux for fission reactors

exist^ '' but are not in routine use as safeguard devices. It is possible that

the linear accelerator part of a facility might be a so-called "nonaccess area"

in the same way that the laser area of a laser isotope-enrichment plant would

probably be a nonaccess area. This should not be a serious problem if the

aforementioned design verifications could be carried out.

Diversion of neutrons to breed fissile material from undeclared fertile ma-

terial is conceivable in two ways. They are emplacement of fertile material,

say uranium, as a solid in the structure of the accelerator-driven system and

dissolution of a uranium salt in the target coolant. Calculations (Appendix

V.B) for these scenarios show that the first could yield about 19 SQ of fissile

material in cne year if the entire shield of the system structure were involved
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while the second could yield about 10 SQ if the coolant were used for an entire

year. This is aside from their unstudied problems relating to matters of corro-

sion, reprocessing requirements, and cooling requirements. In any case,

safeguards to deter or detect these scenarios would be straightforward: checks

by nondestructive-assay instruments for the presence of fertile and fissile mate-

rial in system locations where such materials should not be, as well as design

checks for undeclared piping and chemical processing apparatus. These checks

would presumably occur at the times of component installation and replacement.

Related to the diversion scenario of emplacing undeclared fertile material

in the structure or coolant is that of altering the production of fissile mate-

rial in the declared fuel bundles by such strategems as introducing or altering

the amount of neutron multiplier and reflector materials or by altering the

energy of the accelerator beam. Both of these strategies could be masked by the

aforementioned production uncertainty. Safeguarding against the former would re-

quires careful design checks of the facility, surveillance, and checks of the

fresh fuel. Safeguarding against the latter would require tamper-proof

monitoring of the accelerator beam.

The third proliferation concern is the possibility of construction of a com-

plete clandestine accelerator breeder dedicated to the production of fissile ma-

terial. This is an implausible scenario for a divertor because the construction

of a clandestine fission reactor or even a uranium-enrichment facility is

easier. The fertile material is a requirement in all cases.

The concept of a clandestine dedicated accelerator breeder has been

discussed elsewhere, ' but we emphasize here that accelerator breeders with a

small breeding capacity could be built based on existing technology (see Appen-

dix C ) . Moreover research facilities to produce neutrons at high intensity by

proton bombardment of uranium targets already exist.vlOfl") Other facilities
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are planned,(30,31) inciuding one as part of a project specifically designed for

accelerator breeding.

One technical development — collective-effect accelerators^,34,35)

could significantly change the size of the linear accelerator part of accelera-

tor-driven reactor systems. Conventional linear accelerators employ external

electric and magnetic fields to accelerate and guide the proton beams; these ex-

ternal fields are generated in huge structures. Collective-effect accelerators

would employ the fields of other charged particles and currents to effect the

beam acceleration and in theory would do so in much smaller structures. Laser

acceleration is also conceivable.(36) Thus, instead of the </*10 MeV/meter accel-

eration gradient of conventional linear accelerators, collective-effect accelera-

tors promise gradients ofvTlOO MeV/meter.'37) xf achieved in a practical way,

the concept would markedly decrease the size and cost of accelerator drivers,

possibly facilitating the construction of clandestine accelerator-breeder

systems. Caution dictates reexamination of such a possibility periodically.

Prevention or detection of clandestine facilities is only related to the

IAEA nonproliferation regime in the sense that nuclear materials diverted from

safeguarded facilities might be used in the clandestine facility. Otherwise, in-

telligence methods and export controls(38) WOuld be the ways to detect and pre-

vent clandestine facilities. For accelerator-driven systems, the relevant compo-

nents are radio-frequency power tubes, i.e., megawatt-rated tetrodes, triodes,

and klystrons, which are manufactured by very few concerns; the copper-clad steel

cavities in which the particle acceleration occurs; ion sources; high-capacity

electrical power supplies and switching mechanisms; ion-beam bending magnets; the

piping, pumps, and heat exchangers needed for cooling the target;
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the analytical techniques and data necessary for neutronic analysis; and the

technology for fertile-fuel fabrication and spent-fuel reprocessing.

Related to this concern of a clandestine facility would be the misuse of a

research facility for the clandestine production of fissile material (akin to

the misuse of an ordinary research reactor). There is little reason for serious

concern here. We have shown in Appendix V.C that the most powerful such

existing facility, the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF), could only pro-

duce one SQ (8 kg) of plutonium in two years if it were continuously misused at

its design duty factor. Misuse at a greater duty factor would yield as many as

four SQ per year, but this would require significant enhancements in the power

supply and cooling capability of the accelerating cavities.

As a close kin of a breeder reactor, the LAFP would present similar prolif-

eration problems; namely it would produce large quantities of high-quality pluto-

nium or uranium-233 requiring reprocessing. Location of the LAFP with a fuel

fabrication facility in a secure fuel center would eliminate some proliferation

problems.^10»13) A more extreme proposal would be to require some burnup of the

LAFP fuel in an ordinary reactor first, thereby degrading the weapons quality of

the LAFP product.(13)
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Appendix V.A

Calculation of Some Fuel Characteristics of the LAFP Core

Given the LAFP production rate of 3300 kg of plutonium per year and a pres-

sure-tube target configuration, how much plutonium exists in a target unit? We

must assume a structure for the target unit because of the paucity of published

detail. We take it to be the fuel bundle of the heavy-water CANDU (Canadian

deuterium-uranium) 600 megawatt (electric) reactor.^ '

A CANDU reactor core contains 95,000 kg of uranium dioxide in 4560 bundles

or about 18.3 kg U per bundle. If the LAFP irradiation causes a fissile mate-

rial increase of 1.0% (see Figure V-8), then each bundle at discharge would con-

tain 0.18 kg of plutonium. To divert one SQ of plutonium would mean diverting

45 bundles. This must be compared to the roughly 18,000 that would be

discharged from the LAFP annually and probably continuously (i.e., on-line

refueling would occur).

Appendix V.B

Calculation of Possible Clandestine Plutonium Production from Neutron

Diversion in Accelerator-Driven Reactor Systems

Two neutron-diversion scenarios are conceivable based upon the design in

this chapter for accelerator-driven reactor systems. The general method is to

secretly place fertile material, say uranium-238, someplace in the reactor sys-

tem where it would undergo sufficient neutron irradiation to breed fissile mate-

rial, say plutonium-239. The two scenarios are emplacement of solid uranium in

the structure of the system; and dissolution of a uranium salt in the target

coolant, if it bo water.

Analogous scenarios have been studied in the appendices to Chapter IV in

connection with neutron diversion at fusion reactors. We shall therefore merely
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sketch the calculations here. We emphasize again that these scenarios are bi-

zarre and unlikely because they have not been tested and involve, among others,

problems of heat removal, corrosion, and reprocessing.

The basic datum we shall use is that one fusion (14.1 MeV) neutron could

give rise to 0.96 uranium-to-plutonium conversions in a well-designed hybrid fu-

sion-fission reactor blanket consisting of 0.15 effective meters thick of ura-

nium as uranium carbide^o) (see Table IV-9 in Appendix IV.E). We shall assume

that this conversion rate scales linearly as the neutron energy, about 6 MeV'"'

for 1500 MeV accelerator-driven systems (for the secondary neutron spectrum from

protons incident on liquid lead-bismuth; we shall assume that the leakage-

neutron spectrum from 2000 MeV protons incident directly on uranium peaks at 8

MeV). In addition, there are the more obvious linear dependences on neutron

flux, blanket effective thickness, exposed blanket area, and plant availability.

Consider first solid emplacement. The possible location would be the thick

shield surrounding the target (see Fig. V-6), whose shape we take to be five

sides of a five-meter cube and into wh^ch we assume a leakage neutron flux of 10

per cent of the production rate (see Table V-3) in the uranium target. Our re-

sults follow analogously from the formulae in Appendix IV.B. Emplacement in the

shield would yield 1.2 kg per square meter per year or 150 kg per year if a

layer in the entire shield were involved.

Consider next dissolution of a uranium salt in the target coolant. Our cal-

culation follows that in Appendix IV.C, particularly with regard to the uranium

concentration of 250 grams per liter.'29) ^ e shall further assume that the

amount of coolant exposed to the neutron flux scales linearly as the thermal

power extracted by the coolant loop. The result is that the plutonium produc-

tion rate would be 80 kg per year.
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Appendix V.C

Calculation of the Plutonium Production Capability of Existing and Proposed

Linear Accelerators

We wish to calculate the potential plutonium production from the linear ac-

celerators listed in Table V-l. While the neutron yield as a function of inci-

dent proton energy is linear for relatively high energies, the yield falls

steeply at lower energies. Figure V-l(b) depicts the yield over low as well as

high energies.

We can estimate possible plutonium production by a linear scaling of the

production for the LAFP as described in Table V-3. The annual production N

would be proportional to the average beam current I; the neutron-per-proton

yield Y(E), a function of beam energy E; the plant availability p; and the inci-

dent particle type i, with incident deuterons yielding about 20% more neutrons

than do incident protons. The relation is

N = I • _2 • i - Y

3300 kg 0.3 amp 0.75 1 188 n/p

Thus,

N = 78 • (I/amp) • p • Y • i kg

Table V-5 gives the results of this calculation for the design plant duty fac-

tor, which we take as the availability, and for a duty factor of 100%. Only in

the case of systems designed for production, the LAFP and MTA, would the pluto-

nium amounts be large. Of the experimental facilities, the LAMPF accelerator

could produce one SQ in two years at its design duty factor. For an unrealistic

duty factor of unity, several SQ could be produced at the experimental

facilities.
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Table V-5

Conceivable Plutonium Production from Existing or Proposed Accelerators

Accelerator

LAFP+

LANL-LAMPF

LANL-LAMPF

LLNL-MTA'''

BNL-AGS

BNL-AGS

FNAL

FNAL

HEDL-FMIT+

Ion

Type

Proton

Proton

Proton

Deut.

Proton

Proton

Proton

Proton

Deut.

Energy,
MeV

2000

800

800

500

200

200

200

200

35

Neutron

Yield

188

35

35

19

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.7

^0.1

Current,

Amperes

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0,

0,

0

0

,3

014

,014

.32

.1

.1

.3

.3

.1

Duty

Factor

0.75

0.11

1.0*

1.0

0.001

1.0*

0.0006

1.0*

1.0

Annual Pu

Production,kg

3300

4.2

38.

569

0.02

21.

0.04

63.

0.94

* Unrealistic factor for calculation only

Proposed
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VI. NEW REACTOR TYPES

A variety of new reactor types is proposed from time to time. Such pro-

posals are usually motivated by a conceived weakness in existing types. The

NASAP study (see Chapter I, Appendix), for example, generated a fair number of

new concepts (or modifications of old concepts) in order to alleviate inherent

proliferation-prone weaknesses in relatively established systems such as the

LWR, HWR, LMFBR, etc. The results of the NASAP study did not, and probably will

not, initiate any massive switch to an inherently proliferation-proof system be-

cause none was found. However, some of the more advanced types that were

proposed were not as seriously considered because many additional years of re-

search and development were needed to explore their qualities. In addition,

some new types have been proposed because of possible safety-oriented or eco-

nomic improvements. It is not our intention to go over the same ground as the

NASAP study, but rather to further explore new concepts for some of the advanced

type/', which involve radically different fuel cycles, applications, or new

processing technologies (see Chapter III).

The discussion begins with a review of a fairly complete list of unconven-

tional reactor types. "Unconventional" pertains loosely to those types that are

not already in full-scale use. Most of the reactor types on the list are

excluded from further consideration for one reason or another, as will be

mentioned. Three types are selected for further discussion of safeguards and

proliferation issues because (a) they represent some reasonable chance of

becoming fully operational at some time in the future, and (b) they involve

issues that are representative of potentially unusual kinds of safeguards and

proliferation problems.
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VI.1 Types of Reactors

A number of these were discussed in the NASAP study' *•'. The remainder

are referenced elsewhere.

VI.1.1 Water-Cooled Breeder Reactors^2)

Those discussed in NASAP include both light water (LWBR) and heavy water

(HWBR) types. These types are largely designed to take advantage of existing

PWR technology and are ultimately based upon the Thorium-U-233 breeding cycle.

Indeed, one of the proposals is a "back-fit" system using an existing PWR design

(Combustion Engineering System 80) for a pre-breeder plant. All of the LWBR sys-

tems include some sort of pre-breeder, fueled with U-235, to produce enough fuel

(0-233) for the breeder itself. The HWBR is also based on PWR technology.

There are advantages and disadvantages for all of these — both economic and

safety related — which are fully discussed in NASAP. In any case, technical

safeguards issues for them are discussed elsewhere*-*) and the problems are

considered to be either within current capabilities or, at worst, solvable with

relatively modest development effort on short notice. Hence, water-cooled

breeder reactors will not be considered in the present study.

VI.1.2 Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors (GCFRs)^2^

The gas-cooled fast-breeder reactor design developed for NASAP uses a

homogeneous plutonium-uranium mixed-oxide core and thorium oxide axial and ra-

dial blankets. U-233 recovered from the blanket is denatured by the addition of

depleted uranium and stored for use in other reactors. Plutonium and uranium

from the core are coprocessed, mixed with makeup plutonium and uranium from

"secure" storage, pre-irradiated after fabrication in assemblies, and recycled

into the reactor. Recovered thorium is stored for 10 years before reuse, and

new or decayed thorium is fabricated into fresh blanket elements.
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The GCFR borrows heavily from both HTGR and LMFBR technology in that the de-

velopment of the HTGR will provide the cooling and fuel-handling expertise

while the LMFBR embodies a similar fuel design. There are, however, a number

of additional problems unique to the -S3FR. From the point of view of safeguards

and proliferation, the issues are most similar to those of the LMFBR. Since the

latter is well ahead (in development) of the GCFR, it is assumed that most, if

not all, safeguards problems will have been handled by the time that they are

needed. Hence the GCFR will not be considered in the present study.

VI. 1.3 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBRs)^

LMFBRs use liquid metal to transfer useful heat from the core with little

neutron moderation. The resulting flux of high-energy neutrons makes the

breeding process more efficient. LMFBRs create from 10 to 40% more fissile mate-

rial than is consumed. Plutonium or U-233 is the fissile fuel with U-238 or

Th-232 as fertile materials.

Anti-proliferatI on concerns led to design studies in which variations of

core loadings, fuel and fertile materials, and special proliferation-resistant

features (e.g., coprocessing, denaturing, etc.) were incorporated. Most of

these turn out not to be panaceas and often merely raise safeguards and prolifer-

ation issues that are different, if not worse, than those of the reference

design. ̂ )

Unlike many of the other reactor types discussed by NASAp'*', LMFBRs have

been operated as demonstrations in a number of countries and, indeed, full-scale

operating plants are either planned or under construction (e.g., France's Super-

Phenix). The issues have been thoroughly discussed elsewhere^ '**', appear

to be well understood, and solutions to the problems raised are not very differ-

ent than those raised by LWR-based cycles with reprocessing. Hence, LMFBRs will

not be considered in the present study.
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VI.1.4 Spectral-Shift-Controlled Reactors

The SSCR is based on PWR technology. The soluble-boron reactivity control

system of a typical PWR would be replaced by varying heavy water concentration

instead. This shifts the neutron spectrum to higher energies, thus leading to

a greater degree of absorption in fertile materials. As the reactor ages, the

D20 concentration is gradually reduced to compensate for fissile-material deple-

tion and fission-product buildup. The net effect is to improve the utilization

of the fuel; e.g., for a once-through cycle, the l^Og requirement would be about

90% of that of a conventional PWR. The latter savings does not pay for the D£0

required, however. Except for the additional requirement for heavy water

safeguards (as for HWRs) the safeguards and proliferation issues for SSCRs and

any associated reprocessing would be the same for a PWR. Hence SSCRs will not

be discussed further in this work.

VI.1.5 Accelerator-Driven Reactors

This topic is discussed in another chapter (V) of this study. There were

two such reactors described in the NASAP^2'^', the Linear Accelerator Fuel Regen-

erator and the Ternary Metal-Fueled Electronuclear Fuel Producer.

VI.1.6 Fission-Fusion Hybrid Reactors

This topic is discussed in another chapter (IV) of this study. The NASAP

described a Tokamak Fission-Fusion Hybrid Reactor^2' '.

VI.1.7 Fast Mixed Spectrum Reactors^2'^) (FMSRs)

The NASAP considered an FMSR that was then under study by Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory (BNL). While based on fast breeder technology, it departs

from LMFBR designs by establishing 3 different zones within the core which are

characterized by different neutron spectra. The version described in the NASAP

is based on a once-through fuel cycle but with fuel remaining in the reactor for

a very long time (17 years) with very high burnups. In that version there were
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a number of drawbacks including the requirement for a fuel shuffling operation

every 6 months.

Later versions of FMSRs, conceived at BNL, include an improvement that

would extend the shuffling to a 2-year cycle (the Centrally Moderated FMSR or

(CM)FMSR) and a design with a 10-year, ultimately, 30-year, single cycle (the

Extended-Cycle FMSR or (EC)FMSR).(9,10)

While all of these are only in the conceptual stage, many of the problems

of R&D are closely related to the same technological base as the LMFBRs

currently under study or construction. Therefore, while development is well in

the future, this type is sufficiently attractive, because of inherent advantages

such as resource utilization and proliferation resistance, as to be further

considered in this work.

VI.1.8 Gaseous-Core Reactors(^»5)

The Mixed-Flow Gaseous Core Reactor (MFGCR) is one example of a gaseous-

core reactor which has been studied by NASAP. In this concept, a circulating

fuel gas also serves as the primary heat-transport system. A molten-salt

blanket, which requires reprocessing, supplies make-up fuel (U-233) for the fuel

gas — DFg which contains some proportion of fissile uranium (and plutonium as

the process proceeds). There are R&D problems to be solved and it is not clear

the system will ever be practical. Of all the NASAP concepts, this one is proba-

bly least likely to be pursued. The NASAP study estimates at least 50 years for

development ^f. possible at all. Hence, we exclude this type from further consid-

eration in this study.

VI.1.9 Molten Salt Reactors(2»5)

Molten salt reactors are characterized by the use of a molten mixture of

salts which can contain fissile material, fertile material, or both. The salts

are usually fluorides of lithium, beryllium, uranium, and thorium and are
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circulated through a graphite-moderated core and, thence, to a heat exchanger.

The latter transfers heat to a secondary molten salt coolant which, in turn, is

circulated through a steam generator. An additional loop may be added for con-

tinuous reprocessing (making the system a true breeder) although, in the design

considered by the NASAP, this loop is not present. The NASAP concept is the

Denatured Molten Salt Reactor (DMSR) which is a very-long cycle (J*30 years),

once-through, system.

The Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE), an 8-MW (thermal) reactor, was

successfully operated more than 10 years ago and so the basic technology is

known (but not fully developed).

Despite the requirement for significant further development, there are a

number of attractive aspects of MSRs and a number of countries are interested in

the concept. France, for example, is exploring the development of a Molten Salt

Breeder Reactor (MSBR)^"»''. A Japanese patent'"' has been issued for an

Actinide Molten-Salt-Fueled Fast Reactor (AMSFFR) which combines the concept of

a molten salt reactor with that of an accelerator breeder. The advantages of

MSRs are generally based upon the high level of neutronic performance

achievable. In the case of the DMSR, the lifetime U3O3 resource requirement is

estimated at only about 1/3 that of an equivalent LWR. Further, most of the plu-

tonium produced is consumed in the reactor and the remainder becomes at risk

only at the end of the reactor life.

While commercialization is not likely within a 40-year horizon, demonstra-

tion plants could be built well within this period. Hence, concepts based on

the MSR are considered in the present study in greater detail.

VI.1.10 High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors (HTGRs)(2»11J

HTGRs are helium-cooled, graphite-moderated and reflected, and fueled with

uranium with or without fertile thorium. There have been a number of different
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fuel cycles proposed ranging from those utilizing high-enriched uranium to me-

dium-enriched with various portions of fertile material and either once-through

or reprocessing systems. In addition, there are two general fuel types, pris-

matic and pebble-bed. Thus far, the former is preferred in the U.S. and has

been demonstrated most recently at Ft. St. Vrain. The pebble-bed reactor is

under development: in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) with a small model

operating and a somewhat larger demonstration unit under construction.

In addition, there are two alternative power cycles under consideration:

the steam cycle and the direct cycle. Also proposed is the use of HTGRs for

furnishing process heat for industries such as steel-making'^) and coal

gasification"-'"'. Such applications are possible because of the high tempera-

tures available from HTGRs of appropriate design. Other advantageous

characteristics'**'".) of the HTGR, including safety and efficiency, make it a

viable alternative for future development. While a good deal of the technical

safeguards issues have been discussed already for some HTGR systems,'•'•' not all

of the possible variations have been covered. Therefore, some discussions of

HTGRs, particularly those systems involving pebble beds and process heat applica-

tions, is warranted in the present study.

VI.2. Molten Salt Reactors

The original goal of R&D in molten salt reactors was directed toward the

Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR) as a high-performance breeder. For the pur-

poses of the present discussion, we consider here a Denatured Molten Salt Reac-

tor (DMSR) such as that described in the NASAP'5). Most of the information that

follows is derived from a more recent reference' ', however. Physically, the

MSBR and DMSR differ mainly in that the former includes a continuous

reprocessing loop which serves to remove fission products and surplus bred spe-
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cial nuclear material (SNM). The SNM so produced constitutes a proliferation

risk, and hence, the concept of the DMSR was developed.

VI.2.1. Physical Description of the Reactor

Figure VI-1 is a simplified diagram of a once-through DMSR. The reactor is

graphite-moderated and reflected, having a graphite-log lattice through the

interstices of which the molten fuel salt can flow freely. In the reference de-

sign, the fuel salt has a nominal composition of

'LiF, 74 mole percent;
BeF2» 16.5 mole percent; and

actinide fluorides, 9.5 mole percent .

Initially, the actinide elements present would be 87% thorium and the bal-

ance medium-enriched uranium (20% U-235). The reactor is conceived to have a

30-year operating peri-od. During that time, no (or very little) fuel is to be

removed. Additions of </20% enriched U-235 would be made as needed to maintain

reactivity (mainly in the later years). However, since U-233 and fissionable

plutonium are produced with a breeding ratio of nearly 1.0, such additions would

be minimized. During the early years, the U-235 is largely replaced by bred

U-233. Later on, however, enriched-uranium additions are required to override

fission-product buildup. Plutonium content remains relatively low because of

its high fission cross-section in this spectrum. Table VI-1 shows the actinide

inventories at the beginning, middle, and end of life. One of the important

advantages this design has over currently operating reactors is an estimated

resource utilization that is better by a factor of three.

VI.2.2. Proliferative Materials

As far as proliferation-sensitive materials are concerned, there are the

following considerations. At the beginning, of course, there is only the

denatured uranium. This material is somewhat sensitive because, although not di-

rectly unable in weapons (only 20% enriched), further enrichment is relatively
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Table VI-1. Actinide inventories in DMSR fuel salt

(1 GWe reference design)

232 T h

233Pa

233yd

234u

235u

236D

237Np

238u

238Pud

239Pud

240 P u

241Pud

242pu

Total actinides
Fissile uranium
Total fissile

Inventory (kg)

BOLa

110,000

0

0

0

3,450

0

0

14,000

0

0

0

0

0

127,000
3,450
3,450

M0Lb

103,000

45

1,970

372

1,020

661

75

19,600

36

179

102

76

99

127,000
2,990
3,440

EOLC

92,900

38

1,910

596

1,250

978

136

28,600

93

231

133

100

179

127,000
3,160
3,490

aBeginning of life

bMiddle of life

cEnd of life

dNuclide treated as fissile in inventory
calculation
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easy compared to starting with natural or low-enriched material. As the reactor

ages, U-233 is produced which, during the middle years, reaches concentrations

of approximately 8% of the total uranium. Again, this is not directly usable

for weapons but potentially easier to enrich further than is LEU. Plutonium

also becomes a constituent of the molten salt circulating in the system. How-

ever the total quantity is not very large, 736 kg at the end of life as compared

to LWRs where »/300kg is produced during each annual cycle. It is also not very

attractive for weapons use. Only 45% of it consists of the fissile nuclides,

Pu-239 and Pu-241, while a relatively high concentration of heat-producing Pu-

238 is present. Finally, there is a small, but significant amount of Pa-233, up

to 45 kg, which could be separated and allowed to decay to pure U-233. There

are a number of self-protecting attributes of the fuel salt which place con-

straints on the potential divertor of these various materials. Further discus-

sion of the materials and the constraints can be found below.

VI.2.3. System Configuration

As can be seen in Figure VI-1, the molten fuel salt exits the reactor at

704°C, is pumped through a heat exchanger, and returns at 566°C. In a secondary

loop, a coolant salt is circulated through the heat exchanger where its tempera-

ture is raised from 454°C to 621°C. The coolant salt, a mixture of NaBF, and

NaF, transfers energy to a steam generator. Most of the fifsion products remain

with the fuel salt. However, the noble-gas fission products and tritium,

produced by interaction of neutrons on the Li-7 in the salt, are removed by

sparging with helium. The noble and semi-noble fission products tend to precipi-

tate out of the salt or plate out on reactor or other surfaces (or both) in a

currently unpredictable manner. While there are data available from the MSRE,

there is a good deal of further work necessary to define and control fission-

product behavior.
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The preparation and maintenance of the fuel salt composition is not a triv-

ial matter. Careful attention is required in order to be certain that the chemi-

cal form of the uranium, thorium, plutonium, and other actinides is correct so

than they remain in solution. Also, the corrosive properties of the salt must

be considered. For example, the fission pr-dwct t~llurium must be c^rt.olled

with respect to chemical form or it produces excessive grain boundary

embrittlement in metal surfaces. A number of fuel maintenance options have been

proposed. It is not known, however, which ones will be necessary because some of

the potential problems envisioned may not, in fact, actually be problems. For

example, it is not known whether treatment to remove inadvertent oxide concentra-

tions will be needed, in what chemical form uranium will be added as makeup

fuel, what the quantitative oxidative effect of fission will be, or whether

noble or semi-noble fission products need be removed.

VI.2.4. Time Scale of Engineering and Other Developments

The MSRE provided much valuable information on the behavior of structural

metals and graphite moderating material under appropriate conditions. In partic-

ular, the use of Hastelloy-N, which^.was developed and eventually further

modified for use with this system, found considerable success. This preferred

material, which is mostly nickel plus 11-13% molybdenum, 6-8% chromium, and 1-

2% niobium, has yet to be produced in large heats (although difficulties are not

anticipated). Also larger radiation exposure times and other long-period tests

will be needed. It is also believed that currently available graphites are

likely to be adequate but further testing is indicated and improvements are

likely.

All in all, a large number of engineering development problems remain to be

solved. These problems range from the basic technology (shutdown mechanisms,

further alloy development, optimization of fuel-salt chemistry, transient behav-
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ior, etc.) through safety analysis and design and long-term testing of components

(such as pumps and valves) to licensability and scale-up to commercial size. It

has been predicted^' that, before a standard commercial plant can be designed,

there would have to be a demonstration plant and a lead commercial plant plus a

number of specialized facilities for testing various components and other concepts,

It is believed^^ that a decision to build a small DMSR demonstration plant could

be made in 1990 if technology development is undertaken soon. This could lead

to commercial deployment in approximately 40 years.

VI.2.5. Other Fuel Cycle Choices

There are a number of variations for the DMSR which --ostulate some varia-

tions in the fuel cycle as compared with that described above. For example, the

most favorable, from the economics point of view, is to attempt to obtain

break-even breeding. This might be possible to achieve with full-scale fis-

sion-product removal. Reference 14 suggests using a reductive-extractive/

metal-transfer process. Down the performance scale somewhat is partial fis-

sion-product resijval and, even further along, no chemical removal at all. In

the latter case, a small quantity of fuel salt would be periodically replaced

with fresh material in order to keep fission-product concentrations within toler-

able limits.

The best of these alternatives, toward break-even breeding, could conceiv-

ably make a batch of fuel last hundreds of years. The fuel salt would be

transferred to a new reactor each time the end of plant life was reached. Of

course, the closer one comes to break-even operation, the closer one comes to

giving up the non-proliferation advantages of the DMSR.

VI.2.6. Proliferation Problems

The DMSR has some "built-in" non-proliferation features. Most noticeably

these include:
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(a) The denaturing of all uranium, both fresh and spent fuel.

(b) The lack of reprocessing, transport, and fuel fabrication facilities

in which there exists strategic special nuclear material (SSNM).

(c) The small inventory of plutonium over the reactor's total life, its

relatively high dilution, and its low accessibility.

(d) The fact that large quantities of spent fuel (if any) are not removed

over very long periods of time.

On the other hand, by comparison with the more familiar facilities

associated with LWRs, there are problems requiring safeguards of a different na-

ture.

Unlike currently used reactor types, the fuel is not amenable to item

accountability. LWR safeguards include the counting and measurement of attri-

butes of individual fuel assemblies. The assemblies are then sealed into a reac-

tor vessel and cannot be removed without reopening the vessel, an obviously ob-

servable event. For a molten salt reactor, the containment could be breached by

hidden pipes, installed during construction, through which a part of the fuel

could be removed and replaced covertly. Thus more attention must be paid to the

design and construction plans of such a reactor. Verification of the fact that

no such removal/substitution has taken place requires a whole new gamut of in-

strumentation. Such instrumentation might include means of remotely and

independently monitoring the quantity of salt in the system as well as the con-

centrations of SNM in the salt. It might be noted, however, that there is also

one advantage in not having individual units of fuel; homogeneity precludes

concentrating a particular target material, for clandestine purposes, in a re-

trievable manner.

For designs incorporating partial removal of fission products, there con-

ceivably could be ways in which system alterations would remove SNM as well. For
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example, if hydrofluorination equipment, used to maintain salt composition,

could be altered to fluorinate uranium or plutoniutn, volatile UF5 or PuFg could

be removed with the gaseous fission products, Xe and Kr. Even if UFg so removed

were denatured, subsequent further enrichment of 20% U-233 or U-235 might be a

viable prospect. Another route for separating SSNM from the system is described

in reference 11. There appears to be the possibility that columns of cerium flu-

oride or lanthanium fluoride could be used to remove rare—earth fission products

from the molten salt by ion exchange along with plutonium as well.

While these prospects may not be particularly attractive because of the di-

lute nature of the molten salt with respect to SNM, the possibility should be

considered in the design of the system. One way is to limit the size and capac-

ity of any accessory equipment, but verification instrumentation would also be

desirable.

The ideal fuel*'salt composition requires the use of lithium containing a

minimum amount of Li-6 to minimize tritium (T) production. An operator wishing

to deliberately produce T could easily increase the concentration of Li-6 in the

salt. (The value of T to a potential divertor is not clear, however. This as-

pect of the problem is discussed elsewhere in this report (See Chapter IV).) It

may, therefore, be desirable to devise a tritium monitoring system, or better,

a method of verifying lithium isotopic composition, perhaps by measuring neutron

absorption characteristics.

There would also be economic pressures, once molten salt reactors are in

use, to upgrade their performance by achieving break-even breeding or better or

by using uranium makeup of higher enrichment. Such potential "improvements",

though, are quite speculative at this time because of the calculational

uncertainties in the behavior of a DMSR.
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Another big difference between the concept of a reactor with unitary fuel

assemblies and one with one homogeneous fluid involves the procedure to be

followed during an emergency shutdown. With the former, the emergency core

cooling system brings a cooling fluid to the fuel. In the case of the molten

salt reactor, the design calls for a dumping of the fuel out of the reactor and

into a cooled receptable or receptacles. This pathway for removal of material

would also require a measurement/monitoring system. Such a system should be ca-

pable of detecting the passage of even a small amount of material such as might

represent a long-term diversion at a low rate. It also should be capable of

measuring total content of the receptacle in the event of an emergency dump.

VI.2.7. Perceived Safeguards Development Requirements

The application of safeguards to a molten salt reactor appears to be more

like that of a reprocessing plant than a typical, present-day reactor. Thus a

safeguards plan would be composed of devices and techniques analogous to that of

a reprocessing plant. Design and construction would have to be closely

monitored to ensure that no covert piping were installed. Valves, piping,

flows, etc. would have to be monitored and volumes, densities, and concentration

measured and verified. Measurement devices would have to be periodically

calibrated and re-calibrated.

The problem, for developmental purposes, is that the instrumentation

developed for reprocessing plants would not be compatible with that required for

an MSR and its accessory system. For example, the industry standard for level,

and thus volume, measurements in reprocessing plant accountability tanks is the

bubbler probe. One would have to develop a substitute technique, perhaps based

on ultrasonics, infrared, or conductivity, that would be more compatible with

the molten salt, high-radiation environment.
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For concentration determinations, it would be ideal if on-line methods

were available- However, as in present-day reprocessing plants, it is likely

that samples would have to be removed periodically to verify compositions

(actually for process control purposes as well). Methods for doing so, compara-

ble to the highly developed methods for aqueous solutions, would have to be

developed. Actually, the development and operation of MSRs requires a signifi-

cant amount of analytical chemistry, sampling methods, and even on-line

analytical methods.(15) Much of this work, some of which is already well

along'15)f would be directly applicable to the measurements required for

safeguards applications. Methods that show promise include voltammetry and

spectrophotometry. Much more development is required, however. Pipe monitors

and flow meters might be quite similar to those used in reprocessing plants but

perhaps improvements could be realized by taking advantage of the special

properties of the molten salt such as electrical conductivity and high density.

While much of this new instrumentation might be required for operation purposes

anyway, the need for higher accuracy instrumentation which might be required for

safeguards would probably require a special development program. The nature of

this new instrumentation may well require fitting to the system and calibration

before the reactor is operational. Hence, these developments should be resolved

well before the design of the reactor is completed.

VI.3. HTGRs and Process Heat

VI.3.1. Prismatic and Pebble-Bed Reactors

As mentioned above, HTGRs may be divided into two general types. In the

U.S., all of the effort has been directed toward development of a prismatic fuel

shape. In such fuel, individual particles of fuel, which consist of grains mul-

tiply coated with pyrolytic graphite or silicon carbide or both, are formed into

rods which are contained in bulky, graphite blocks having the shape of hexagonal
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prisms with drilled coolant channels. These prismatic fuel elements, some 3000

in a large HTGR, (vflGWe) are not amenable to mechanical fuel separation.(*6) I n

effect, graphite moderator and fuel are combined into a unit that must be

reprocessed together. Proposed reprocessing schemes involve crushing the blocks

and burning of the carbon to expose the fuel grains.(17) The latter must be

crushed again to crack the protective layers so that the fuel particles are fi-

nally exposed. While this procedure would add complications to the head end of

a reprocessing plant, at the same time this fuel system does have desirable

anti-proliferation characteristics.

With pebble-bed reactors, such as those being developed in West Germany, in-

dividual fuel elements are relatively small (6 cm diameter balls), and there

would be 3 x 10^ of them in a 1 GWe reactor.'*8) item accountability, if possi-

ble at all, is a problem at all points in the fuel cycle. Each ball in the

THTR-300 (Thorium Hochtemperatur Prototyp Reaktor) contains Jl gram of 93%

enriched U-235, ^lO g of thorium, and 192 g of carbon.(*9) The individual fuel

particles in the ball are similar to those in the prismatic block of the U.S.

design. Reprocessing of the balls requires a similar crush-burn procedure as

for block fuel.

For both types, the reactors built or being built thus far have contained

high-enriched uranium. This is the main safeguards problem since very little

plutonium is produced and it is in a very dilute form.

HTGRs have a number of positive attractions that may eventually lead to

their use on a larger scale. They are inherently safer than light water reac-

tors, there being virtually no melt-down problem and very long time intervals be-

tween malfunctions and reactor damage. dl»13) ftje latter results from the great

bulk and high temperature capabilities of the material used. In addition, they

are more efficient than water-cooled reactors because of the higher temperature
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capabilities and, for Che same reason, more useful as a source of process

heat.(ll,12,13) _

Thus far, however, there have only been a few demonstrations. In the U.S.,

the first substantial HTGR was the Peach Bottom reactor, which w^s quite success-

ful as a power producer at 40 MWe. This unit operated at 88% lifetime availabil-

ity and excellent maintenance access. It was shut down in 1974 (and

decommissioned) after 7 years of commercial operation.'1°'

The larger, Fort St. Vrain demonstration plant began operating in 1976 and

has recently operated at full power (full power = 330 MWe). This overcomes a

limitation imposed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) which depended

upon resolution of local temperature fluctuations in the core. Further develop-

ment led to a design fix which has now been successfully installed. (18,20)

In the United Kingdom, a small (20 MWt) reactor called Dragon was operated

from ^1965 at full power for about 2000 days. The purpose was to study fuel and

graphite performance. This was also prismatic-type fuel.'*"'

Pebble-bed reactor experience has been limited to the AVR

(Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchs-Regktor) in West Germany, which began operating in

1967. It is a 40 MWt (15 MWe) test reactor with on-line refueling and had a

lifetime availability of over 80% (until a water ingress incident in 1978). One

feature central to a larger pebble-bed reactor and not tested in the AVR is the

insertion of control rods directly into the pebble bed. di$) -j^e XHTR-300, under

construction, will include this feature. Startup of the THTR-300 is projected

for 1985.

In Japan, there is some research and development in progress and plans for

an experimental reactor with an output of 50 MWt. The Japanese interest is

directed to a large extent toward the use of nuclear heat for steel-making.

Hence their design calls for an output helium temperature of 1000°C.d2) it is
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based upon a prismatic fuel similar to the U.S. design. Reprocessing concepts

using fluorination and catalytic combustion are under consideration.

VI.3.2. Low Temperature Heat Applications

The prospect of using low temperature nuclear heat has been discussed in

various contexts worldwide. The suggested uses of low temperature heat include

district heating, process heat, desalination^2^, pisciculture^22^, and

agriculture'2-*'. Proposed sources of heat include normal power reactor waste

heat' ', a dedicated portion of power reactor heat^2^', small dual-purpose heat

and electricity reactors'2-*), small heat-only reactors'2"', and the use of spent

fuel as a heat source. ' These reactors and related equipment may be

indigenously produced or imported from suppliers. Indeed, an international mar-

ket for such facilities may exist in the foreseeable future.^ '

Proliferation concerns stem from the potential these systems present for na-

tions using them to divert, either covertly or overtly, some form of weapons

grade material. As a result, the major factors of concern are the reactor type

and fuel composition. Concerns such as safety and physical security are not

considered important to non-proliferation and are not addressed hdre, nor are

institutional concerns such as licensing or risk assessment.

Three types of nuclear reactors are contemplated as sources of low-

temperature heat. They are normal power reactors, small dual-purpose electric-

ity and heat reactors, and small heat-only reactors.

Power reactors may use either normal waste heat or a dedicated portion of

the nuclear steam supply system output. Heat is drawn off either between the

high and low pressure sections of the generator turbine, from a separate heating

turbine attached to the main turbine shaft, or from a separate, independently

switchable, heating turbine.^ ^' Only three types of reactors have received se-

rious attention for this application. The light water reactor (LWR), the high
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temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) and the CANDU reactor have been

scrutinized technically and economically.(29,30,31) LWRs have been safeguarded

by the IAEA for many years and turbine modification would have no affect on

their non-proliferation potential. HTGRs, on the other hand, have not been sub-

ject to international safeguards long enough to fully assess their non-prolifer-

ation impacts. The CANDU reactor uses heavy water and continuous refueling,

both of which are proliferation concerns because of accounting weaknesses.

These reactor types present no new safeguards issues since their use has ai-

ready been scrutinized under international safeguards.v ' Their use in

generating low temperature heat does not alter the present non-proliferation

concerns surrounding each reactor type.

Small dual-purpose reactors to supply both electricity and heat have been

proposed in the literature and used in Sweden and Northern Siberia. The Swedish

80 MW(t) Agesta reactor supplied 12 MW(e) of electricity and 55 MW(t) to heat

a suburb of Stockholm for ten year3 before it was decommissioned in 1974 for eco-

nomic reasons. The Soviet-built Bilibino and Bieloyarsk dual-purpose reactors

have supplied heat and electricity since 1973.'^-^ The General Atomic Company

has proposed a 840 MW(t) HTGR for use as an industrial steam boiler

cogenerating 46 MW(e).'^4)

Future production of dual-purpose reactors will probably involve LWR and

HTGR technologies. There may be a need to examine the impact of small, rurally

distributed reactors on international safeguards.

Small heat-only, low ^emperature reactors have been proposed by both the

French and Swedes. The French THERMOS reactor is a 100-i50 MW(th) pool-type re-

actor using reactivity control rods. It uses low-enriched uranium GA3.5% U-

235). Spent fuel is stored inside the reactor containment, which cannot be

opened while the reactor operates.'^5) The SECURE reactor, designed by Sweden
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in cooperation with Finland, is a pool-type reactor rated at 200 MW(t). It uses

a lower enrichment than the THERMOS reactor (>/2.6%) and does not utilize control

rods. It instead employs chemical moderation to control radioactivity. Spent

fuel from rhe SECURE reactor is also stored in the reactor containment.(36) Both

are refueled every one to two years.

Neither the SECURE or THERMOS reactor seem to present novel safeguards prob-

lems except that they may be deployed in different contexts than normal power

reactors.

The use of spent fuel as a heat source has been proposed.(37) This con-

cept, known as a nuclear waste boiler (NWB), can be used to supply either steam

or hot water. It utilizes multiple spent fuel storage chambers with separate

"cooling" circuits called heat-supply-removal (HSR) systems. The HSR is a

closed-loop water supply with a heat exchanger. The NWB, as proposed, would

house over 300 fuel elements in four separate chambers with spent fuel moved

into a chamber just subsequent to irradiation and out when the residual heat has

decreased sufficiently. Each chamber is to hold its spent fuel load for three

years, so that every year one chamber is "refueled".

The NWB concept does present proliferation problems similar to an away-

from-reactor spent fuel storage facility. (See Chapter VIII.) Diversion paths

include all those associated with the movement and storage of spent fuel.

VI.3.3. High Temperature Heat Applications

Some energy-using industrial processes require large energy inputs at

fairly high temperatures. Many of these wjiich have been relying on gas or oil

are encountering shortages and escalating costs. Because of the high tempera-

tures required, only HTGRs are viable nuclear alternatives. These applications

include petrochemical manufacturing(38)f petroleum refining(38)f hydrogen

production^) f methane reforming(^O), steel making^
12^, and coal gasification
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and liqueficationC^l). Some of these applications require large HTGRs, but some

require relatively small units (a few hundred megawatts, thermal).

The versatility of the HTGR, whether the prismatic or pebble-bed type, is

such that applications such as those listed above would have little or no effect

on reacfcor design, except, perhaps, for changes required to reach very high

temperatures. Therefore the end use would have little effect on safeguards and

non-proliferation problems. Just as in the case of low temperature process heat

applications, the only additional safeguards concerns would be an increase in

the numbers of small reactors in use at a large variety of locations.

VI.3.4. Proliferation Concerns

Since, as it has already been noted, the particular application of a reac-

tor does not really affect the safeguards issues, there remain two questions to

consider. The first involves the potential for a large growth in the numbers pf

relatively small reactors which would require international safeguards. The re- V

actor types involved may not be unusual in the sense that many of these same

types are already under safeguards or under study for safeguards application.

However, it is conceivable that large numbers of small reactors migh overwhelm ;

the manpower available to inspect and verify all reactors with sufficient rigor

to ensure an effective safeguards system. It may therefore become necessary to

improve, modify, and, perhaps, automate the inspection system to enable the more

efficient use of the inspectorate under such conditions. Perhaps an "automatic

verification system" can be designed into such small reactors, although at this

time it is difficult to envision what that would be like.^2»^3) it would seem

that the entire subject of seals, tamper-proofing, and tamper-resistance could

be further upgraded so as to include future state-of-the-art technology. This

would have to be done periodically so thai" svstems do not become obsolete as the
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potential divertor finds increasingly advanced and sophisticated tools at his

command.

The second safeguards question involves the use of HTGRs as a type of reac-

tor for which there has not been much safeguards experience. The HTGRs thus far

demonstrated or under construction have all been fueled with highly enriched ura-

nium (HEU). These, of course, do not produce plutonium of any proliferation con-

cern. However, the presence of HEU in all parts of the fuel cycle is an impor-

tant consideration for non-proliferation. Largely because of this, there have

been several proliferation-resistant alternatives proposed in which medium-

enriched uranium (MEU; ^20% U-235 or less) is used instead. In that case small

amounts of Pu are produced and the MEU is something of a target because little

additional separative work is required to produce weapons-useable material. It

has been estimated that, for example, the enrichment of 30% U-235 to 90% re-

quires a factor of 3.6 less separative work than does the enrichment of 3% U-235

in LWR fuel to 90% (same tails assay). All this means, of course, that

strict accounting of the fuel must be maintained. For the prismatic fuel types,

this is not any more difficult t̂ :an it is for typical light water reactors. In

fact, the situation is somewhat mitigated by the fact that the fuel and the mod-

erator are essentially combined in a large, heavy unit. A typical assembly is

a hexagonal prism 36 cm across the flats and 79 cm high and weighs 100 kg. This

typically contains 1.7 kg of uranium with 20% U-235 and 6 kg of thorium in fresh

fuel. Spent dpel, once equilibrium conditions were reached, would contain only

2-3% U-235 and 1.0% U-233 (bred from Th) in the uranium and also approximately 40

g of plutonium (of very poor quality, high in Pu-238)^^^. Thus the SNM would

be highly dilute in a (mostly) carbon matrix. For the pebble-bed reactor, simi-

lar dilutions would be encountered. For example, THTR-300 fuel balls weigh /200

grams and contain (fresh fuel) approximately 1 g of uranium. A disadvantage for
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proliferation resistance is the fact that there are an enormous number of balls

in the reactor. Individual balls are not identifiable. Nevertheless, a method

has been devised to safeguard the THTR-300'19) which includes special measuring

equipment and relies a great deal on containment and surveillance.

The reprocessing of HTGR fuel involves some unfamiliar methods, as

mentioned ab^ re. The head-end crush-burn treatment required complicates

accountability as compared to the relatively simple shearing procedure for LWR

fuel. As already noted, this need for such a complicated system also works

against the divertor and, thus, might be an an advantage on the whole. The bal-

ance of the reprocessing system (after fuel is in solution) need be no different

from conventional reprocessing plants. There exists the possibility, as

suggested by the Japanese'*^)} that following the exposure of the fuel by

crv?b-burn procedures, separation based on a fluoride volatility process might

be used (see Chapter III). In any case, it is likely that new measuring or

monitoring systems might need to be developed for accounting and surveillance of

the head-end treatment at least. The problems may include one or more of the

following: NDA of the large, unprocessed elements, hold-up determinations for

the crushing and burning equipment, measurements of hold-up associated with

leached SiC particles, etc. There seems to be little if any work being done on

the problems; most of the effort relative to the head end at this time appears

to involve the process itself.

VI.4. Fast Mixed Spectrum Reactors (FMSRs)^9'10^

As noted above, there are two general versions of FMSRs that are in concep-

tual stages, the Centrally Moderated FMSR ((CM)FMSR) and the Extended-Cycle FMSR

((EC)FMSR). Within these classifications a number of different arrangements,

fuel loadings, etc. have been considered.
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These reactors are designed to use metal fuel like that of the Experimental

Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) with either liquid sodium or helium cooling.

Beryllium oxide is used as a moderator and is arranged to provide three zones,

within the core, each having a different neutron spectrum.

VI.4.1. (CM)FMSR

In the most recently described version of the (CM)FMSR, an innermost zone

has the lowest-energy neutron spectrum and includes moderator subassemblies.

The effect is to enhance safety and prevent large changes in power. The

outermost zone contains fuel with relatively low quantities of fissile isotopes

and has a low power density. Here, fissile material is bred. The fast zone

(physically located between the other two), has no moderator, a very "hard" spec-

trum, and provides most of the power. The designs considered included prolifera-

tion resistance as an important goal. Initial fueling could be limited to U-235

at an enrichment of approximately 10% in that case. A mor^ vulnerable alterna-

tive is to use ̂ 7 % plutonium (in natural uranium) that had been produced in

LWR.8* In either case, plutonium is bred in the reactor as time passes but is

also meetly burned up. Limitations in the metallurgical characteristics of the

fuel and cladding determines the peak burnup allowed. It was found that, with

proper design, the reactor could be operated for 10 to 15 years without fuel

shuffling and in a single batch. Then, either the core would have to be

replaced, or it could be increased in size to operate for the 30-year lifetime

of the reactor. With fuel shuffling* allowed, natural uranium would be

introduced to the low-power-density regions to build up plutonium and then moved

to the high-power-density region, where plutonium is burned, after which it

would be discharged. Any of these mooes of operation would give far better

*Fuel shuffling is a complicated process and is not described here because the
design of such a system is still highly tentative.
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resource utilization than LWRs, but the cycle mentioned last would be best. The

net uranium resource requirement in that case would be 1838 tons over the 30-

year life of the reactor as compared to 6000 tons for an LWR of similar size.

If shuffling takes place, safeguards to be applied should not be very dif-

ferent from the kind of item accountability and surveillance that takes place

during ordinary LWR refueling operations. The main danger is that the shuffling

operation might be a period of confusion during which some high Pu-bearing fuel

could be diverted out of the reactor instead of being moved from a Pu-producing

area to a Pu-burning one. Fortunately, such shuffling procedures would take

place relatively infrequently so that more intensive surveillance could be

maintained during this time. It may be worthwhile to develop special methods

and equipment for precise measurement of plutonium in the fuel being shuffled or

removed. Long-term reactor sealing arrangements should also be studied for pos-

sible improvements in tamper-proofing characteristics in order to relieve

inspectorate resource requirements by taking advantage of the long cycle time

expected (640 full power days).

VI.4.2. (EC)FMSR

A major objective of the current design studies of the extended cycle FMSR

is to obtain a very long, stable fuel cycle. It is believed that ultimately the

cycle could be as long as the life of the reactor, 30 years. The current

(theoretical) design involves a 10-year cycle. Since the design is still under

study, there is no point in describing details here. Fuel type and arrangement

is similar to that for the (CM)FMSR described above but with a different arrange-

ment of the various neutronic zones. The design is such that it could be fitted

as a replacement core in a typical 1000 MW(e) LMFBR.

With such a long fuel cycle, many safeguards problems would be relieved,

provided the reactor could be reliably sealed for a long time. The initial
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fueling, one or two refuelings, and one, two, or three unloadings during the

30-year period would require very close inspection. In particular, very high

quality Pu-239 would be produced in the breeding blankets of this design and, al-

though most of the bred material would be burned, at the end of the proposed

10-year cycle, 1200 kg of such material would be present.

VI.4.3. Anti-Proliferation Development Requirements

For both of the FMSRs, there are some inherent anti-proliferation features.

Especially for the extended cycle version, the amount of fuel handling would be

reduced to some very intense activity for widely separated, brief periods. Dur-

ing these periods, very strict accounting, containment, and surveillance methods

would be required. Perhaps the related activities, such as fuel preparation,

reprocessing, storage, etc., could be accomplished at centers under interna-

tional control. It is clear, however, that the actual operation of such a reac-

tor is many decades away. Hence it is likely, given current progress in

safeguards development, that the necessary techniques, institutional

arrangements, and equipment ould be available in time.
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VII. HEAVY WATER AND DEUTERIUM PRODUCTION

VII. 1. Introduction

A heavy-water-(HW) moderated reactor can be designed to operate on uranium

fuel of natural enrichment (0.711% U-235) . Since plutonium is produced in its

fuel, such a HW-moderated reactor provides a route to acquisition of weapons-

usable nuclear material which does not require enriched uranium either for the

weapon itself or for reactor fuel. Natural uranium is indigenous to many parts

of the world whereas supplies of enriched uranium are carefully controlled inter-

nationally and domestically. Thus a HW-moderated reactor may offer a simpler

means to acquire weapons-usable nuclear material than those requiring enriched

uranium, provided that a sufficient amount of HW can 'je obtained.

The only application which requires ton quantities of deuterium-enriched ma-

terials is the use of HW as the moderator or coolant in a nuclear-fission reac-

tor. (Use of deuterium in fusion reactors is discussed in Chapter IV although

deuterium requirements for fusion will not be significant until well into the

next century at the earliest.)

The reasons for application of safeguards to HW are to prevent, deter, or

detect its diversion from declared applications to use in a program for produc-

tion of materials for nuclear explosives and to ensure that all nuclear mate-

rials used with or produced as the result of use of HW are covered by appropri-

ate safeguards agreements. The direct use of deuterium in fission and thermonu-

clear explosives is not relevant to safeguards for HW since the quantities

required are much smaller and since there are other materials essential for nu-

clear explosives whose availability is much more easily controlled in the

quantities required.
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VII.1.1. Domestic Safeguards

Heavy-water-moderated reactors are not deployed commercially in the United

States, and there are no other large-scale commercial uses of HW. Therefore HW

is not licensed by the NRC.

There are several large HW-moderated reactors at DOE's Savannah River

Plant which are used for production of special materials for military programs.

There are also a number of HW-moderated research reactors in the U.S. The last

operating HW production plant in the U.S. has been "mothballed," although the

water-distillation portion of that plant remains operational for upgrading HW.

The toxic, flammable, and explosive inventory of hundreds of tons of hydrogen

sulfide used in the production plant has been disposed of.

Heavy water under government control is subject to DOG regulations for phys-

ical security and for accountability. Heavy water which has been irradiated in

a nuclear reactor contains tritium and is therefore subject to government regula-

tions for health and safety in use, transportation, and handling. For the fore-

seeable future the high cost (presently about $230/kg) of HW will determine the

stringency of DOE safeguards regulations rather than the risks of use of HW by

subnational groups for production of nuclear explosives or for dispersal.

Since the heavy-water-based nuclear-fission fuel cycle is not commercially

deployed in the U.S., the NRC has not issued regulations for HW. In addition to

the once-through natural uranium fuel cycle, which is typified by the CANDU reac-

tor but is not deployed in the U.S., several advanced fuel cycles requiring

heavy water have been considered. These include use of slightly enriched ura-

nium in a once-through fuel cycle in CANDU reactors to improve uranium

utilization^1^ and the so-called spectral-shift-controlled reactor^2). Any new

large-scale commercial uses of deuterium-enriched material would, of course,

mean that the NRC would have to issue appropriate regulations for its control.
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A 1000 MWe fusion reactor will consume about 0.3 kg of deuterium per day; how-

ever fusion reactors are not expected to be deployed until well into the next

century (Chapter IV).

VII.1.2. International Safeguards

The objective of applying international safeguards directly to heavy water

is to bring under safeguards all nuclear material which is produced as a result

of its use and which would not otherwise be subject to appropriate safeguards

agreements. For example, some states which are not party to the Non-

Proliferation Treaty (NPT) possess, or are building, HW-moderated reactors which

are not covered by safeguards agreements. Natural uranium fuel for such reac-

tors may be produced indigenously or otherwise acquired outside the scope of in-

ternational safeguards. It may be possible to bring the plutonium produced in

such reactors under safeguards through agreements for supply of HW or HW

production technology. In any situation where all the nuclear material in a

state is not subject to safeguards, it may be necessary to apply safeguards di-

rectly to HW in order to verify that the HW is not diverted from the purposes

authorized in the agreements for supply of the HW or the HW production technol-

ogy.

HW and production technology have been designated as sensitive material and

technologies by a group of nuclear-supplier nations.^3' Therefore it may be

expected that supply agreements will require some form of safeguards. The IAEA

has negotiated an agreement with Argentina to apply safeguards at a HW produc-

tion plant being built by a Swiss Company. (The U.S. has approved export li-

censes for certain components of that plant.^ O However the IAEA has not

developed a safeguards approach for HW production plants.
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Work at Brookhaven National Laboratory has suggested that the quantity of

HW of safeguards significance is 10-20 Mg* (2-4 Mg of contained deuterium).(5)

Work by the Lummus Company'6^ and by BNlA7^ suggests that it would be feasible

for the IAEA to achieve a detection sensitivity within this range and with rea-

sonable inspection effort even for relatively large HW production plants using

the safeguards measure of material accountancy supplemented by containment and

surveillance measures. Work is in progress at BNL to further define an IAEA

safeguards approach for HW production plants and to analyze suggested approaches

in terms of the IAEA's safeguards effectiveness assessment methodology. All of

the work mentioned above is applicable primarily to HW production plants which

use water as the source of deuterium.

Safeguards measures for HW in reactors have been studied in Canada^"'. Ba-

sically the proposed approach involves measurement of the amount of HW required

to fill the moderator and coolant systems at the time of commissioning and

monitoring the level of HW in expansion tanks during operation. Additions of HW

as well as recovered losses would also be verified by the IAEA.

When the nuclear material in a reactor is under safeguards, the question of

safeguards for the heavy water in that reactor may be of less importance. How-

ever, a situation which may deserve further analysis would arise if there are

other unsafeguarded HW-moderated reactors containing unsafeguarded nuclear mate-

rial in a state where at least some of the HW in the state is subject to

safeguards agreements.

Application of the IAEA's standard two-level attributes-variables measure-

ment procedure for verification of inventories of HW stored in drums has been

investigated at BNL. Various methods for performing attributes measurements

* Mg = Megagrams = 1 0 ^ grams
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without the need to remove samples from drums were investigated

experimentally.O

Since the IAEA has not yet developed a safeguards approach and has no expe-

rience in safeguarding HW production plants (HWPPs), it is likely that the IAEA

will require assistance in this area. For example, the IAEA may convene a

working group on safeguards for HW production plants. It also seems reasonable

to expect that the IAEA will encounter technical and practical problems in

implementing whatever safeguards approach it adopts and that assistance with

such problems would be helpful.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to safeguards considerations

involving HW which are not being addressed at present either in the U.S. or at

the IAEA. Since most of the present work on safeguards for HW production plants

has been concerned with plants which extract deuterium from water, discussion

will be concentrated on plants which extract deuterium from various sources of

hydrogen. It will be necessary to consider future growth in demand for hydrogen

and potential sources of supply. Some implications for HW safeguards of a so-

called "hydrogen economy" will be examined.

VII.2. Extraction of Deuterium from Hydrogen Sources

VII.2.1. Material Accountancy for Hydrogen-Fed HWPPs of Types

Now in Service

Studies by the Lummus Company^) a nd by BNl/
7) suggest that an IAEA

safeguards approach based on material accountancy and supplemented by contain-

ment and surveillance measures potentially could be effective for any HW

production plant using water as the source of deuterium. In this approach the

deuterium material balance could be based on measurements of the water feed, ef-

fluent, and product streams entering and leaving the plant. In principle mate-
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rial accountancy could also be based on measurements of internal process

streams, for example, between stages where the deuterium concentration is not

higher than about 0.5-1% but where the flows are much smaller than the external

feed and effluent streams. However, for the water-fed ammonia-hydrogen process

such internal measurements appear less attractive compared to measurements of

the external streams because of the number of internal streams to be measured,

the process conditions, and the phases and chemical compositions of these

streams. Measurements of internal streams in the water, hydrogen sulfide ex-

change process would also be less attractive than measurement of the external

streams. Nevertheless, a safeguards approach for plants using the ammonia-

hydrogen process may require measurements of the flows and deuterium concentra-

tions in process streams in order to account for the effects of normal leakage

of deuterium-containing materials from the process equipment.

HW production plants using hydrogen as the source of deuterium are always

parasitic to the process which produces the hydrogen because the cost of

producing the hydrogen in a stand-alone process would make the HW more expensive

than HW produced by the well-known water-fed water, hydrogen sulfide exchange

process (the GS or Girdler-Sulfide process).^0) Hydrogen-fed HW production

plants have an upper limit on their capacity determined by the size of the hydro-

gen source.

Two hydrogen-fed processes have been deployed on a commercial scale — the

ammonia-hydrogeri exchange process and the cryogenic hydrogen-distillation pro-

cess. ̂-lOj11/ Both monothermal and bi-thermal versions of the ammonia-hydrogen

process have been developed to commercial scale. Special transfer stages have

been designed so that the ammonia-hydrogen process can be used with water feed;

however the ammonia-hydrogen process is most attractive economically when a hy-

drogen source of deuterium is available.^ ' Other hydrogen-based processes
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have been investigated(10»ll.»12). they are not discussed here since the purpose

of this section is to consider requirements for safeguarding processes which

currently are or will be deployed on a commercial scale (capacity > 20 Mg/year

D2O) in the near future.

A safeguards approach for any HW production plant should be able to detect

diversion of any deuterium-enriched material in which the deuterium concentra-

tion is greater than about 0.5-1 mole percent deuterium because materials with

greater deuterium concentration can be upgraded to reactor-grade HW with rela-

tively simple and readily available equipment. For example, deuterium-

containing intermediate materials can be burned to water, and the water can be

concentrated to reactor-grade HW with distillation equipment such as upgraders,

which are standard peripheral equipment for HW-moderated power reactors, and

which generally are not safeguarded by the IAEA. Surveillance measures to de-

tect removal of materials of intermediate deuterium concentration are likely to

be unacceptably costly in terms of equipment or inspection effort. If material

accountancy can be used to measure the amount of deuterium extracted by the

plant (or by the portion of the plant where the deuterium concentration is

greater than about 0.5-1%), the removal of intermediate materials would result

in a detectable shortage of deuterium in the product stream (assuming that no

undeclared feed has been introduced). This is a major strength of safeguards

approaches based on material accountancy. We now consider problems which would

require further investigation if international safeguards based on material

accountancy were to be applied to hydrogen-fed HW production plants.

First, the interconnections between the parasitic HW plant and the hydrogen

source may not be simple. That is, there may be a number of connections where

hydrogen feed is supplied to the HW plant and where deuterium-depleted material

is returned from the HW plant to the host plant.^^' The deuterium content of
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each of these flows would have to be measured in order to determine the amount

of deuterium extracted in the HW plant. Various ways to integrate an ammonia-

hydrogen HW plant with an ammonia production plant, the most common large-scale

source of hydrogen, are described in Ref. 10. Ways to measure the flows and deu-

terium contents of these streams should be investigated if it is necessary to

safeguard this type of HW production plant.

Second, some of the process streams which it might be desirable to measure

for safeguards in a hydrogen-based HW plant are likely to be vapor phase. Flows

of gas or vapor apparently cannot be measured as accurately as flows of liquids

such as water. Consideration of safeguards for hydrogen-based plants probably

would requite evaluation of the uncertainties associated with vapor-phase flow

measurements and their effects on the safeguards detection sensitivity which

might be achieved.

The ammonia-hydrogen exchange process uses a catalyst in some of the

streams which might be measured for purposes of accountancy. The catalyst is

potassium amide (dissolved in liquid ammonia), which is corrosive and can form

solid deposits or explode on contact with oxides of carbon or with water,

air, or oxygen. This catalyst might complicate accountability measurements.

Material accountancy around only the higher stages of a hydrogen-fed ammo-

nia-hydrogen HW production plant would require measurements of several high-

pressure liquid or vapor process streams as well as a catalyst recycle stream.

As noted above, measuring the hydrogen feed and return for the entire HW produc-

tion plant is not obviously a feasible or simple alternative in this case.

In summary, safeguards considerations for hydrogen-fed HW production plants

have received little attention, and further study would be necessary to develop

a feasible safeguards approach for such plants.
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VII.2.2. HW Safeguards Implications of Future Hydrogen Usage

Hydrogen is used today as a chemical intermediate, as a reducing agent, and

in specialty applications.' " ) xhe greatest single usage today is for fixation

of atmospheric nitrogen through production of ammonia.d*' A growing usage is

in refineries to increase the yield of light hydrocarbon products from increas-

ingly less volatile feedstocks.' ^ Refinery-produced hydrogen which was for-

merly simply burned as fuel is more and more commonly recovered and purified for

use as a process chemical. Thus growth in the use of hydrogen as a process chem-

ical seems a certainty.

Over the longer term, as natural gas and petroleum feed stocks become de-

pleted, hydrogen will be produced from coal for distribution and used directly as

a gaseous fuel or for the production of other fluid fuels from coal. The time

scale on which coal gasification and liquefaction become economical is more spe-

culative but could eventually involve very large quantities of process hydrogen.

Over the very long term, hydrogen may be used as a carrier for storage and

distribution of energy from sources such as nuclear fission, solar energy, or fu-

sion energy.'13,15) j n addition to development of these primary energy sources,

use of /hydrogen as an energy carrier also would benefit from development of more

efficient methods of electrolysis or thermal decomposition of water.' "»'••''

However, it is uncertain whether the primary sources of energy mentioned above,

even nuclear fission reactors, will be deployed sufficiently that large frac-

tions of their output would be used for massive-scale production of hydrogen

within the time period of interest in this study (25-50 years).

In a study for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA),^16^ it has been estimated that if hydrogen were produced and liquefied

in a plant with the capacity (2270 Mg/d) to supply the fuel needs of a large air-

port, then deuterium could be extracted at very low cost by hydrogen distilla-
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tion. The low cost compared to present methods arises partly from suggested im-

provements in hydrogen-liquefaction technology but primarily because the HW pro-

duction would bear neither the hydrogen-production nor the liquefaction costs.

(For comparison, it is noted that the capacity of the largest hydrogen liquefac-

tion plant in the U.S. operating in 1980 was 55 Mg/d and that the total

installed and imminently planned capacity of the U.S. and Canada was 144 Mg/d.

This latter capacity would support production of about 60 Mg/yr D2O if 80% of

the deuterium were recovered from hydrogen originally containing 140 ppm

deuterium.)(17)

VII.3. Conclusions

In conclusion it seems virtually certain that the production of hydrogen

will increase at least because of its increasing use as an industrial process

chemical. The time scales for greatly increased production of hydrogen as re-

sult of production of fluid fuel from coal and for use as an energy carrier with

non-fossil primary energy sources are more uncertain. Regardless of the reasons

for increasing production of hydrogen, deuterium may be extracted from large hy-

drogen sources for reasons such as economical production or to obtain indigenous

or reliable supply. Since it is desirable that deuterium or heavy-water produc-

tion facilities be subject to appropriate non-proliferation undertakings, it may

be necessary to develop safeguards approaches which would be applicable to deute-

rium or HW production plants which use hydrogen as the source of deuterium.

Since there are several alternative HW production processes and various possibi-

lities for connecting the deuterium extraction facility with the source of

hydrogen, the saf-^.aards approaches probably would have to be quite plant-

specific. However, it might be useful to study safeguards approaches for

HWPPs associated with ammonia plants since several HWPPs of this type already

have been constructed.
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VIII. LONG-TERM STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL

VIII. 1. Introduction

World-wide spent fuel accumulation over the next several decades will

soon outstrip the capacity of many reactor spent fuel storage pools (SFSPs) .̂ i''

These pools with high density storage racks hold only about 10 years' worth of

spent fuel. Beyond that, the utilities must either reprocess the fuel or trans-

fer the fuel to a long-term spent fuel storage facility. Because of the general

delay in construction of reprocessing facilities or because of the decision to

forego, for the time being, the reprocessing route, utilities around the world

are now considering which of several long-term storage schemes they should pur-

sue. The choices most often discussed* are:

1. Wet storage at additional SFSPs either at-reactor (AR) or away-from-

reactor (AFR),

2. Dry storage at an on-site AR storage facility,

3. Dry storage at a large AFR central facility,

4. Dry storage in casks stored on-site,

5. Dry storage in sealed canisters placed in a concrete silo,

6. Dry storage of canisters placed underground,

7. Dry storage of canisters in water, and

8. Dry storage at a waste repository with limited retrievability.

In any of these schemes, the material stored can be either full assemblies

or sealed containers of consolidated spent fuel rods taken from assemblies.

*For an excellent review article, see reference 12.
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These consolidated containers would almost double the capacity of SFSPs. In

all cases, the storage period could be 30 years or greater.*

It is the purpose of this report to consider, in general, the impact of new

long-term storage facilities on the U.S. and IAEA safeguards programs. In partic-

ular, the following two questions have been addressed. What new safeguards sys-

tems or devices should be developed to maintain the same level of safeguards at

fuel storage schemes 2-7 above as is present in SFSPs? What new diversion sce-

narios arise from storage schemes 2-7 above considering advanced technology?

These questions naturally arise from the principle of "same material, same

safeguards", and the fact that spent fuel with its large plutonium content

cooled beyond 10 years is an even better target for diversion than the more

radioactive spent fuel that is stored in reactor SFSPs (see Figure VIII-1).

VIII.2. Safeguards Guidelines

IAEA safeguards at SFSPs currently use a combination of material

accountancy in the form of item identification (assembly serial number) and

containment/surveillance using TV or movie cameras (2 movie cameras per

installation). In addition, there has been and continues to be a considerable

amount of research and development work on new devices and systems. A very suc-

cessful DOE development project at Los Alamos produced a Cerenkov glow detector

capable of seeing the blue glow in the water due to radiation emitted by the

assemblies as old as 10 years.'^J Los Alamos has also developed non-destructive

assay (NDA) devices for gamma and neutron fast scanning of assemblies.^) Sandia

has developed improved TV cameras, fuel assembly identification devices (FAIDs),

*The DOE Interim Spent Fuel Management program and the Electric Power Re-
search Institute are sponsoring demonstrations of spent fuel storage which
are to be held in the next few years for licensing review. Emphasis will be
placed on demonstration for fuel bundle consolidation, fuel storage casks and
near-surface dry wells. Concrete site demonstrations are presently being
done in Canada for CANDU fuel.
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in-pool radiation and acoustic detectors, crane use monitors, etc.(4) The

European research laboratory at Ispra. Italy and Brookhaven National Laboratory

have been working on ultrasonic and laser beam surveillance of pools,

respectively.'^'^' The Ispra lab also develops ultrasonic seals for spent

fuel.(55

These activities, and others not mentioned, reflect the concern of the

safeguards community over diversion of fuel from reactors where so much of the

world's plutonium is and will be stored.

Given that the level of safeguards at long-term storage facilities should

be comparable to that present at reactor SFSPs, it is necessary to qualify in

some meaningful way what that level of safeguards is. Although this approach is

problematic, it is essential for determining what new safeguards system may be

needed for these new facility types. Furthermore, it would be overly optimistic

to presume that whatever safeguards system is recommended for these long-term

storage facilities is already available at one of the other facility types in

the nuclear fuel cycle. By analogy, one would be wrong to believe that the

safeguards systems and devices at enrichment plants can be used at fabrication

plants simply because both work with low-enriched fuel. The safeguards system

at each new facility type must be tailored to the form or container (or both) in

which the SNM is found.

The current safeguards level at reactor SFSPs can be stated thusly:

(a) There is active surveillance (the cameras);

(b) There is item counting and item identification (of the serial number

on the top plate of the assembly).

The Cerenkov glow detector can be classified as a

(c) detector of radiation from the radioactive assembly, i.e., a type of

NDA device. Others could serve the same function.
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The other safeguards systems being developed may fall into one of the

above categories but could also be considered

(d) a redundant system to ensure inventory continuity in case of one sys-

tem failure.

It is reasonable to argue that items (a^ and (b), and when introduced, (c)

and (d), should also be present at long-term storage facilities in order to main-

tain a comparable level of safeguards.

An example of a safeguards practice that does not encompass both items (a)

and (b) and therefore does not maintain a comparable level of safeguards is the

placing of a seal on a concrete silo with no sure means of verifying the silo's

integrity-between inspections. This example will be discussed again in the next

section.

VIII.3. Safeguards Systems Recommended for Long Term Storage Facilities

VIII.3.1. Spent Fuel Storage Pools

For the most part, the safeguards systems at reactors SFSPs can be trans-

ferred to AFR pools. However, there has been some discussion of double-tiering

at AFR pools.(7) (Double-tiering is in place at the LaCrosse, Wisconsin reactor

SFSP and is being planned for the Yankee Rowe, Maine reactor SFSP). If this

becomes widespread, materializes, routine inspection of lower-level individual

assemblies may be impractical. To compensate for this constraint, the

safeguards agency might consider strengthening its surveillance system by

installing either redundant cameras or different active surveillance systems

(see the discussion above and Appendices VIII-A-I and II for some examples of

proposed new active surveillance systems for spent fuel storage schemes). The

combination of consolidation of rods in a sealed container and double-tiering

would probably exceed the structural limits of the current designs of SFSPs but

maybe not of future SFSP designs. Given the cost-effectiveness of consolida-
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tion versus other interim storage schemes, consolidation may well be the first

step toward any of the interim long-term storage methods considered by utilities.

With consolidation of spent fuel rods, continuity of assembly identification is

lost (also, the Cerenkov glow is considerably reduced and is not a good measure

for the number of rods in a container). Therefore, a new method of identifica-

tion of these sealed containers will be needed. If the safeguards community

takes an active role in the design specification for these containers now, while

they are not yet in full production, considerable savings in inspector manpower

and effectiveness could be realized in the future.

Even before consolidation becomes accepted as a means for increasing stor-

age capacity, the larger number of canned failed fuel rods at an AFR compared to

the relatively fewer numbers at a single reactor will require a new method of

monitoring the contents of these cans of rods, verifying the contents, or both.

The increased poolside activity at large AFR pools may make correlations be-

tween camera surveillance recordings and facility records of fuel movement diffi-

cult. New, more automated surveillance techniques that perform some of the cor-

relations directly may be preferable, e.g., recording the location in the pool

of each fuel transfer.

VIII.3.2. Dry Storage at an AR Storage Facility

An example of this type of storage for Magnox fuel elements is the Wylfa

dry storage facilities at the Wylfa Nuclear Power Station in Great Britain.y J

The original reactor store facility was a CC^-cooled dry store. Two new air-

cooled dry storage facilities* adjacent to the old store have been constructed

*Each of the new facilities has a capacity of 350 t of uranium - 28,992 fuel
elements. Twelve elements load one tube, 192 tubes make up a storing unit
- a skip - and there are 151 skips. The fuel transfer machine can hold up
to 64 tubes (see Figure 2). Fuel from the C0 2 store is transferred to a
skip at the transfer station and then the skip is moved to its store position.
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with the associated transfer machinery to transfer 150-day-old or older fuel

from the CO2 store to the new air-cooled facility.

Based on their experience, the British engineers have designed a LWR dry

storage facility of modular construction for AR siting.'^ Cooling would be pas-

sive, natural circulation using air (see Figure VIII-3). This type of storage

is sometimes referred to as canyon storage.

From the safeguards viewpoint, this dry storage design may be quite secure

if certain precautions are taken. The spent fuel in each module is entirely

enclosed by thick biological shields resembling a secure container. The inspec-

tor should verify this design when the module is empty. The fuel transfer ma-

chine moves assemblies in and out of the store area.

Safeguards at this proposed dry storage design which are comparable to SFSP

safeguards should include the following:

(a) Active surveillance to ensure that no other fuel transfer device is

brought into the store and to ensure that the biological shield is not

tampered with.

(b) Because assemblies cannot be viewed by the inspector without moving

them, the movements of the fuel-transfer machine should be monitored

for every transfer of spent fuel. The monitoring should record if the

assembly is being transferred in or out of the store and the location

of each new arrival. (Camera surveillance supplemented with a radia-

tion detector fitted into the fuel transfer machine may suffice to sup-

ply this information to the inspector. Alternatively, a laser surveil-

lance systenr°' could do both a and b.)

(c) During routine inspections, NDA devices would be directed at a sample

of the new arrivals to detect substitution of dummy assemblies.
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Just installing a camera (a) without both (b) and (c) would not constitute

"comparable safeguards" since no substitute for item counting and item identifi-

cation would have been made.

A general safeguards concern for any type of additional AR storage is the

new diversion scenario of rapid shuffling between the reactor SFSP and the dry

store to conceal a missing assembly (see Figure VIII-4).

VIII.3.3. Dry Storage at an AFR Storage Facility

The above design of dry storage would also apply to an AFR site. However,

the large number of truck or train shipments each year* could cause a safeguards

problem. A diversion scenario that conceals the loss of an assembly by always

claiming it is en route to an AFR site would be difficult to detect unless each

assembly had a unique signature. Several methods of installing a unique signa-

ture on the top plate of a spent fuel assembly have been proposed and some

testing has been completed.' ' However, the top plate can be transferred to a

dummy assembly. Ultimately, a sealing system that associates a unique signature

with the fuel in a spent fuel assembly will be needed.'**' An AFR dry storage

facility will house many more modules than an AR facility. Since each module

may be self-contained, each may require its own set of safeguards systems.

Therefore, if a module design is chosen for AFR storage, then safeguards costs

could grow as the facility grows and be inversely proportional to the size of

each module, i.e., many smaller modules would require more surveillance systems.

VIII.3.4. Dry Storage in Casks Stored On-Site or Off-Site

The main advantage of dry storage in casks is that it obviates the need

for constructing a new hardened facility. (However, a strong enclosure may

be required for national-security reasons.) Also, cask "farms" can expand

*If an AFR site serves the needs of 5 LWR reactors, then several hundred
assemblies are being transferred each year. For a nation to claim that
10 or more assemblies are in transit on any one day is not unreasonable.
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uniformly with the shipments. The cost of the casks decreases when only aged

spent fuel is being shipped, and if on-site storage is selected, the cost per

cask drops dramatically because the casks do not have to meet stringent trans-

port safety requirements. West Germany is planning a facility for cask storage

at Ahaus.^) The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) plans to demonstrate cask

storage and other dry storage schemes as part of DOE's Interim Spent Fuel Stor-

age Program.

Safeguarding casks containing spent fuel will be difficult and will almost

certainly require one or more new safeguard systems to establish comparable

safeguards as at SFSPs.

Camera coverage would probably be prohibitively expensive because of the

limited number of casks that would be within the view of each camera. Item

counting or identification of assemblies would not be possible for routine

inspections. Information from standard NDA measurements would be limited and

probably could not determine the number of assemblies in a cask.

Generally, shipping containers of SNM are safeguarded with seals. Whereas

this method may be considered adequate for low-enriched UFg, the present state

of seal/container safeguards does not match the level of safeguards at SFSPs.

Regardless of the safeguards integrity of the seal itself, cask integrity

veri-fication has been inadequately developed. To date, no passive verification

system of cask integrity is available, and, absent such a passive system,

the only recourse would be to install a new active surveillance system, one

that does not rely on visual information. Any one of several electronic

monitoring devices selected from commercially available systems, e.g., load

cells, vibration sensors, movement sensors, etc., could probably be installed

on individual casks and be incorporated in a safeguards system similar to

the safeguards system installed at plutonium vaults (see Appendix A-II for
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a system that uses a proposed modification of the electronic seal* O .

Even if such a system were developed and installed, it is not clear if it

alone would constitute "comparable safeguards"; a second active surveillance

system may be needed.

VIII.3.5. Dry Storage in Concrete Silos

Some CANDU fuel is currently being stored in concrete silos in Manitoba,

Canada as part of a pilot study on spent fuel storage.'•*•* Each silo contains

216 fuel bundles, about two significant quantities of SNM. At present, the only

safeguards systems installed are seals: a fiber optics seal and a Type E seal

strung between the silo's lid and body (see Figure VIII-5). There is neither ac-

tive surveillance nor the possibility of NDA of the fuel. No method of

detecting tampering with the silos is employed or planned.

Other schemes of dry storage of spent fuel in concrete cylinders have been

proposed. In particular, the Pacific Basin countries have considered storage of

their spent fuel assemblies on a Pacific Island. One proposed scheme calls

for placing a LWR assembly in a canister and placing one or several of these can-

isters in a concrete cask located above ground.

Active surveillance should constitute part of the safeguards system for con-

crete silos. Camera surveillance may be impractical due to the low density of

storage or due to the effects of weather on the camera, film or field of view.

Active surveillance using some form of temperature or radiation detection could

be developed (see Appendix A-III). Again, two active surveillance systems may

be necessary.

VIII.3.6. Dry Storage of Canisters Placed Underground

This underground storage scheme (see Figure VIII-6), sometimes called cais-

son has many of the same safeguards concerns as silo storage along with the

added concern of diversion by underground tunnelling. The tunnelling and
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diversion could be accomplished with remote-controlled drilling rigs attached

to specially designed robots to handle the radioactive fuel. This is an

example of a new diversion scenario using advanced technologies. Chapter IX of

this report includes a special section on robotics.) Active surveillance of the

radiation field around the canisters is quite feasible and is proposed as one

possible safeguards technique.

Tunnelling is also feasible, albeit more difficult, through concrete silos;

perhaps it should be considered a likely diversion scenario in that case too.

VIII.3.7. Dry Storage of Canisters in Water

This scheme has been proposed for HTGR fuel.^15^ (See Figure VIII-7.) Al-

though similar to SFSPs, a top biological shield prevents direct surveillance of

the fuel assembly or canisters. On the other hand, the same comments (a-cl

about safeguards surveillance on the fuel transfer machine mentioned in Section

VIII.3.2 apply here too.

VIII.3.8. Waste Repository

Storage of spent fuel at a waste repository is being incorporated in the

plans for a U.S. repository.d*>) if th e underground repository is considered a

secure tamper-proof container and the shaft its only "valve", then safeguards

need only be applied to the shaft in order to detect if any fuel is leaving the

repository. For example, shipping casks entering full should be monitored to

ensure that they leave empty. Camera surveillance and weight and radiation

monitoring are probably sufficient.

Periodic inspections of the repository would be required to ensure that

no other shaft has been sunk and to ensure that no reprocessing of spent fuel

takes place in the repository.
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VIII.4. Conclusions

It is clear that several quite distinct storage facilities for spent fuel

will soon exist, each requiring its own individual safeguards systems. Based

on the principle of "same material - same safeguards" and given the two current

safeguards systems at SFSPs, e.g., cameras and item identification, we have

envisioned the development of comparable active surveillance systems for the new

storage schemes. (A standard type-E passive seal does not constitute comparable

safeguards). These active surveillance systems may not always be camera systems

but may be sealed electronic monitoring units made from currently available

off-the-shelf components that sense radiation, temperature, vibration, weight,

motion, etc. Such surveillance would be similar to the monitoring of

safeguarded plutonium storage vaults. ' These active surveillance systems

will have to be rugged, long-lived and perhaps capable of remote interrogation

(via remote verification).(18,19,20) Appendices VIII-A-I and II describe

suggested preliminary designs for safeguards systems for interim spent fuel stor-

age schemes discussed in this report.

For those storage systems that emplace the assemblies in closed canisters,

continuity of assembly identification is lost and its prompt replacement by an-

other item identification safeguards system is required. However, for the other

storage systems, a method of fuel identification is desirable that goes beyond

the serial number or the FAID and obtains the signature from the fuo.l itself.

NDA of spent fuel assemblies should be employed when a system becomes available,

but NDA, in general, does not provide a unique signature. For some fuel, a sig-

nature may be obtained from a scan of the unique magnetic properties of each

assembly. 'H'

With these new storage systems, some AF and others AFR, new diversion sce-

narios appear. These include the possibility of rapid shuffling of assemblies
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between AR storage basins or the possibility of tunnelling into canisters or

silos by intelligent robots. To detect these new scenarios, new safeguard sys-

tems may be needed (see Chapter IX concerning the latter).

Finally, it is entirely possible that still another interim storage

scheme for assemblies would arise, one not discussed here. Any such scheme

will need to be scrutinized for the best appropriate safeguards systems, but

at least one active surveillance system would most certainly be required.
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Appendices - Chapter VIII

Two examples of proposed active surveillance systems for two interim stor-

age schemes are described below. These system designs are preliminary and are

intended to demonstrate the kind of system which can substitute for camera sur-

veillance when the latter is not appropriate.

Appendix VIII-A-I

Active Ultrasonic Surveillance of Spent Fuel Storage Buildings

The typical PWR and newly designed BWR spent fuel storage pools are housed

in separate buildings which, during most of the year, are closed, with no traf-

fic in or out. There are usually a passageway into the containment building

via an air-lock, double-door arrangement and a large door for cask-carrying

trucks. It is during spent fuel discharge and fresh fuel arrivals that the

latter door is mainly used and, occasionally, heavy equipment is brought in

there. For the rest of the time the building can be considered a closed

container.

Safeguards within the building include the extremely important surveillance

camera that periodically takes a picture frame. The movie cameras (2 cameras at

each station) are commercial and not specifically designed to withstand the thou-

sands of on-off cycles imposed on them each year. Consequently, there is a

disturbingly large failure rate; about 1 camera failure every 2-1/2 years or a

probability of«/"().01 for both cameras failing between the 3 month inspection

visits.

Viewing the thousands of frames and interpreting the activity of people

performing routine maintenance and repair or operator training on the crane and

hoist can be a straining and time-consuming activity for the inspector.

It has been proposed that a dual-speed control on one or both of the sur-

veillance cameras be installed.^zz' The point is that the dual-speed control
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can be switched to low when the building is closed (no diversion is possible) so

that the frame rate is a small fraction of the high rate when the building is

open (spent fuel can be diverted). With such a control, both of the problems of

camera failure and inspector work load can be significantly reduced.

The dual-speed control (A) shown in the diagram (Fig. VIII-AI-1) can be

triggered by a difference signal obtained from two detectors — one placed in-

side the building (B) and one placed outside (C). Both detectors are tuned to

the frequency of an ultrasonic signal generator or transducer (D) located in a

central position inside the spent fuel building. Detector (B) receives the

small leakage ultrasonic energy while detector (C) receives the large internal

energy. The null difference signal is (B-kC).*

An opening in the building will enhance (C) while reducing (B). This

change in the difference signal will activate the dual-speed control, increasing

the frame rate. When the difference signal returns to its normal level the

dual-speed control will switch the frame rate back to low.

This arrangement of two detectors instead of an arrangement of one detector

outside the building would make it very difficult for a divertor to construct a

leaktight building immediately adjacent to the spent fuel building within which

is a cask-carrying truck, open the door separating the buildings, and transfer

an assembly without altering the difference signal.

The movement of personnel and small equipment inside the spent fuel build-

ing will not switch the frame rate if a discriminator level processing the detec-

tor signals is properly adjusted. Conservatively setting this level low might

switch the frame rate to high even for the movement of people, but this inspec-

*Ideally, each detector shown would be two detectors operating in a (fast)
electronic difference mode to detect attempts at (slow) mechanical
tampering.'23)
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tor-set level, "randomly chosen", can only strengthen the system while still,

in the long run, significantly reducing the total number of on-off cycles of the

camera.
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Basic Layout of the Ultrasonic Surveillance System at Spent Fuel Buildings.

Figure VIII-A.I-1
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APPENDIX VIII-A-II

Safeguards Applications of the Sandia or VACOSS-3 Electronic Seal

One of the many interim storage schemes being considered for spent fuel

assemblies after they leave the spent fuel storage pool (SFSP) is the transfer

of assemblies to specially designed, low-cost casks (1 or 2 assemblies per

cask).' ' These casks would probably be stored on-site at the reactor to avoid

the extra cost of constructing casks that meet the much more stringent transport

safety requirements (see Figure VIII-AII-1).

Safeguarding these "cask farms" using the standard IAEA camera surveillance

system may be impractical for any one of a number of reasons; e.g., (a) the

camera's cost-effectiveness is low because of the relatively few casks within

the camera's field of view compared to the hundreds of assemblies in view at the

SFSP, (b) the failure rate of the current dual-camera system is too high; i.e.,

the probability of both cameras failing within three months (typical inspection

interval) is about 0.01, so that a reasonably-sized cask farm with 20 casks per

camera could have 20 or more camera systems, resulting in a likely system

failure almost every year.

The active surveillance by the cameras could be replaced with a new system

which uses a slightly modified electronic seal.'",24,25) The proposed scheme

is shown diagramatically in Figure VIII-AII-2. The standard fiber optics cable

is replaced by one having one or more "light pulse repeaters" (LPRs) inserted in

the loop. The LPR is coupled to an inexpensi <~ load cell or load b o l t ^ w

placed under the cask and bearing a sizable fr r ion of the load. Any detect-

able change in the load switches off the LPR, which changes the state of the

electronic seal with respect to normal operation.

Although still in a preliminary stage, one conceptional design of the LPR

electronics is shown in Figure VIII-AII-3. The light pulse detector could be a
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phototransistor detecting the light pulses from the electronic seal. Its output

is coupled to the light generator, e.g., a light-emitting diode (LED), through

an AND gate. The other input to the AND gate comes from a circuit comprised of

the load cell signal sampled by a COMPARATOR which compares the instantaneous

signal with the integrated signal. Any change in the load cell output would

trigger the COMPARATOR "low", which switches the AND gate "off".

To strengthen the system, a third input to the AND gate could come from an-

other detector-comparator circuit such as a vibration monitor or radiation

detector. ̂ 2 )

The same tamper-indicating case and phototransistor, LED circuitry used for

the electronic seal can be adapted for the LPR unit. The load cell and detector

connections are capable of being tamper-indicating.'22^ To reduce the cost of

the system further, several LPRs can be connected in series to one electronic

seal (at the expense of some sensitivity). Even if the safeguards cost per

cask for this sealing systera were comparable to that of a camera system, the

ease of seal reading compared to film viewing and the probable advantage of a

much lower failure rate would warrant its consideration. The VACOSS-3 seal also

has a remote interrogation capability.

Other casks besides these spent fuel casks can be similarly safeguarded,

e.g., Ui'g cylinders and the fresh fuel shipping casks. Furthermore, this type

of combination seal-detector device can be applied wherever the electronic seal

has application. The advantages of using an already developed safeguard device,

the electronic seal, coupled to any one of a number of standard detection

devices,^22' compared to developing a completely new monitor-detector combina-

tion are:

1. Most of the development work has already been done.
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2. The electronic seal monitor is probably as secure as any new monitor

that would be developed, and maybe stronger because it still can be

used as a seal.

3. The cost per unit would be low.

4. Uniformity of IAEA devices is a desirable goal.
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IX. IMPACTS OF OTHER FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES

IX.1. Introduction

The preceding chapters of this report have all dealt with possible future *'

nuclear technologies that could have a bearing on nuclear safeguards. The par-

ticular items considered and discussed were those for which current safeguards

methodology will not be adequate. This chapter, by contrast, concerns non-

nuclear technologies that are developing rapidly and are expected to become im-

portant in the next 20 or 40 years.

Several such technologies were considered as to possible impacts on

safeguards and non-proliferation concerns. The question was posed for these,

"Will further development significantly ease the path to proliferation or

otherwise affect the safeguards problem in an unusual manner?"

The development of advanced and commonplace laser technology was considered

and is briefly discussed as a part of Chapter II. The appearance and growth of

a true hydrogen-based energy economy could affect deuterium production methods

and is discussed in Chapter VII.

Three additional technologies are discussed in this chapter: robotics, ge-

netic engineering, and materials science. In the ensuing discussions, no solu-

tions to suggested problems are offered. At this time, only the possible prob-

lems are posed and not in great detail. When scenarios are presented, an at-

tempt is made to avoid incredibility, i.e., those scenarios that are not within

the foreseeable capabilities of the field are excluded. However, it should be

recognized that technological development over a period as long as 40 years can

truly be "fantastic".
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IX.2. Robotics

Today, LWR spent fuel assemblies are generally stored in reactor spent fuel

storage pools or a reprocessing plant spent fuel pool. However, as stated in

Chapter VIII, these pools are filling up and other forms of storage, such as

cask storage or canister storage, will soon be introduced. These containers

are excellent targets for robotic diversion. E.g., consider the following sce-

nario:

Sometime in the future, a cache of spent fuel, temporarily stored in casks
or concrete silos, is protected from would-be divertors by a combination
of surveillance devices such as a pair of closed-circuit TV cameras
with integrated motion-detection devices and a gamma-ray monitor. These
devices are arranged to operate reliably 24 hours/day, 7 days/week. How-
ever, the potential threat is assumed to be one that would involve normal
access to the material and that would result in the removal of a cask or
container JLn toto. Thus, one or more surveillance devices will have
recorded the act. However, instead of the expected threat, a robot tun-
nels its way below ground remaining out of sight of the cameras. Using
radiation detectors for guidance, it finds a position immediately below
a cask. Extending a combined drill-probe unit, the mechanism bores a
hole through the cask bottom into the spent fuel itself. Then, over an
extended period of time on the order of several days, the "meat" of the
fuel with its plutonium is gradually dissolved and a mixture of fission
products re-injected. Since the process is gradual and continuous, the
gamma-ray monitor detects no change while this operation is carried out.

This scenario may be incredible today but becomes less so each day as we

enter deeper and deeper into the robotic revolution.vl~4)

Arthur D. Little, Inc., has estimated the growth rate for the U.S. robotics

industry^" to be 50%/year for the next five years. Japan, the world's leader

in industrial robot production, will experience an even faster growth in

robotics. The Aron #25 Report'**' quotes the Japan Industrial Robot Industry

Association (JIRA) as predicting a factor of 10 increase in export shipment

from $500 million in 1981 to $5 billion in 1990 and much of the research

in Japan will be directed by the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI) toward

intelligent robots. MITI recently announced a seven year, $150 million national

robot research program.
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Robots have been categorized into the following six classes:

1) manual manipulator - a manipulator that is worked by an operator.

2) fixed sequence robot - a manipulator which repetitively performs succes-

sive steps of a given operation according to a predetermined sequence, condi-

tion, and position, and whose set information cannot be easily changed.

3) variable sequence robot - a manipulator which repetitively performs suc-

cessive steps of a given operation according to a predetermined sequence, condi-

tion, and position, and whose set information can be easily changed.

4) playback robot - a manipulator which can produce from memory opera-

tions originally executed under human control. A human operator initially oper-

ates the robot in order to input instructions. All the information relevant to

the operations (sequence, conditions, and positions) is put in memory. When

needed, this information is recalled (or played back, hence, its name) and the

operations are repetitively executed automatically from memory.

5) NC (numerical control) robot - a manipulator that can perform a given

task according to the sequence, conditions and position, as commanded via numeri-

cal data. The software used for these robots include punched tapes, cards, and

digital switches. This robot has the same control mode as an NC machine.

6) intelligent robot - a robot with sensory perception (visual or

tactile or both) that can detect changes by itself in the work environment or

work condition and, by its own decision-making faculty, proceed with its

operation accordingly.

The U.S. Robot Industry Association (RIA) defines a robot as including only

classes 3-6. This report will emphasize intelligent robots because diverting nu-

clear fuel will probably require decision-making capabilities.

Let us expand on the attributes of the intelligent robot envisioned in the

diversion scenario described in the opening paragraph. Only surveillance cam-
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eras and a gamma radiation monitor are assumed to be used by the IAEA for

safeguarding the concrete canisters.

One relatively simple robot could be designed solely for digging the tunnel

that will terminate directly under the canister. Actually, most of this work

could be done manually since radiation levels would not be dangerous until the

canister is breached. However, the robot-dug hole could be dug much more qui-

etly at a slow pace, with the robot operating 24 hours/day with no life support

systems. The hole could be much smaller than man-sized if the robots are capa-

ble of being so designed. Even if the IAEA places seismic detectors around the

canister, the probability of detecting the digging might be low. This is so be-

cause the alarm setting of the detector depends on the background noise

generated by heavy truck traffic, and many heavy trucks are expected to be

traveling nearby (a) to haul concrete to build more canisters, (b) to carry spent

fuel casks to the canisters, (c) to unload the casks, etc.

Once the tunnel is dug and the mining robot withdrawn, the canister-

penetrating robot enters to bore small holes in the concrete, again slowly and

quietly. When the fuel is reached, it should be a simple task to direct

dissolver solution at the fuel and methodically dissolve the spent fuel, pump it

out through the tunnel to a small reprocessing facility (probably underground

and well hidden from the view of the visiting inspector), and return the fission

products. The inventory of spent fuel in the pipes and missing from the canis-

ter during this operation would be too small to be noticed by the gamma detec-

tor. If the IAEA also installs a neutron detector, then the isotopes responsi-

ble for most of the neutrons O-^Cm, ̂ *Cm) would be replaced or an equivalent

neutron source installed.

The robot would have sensors that monitor the dissolving process, the radia-

tion field, the returning fluids, etc., and capability to alter the process,
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such as redirecting flows, to achieve the goal. When the robot senses or is

given the signal to terminate operations, it must have the ability to plug the

holes and leave, to be used again.

Of course, the diverting nation would field-test its robot system on mock

canisters and mock fuel elements until the system is reliable.

The robot described above need not be very intelligent compared to the

capabilities of future robots. For example, in the above scenario, there has

been limited or no use made of visual or tactile sensory perception, very little

decision—making and few complicated mechanical manipulations.

Robots in the near future (less than 10 years) will have (a) sophisticated

force or touch sensors and advanced system-control software programs to direct

them, (b) vision systems that will be shortly developed and tested on research

robots to recognize objects on a three-dimensional (3-D) viewpoint-independent

level, and (c) wheeled locomotion coupled to acoustic sensors to avoid

obstacles. The main difficulties in incorporating these developments in the

diverting robot (if necessary) would be making the sensors radiation-resistant

or protected by shielding (shielding touch sensors would desensitize the system)

and reducing the robot's dimensions—miniaturization.

The credibility of a diversion scenario, besides hinging on its technical

complexity, also depends on economic constraints, time requirements, and the

risks that are borne by the divertor. The cost of the robots described above

have been very roughly estimated by robotics researchers as about $10 million

and several years of research, development, and testing. However, as robotics

research for industrial and research robots progresses, the cost and time needed

to hand-make the diverting robots decreases.

These cost and time estimates do not compare unfavorably to the estimated

time and cost required to construct a clandestine reactor or a clandestine
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enrichment facility.^' Furthermore, the risk of discovery of diversion

of spent fuel from temporary storage within concrete canisters or storage

casks by means of robots is probably less than the risk of discovery of a

clandestine reactor or enrichment facility. The risk of detection of a small

clandestine reprocessing facility is on the other hand quite low, but the

act of diverting highly radioactive whole assemblies from spent fuel pools,

storage sites, or shipping casks has a high risk of detection and is a diversion

route carefully monitored by the IAEA; e.g., witness the surveillance cameras

and radiation detectors. The robotic route brings the reprocessing facility

to the spent fuel and the scenario used in this report is just one example

of a whole class of scenarios involving a mobile, robotic reprocessing plant.

This postulated ultimate diversion robot can penetrate, chemically

reprocess, and leave—undetected by surveillance cameras or radiation detectors.

Similar capabilities have already been installed on the U.S. National Aeronau-

tics and Space Adminstration (NASA) Mars Lander. It was mobile, had vision,

had a manipulating arm to scoop up rocks for crude chemical analysis, and

operated in a harsh environment. Future landers will hsve all of these

capabilities enhanced by R&D so that they would not be earth-controlled (too

long a time delay in signal transmission) but will be able to look around for

the most interesting place to go, travel there, safely avoiding obstacles,

pick up objects that look interesting, analyze them, and report their results

back to earth.'8,9) These robots bear the closest resemblance to the diverting

robot, whereas most industrial robots, although gaining in intelligence, are

designed for specific, less complex tasks. However, an entire factory of only

specialized robots can perform complex operations. In Japan several such

factories already exist. In the U.S., one is being planned:
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"A customer wishing to have a few gears designed and fabricated walks
into a small metal-working shop and hands a rough sketch to a human
designer. The designer turns on a graphics terminal connected to a
time-sharing network that offers computer-aided design and computer-
aided manufacturing capabilities. Using these, the designer designs
the gears. If acceptable to the customer, the design program generates
control software both for numerical-control cutting machines and for
robots to set up and manipulate the parts. Robot conveyors assemble
material from bins, and robot machinists then turn out the parts,
unattended by any human. Robot vision compares the finished part for
tolerance and flaws against master templates generated by the CAD/CAM
program. The customer gets the finished parts."

- Planned as a feasibility demonstration
in 1988 at the National Bureau of Standards
metal-working shop in Washington, D.C.

A sample of other attributes of robots not specifically mentioned above tut

which generate safeguard concerns are the capability of (a) operating underwater

in spent fuel pools (robotic-controlled submarine research is being directed by

the U.S. Navy Ocean System Center in San Diego) and (b) being camouflaged to make

them look like walls, high-density storage racks in SFSPs, or plutonium storage

tank supports. (These would sip out plutonium and replace it with teflon-coated

shot of the same density so that liquid level monitors and drawn samples would

not be affected.)

The predominant face of robots in the nuclear industry is benevolent. They

are used for inspection and repair of radioactive reactor vessels.'*"' For

safeguards, the IAEA might use a robot to independently analyze the many pluto-

nium and uranium samples at a safeguarded reprocessing plant and do it all in a

sealed chamber too small for human entry. However, whereas millions of dollars

is an acceptable price for a diverting robot, it is too high for an IAEA robot.

In summary, robots are just now coming of age, pushed along by the mature

micro-computer revolution and the need to increase productivity in a fiercely

competitive world. The estimates of industrial robot sales in the 1990s is
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$5 billion.(5)* Robots for home use are on the drawing boards in the U.S.,

Japan and Europe, and like the home computer of today, are expected to expand

into a multi-billion dollar business in 10-20 years.'"' Although once only

the stuff of science fiction, one can now realistically envision the use

of robots for diversion as a cost-effective and relatively risk-free scenario.

IX.3. Genetic Engineering Applications

In the bacteria-filled arena of the genetic engineer, where new genetic

tools'") a r e tackling an ever widening field of human problems such as world

hunger, disease, and resource scarcity, the problems of nuclear safeguards are

unheard of. However, rapidly expanding fields have a tendency to shoot out

branches that could quickly engulf remote fields and maybe even nuclear

safeguards. Two speculative examples of this process are

(a) uranium enrichment via bacteria or some other biological system and

(b) plutoniura extraction by bacteria.

After discussing some aspects of genetic engineering with an eye toward fu-

ture developments, we will indicate how these examples might affect safeguards.

IX.3.1. Genetic Engineering

Here, some of the accompliehments of genetic engineering will be mentioned

along with predictions of where these trends can lead in the coming few decades.

However, keep in mind a cautionary note; in this field of science, perhaps

more than any other, surprises are bound to arise which can shrink the time

scale or redirect the major avanues of research.

*Robots are meant to displace workers. Only a well-coordinated society such, as
Japan's, with a shrinking work force and an expanding economy, could introduce
robots without increasing unemployment. In mcst other Western societies,
unemployment will probably increase for a period of time until society adjusts
to robots. During that adjustment period, societal stability will most likely
decrease and extreme actions from both the right and left are more probable.
Such social upheavals could impact on the security aspects of nuclear
safeguards.
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Proteins are a basic constituent of life and are found throughout every

cell in every biological organism. They are thus found in the cell walls of bac-

teria and may someday be discovered or engineered to have uranium-enrichment

or plutonium-extraction characteristics or both. Proteins are complicated 3-D

structures made from a linear chain of amino acids. Twenty different amino

acids can be incorporated in a protein, which can contain thousands of amino

acid units. The coding for each protein sequence is transcribed from the cell's

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) to ribonucleic acid (RNA) and the RNA template is

read by ribosomes, the tiny factories for building all conceivable proteins.

Geneticists are able to extract a section of DNA coded for one protein (a

gene) from a cell in one organism and transfer it via one of several "vectors"

into another cell exactly the way a virus infects cells. Then the second

cell's machinery proceeds to manufacture the adopted gene. If the gene is

coded for a cell-wall protein, the new protein will be incorporated in the

cell wall. This is all being done today. Furthermore, the geneticist can

take a protein from a cell, string it out (denature it) and decode the amino

acid sequence. He can then build the DNA segment corresponding to that sequence.

This has been done to a few select proteins and presumably only time and

resources are needed to do the same for any protein.

In the case of our hypothetical plutonium-extracting protein or our ura-

nium-enrichment protein, the problem is to find the protein to make. If one

exists in nature, then isolating it is the problem. If not, computer simulation

may one day lead to the design of a protein with such specific properties.

Many computer groups are vigorously studying protein structure and amino

acid chains to learn the "rules" that govern protein 3-D configuration.
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IX.3.2. Uranium Enrichment

Diffusion enrichment plants enrich UFg in the U-235 isotope by pumping

huge volumes of UFg gas through specially designed inorganic membranes. The ef-

ficiency of this enrichment process is determined by the difference in the diffu-

sion constant (AK) between the slightly lighter "5jjjg molecule compared to the

238Qpg molecule. The enormous size and energy consumption of diffusion

enrichment plants are to a first approximation inversely proportional to the

small value of AK, and this alone has been an effective deterrent to clandestine

weapons production. The less energy-intensive (by about a factor of 25) centri-

fuge process in full-scale commercial use today is less of a deterrent and is

thought to be the path Pakistan has allegedly chosen to acquire nuclear weapons

capability. The promise of even further reduced energy consumption also spurs

the development of laser enrichment (see Chapter II) and its consequent

safeguards problems.

Uranium enrichment using bacteria that exhibit an isotope effect, i.e.,

that absorb more of a U-235 loaded compound through its cell wall membrane than

the U-238 loaded one, could be far more efficient than diffusion enrichment

using current inorganic membranes, and this would further exacerbate nuclear

safeguards. Isotope effects in biological Gystems have been identified for such

light elements as hydrogen and si 'fur.'I" For example, D2O in mammalian biolog-

ical systems is a poison. Concerning the efficiency of biological systems ver-

sus inorganic systems, it is well known that protein enzymes are often orders-

of-magnitude better catalysts than the best inorganic moleculeB. Uranium is

known to form complexes with proteins and ENA, but no attempt at searching for

an isotope effect has been made.' '
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IX.3.3. Plutonium Extraction

Inorganic chemical extraction of plutonium from a complex matrix is

routinely performed at nuclear reprocessing plants. Biological extraction of

plutoniutn has also been studied because of the health effects of plutonium

ingestion. Experiments have shown that plutonium absorption in the gut may be

enhanced when the plutonium is "complexed with naturally occurring, organic

ligands."'*^' The precise nature of this complex has not been determined but

may be due to a protein binding site specific for plutonium in much the same way

iron is absorbed by our red blood cells. In the future, the specially

structured protein molecules that cling to plutonium may be isolated from the or-

ganic compound, or, as knowledge of metalloproteins improves, a synthetic pro-

tein might be engineered. It may one day then be feasible to develop a hardy

strain of bacteria containing these protein molecules, which would exhibit an in-

tense affinity for plutonium.

In a reprocessing plant handling 1000 MTU per year, there are waste streams

of dilute plutonium in a low-level radiation background matrix that contain many

significant quantities of plutonium. A portion of this plutonium could be

diverted by liquid- or air-borne, plutonium-chelating (extracting) bacteria which

would then be filtered out and harvested. By this means, a waste stream,

which had been heretofore thought to be too dilute for further practical

plutonium extraction, could become a viable, clandestine source. Another

example is the plutonium product storage tanks that lose solution due to

evaporation or air sparging or both. If plutonium-digesting bacteria were

introduced into this air flow, then the exiting air stream would carry off

plutonium-rich bacteria. This protracted, simple diversion scenario could

be easily regulated so that the loss of plutonium would be less than the

limit of error of material unaccounted for of the plant.
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IX.4. Materials Technology

There is really no direct connection that can be established between new ma-

terials technology and non-proliferation concerns. Therefore, unlike in the

last two sections, there are no scenarios presented here. Nevertheless, the de-

velopment of new materials is going on constantly and the field is very active.

And there are a few indirect ways in which advances can eventually affect

safeguards.

1. There have been a number of recent advances in metallurgy which could

impact on the future use of nuclear power. For example, new stainless steels

have recently been developed^ * which are one or two orders of magnitude better

in corrosion resistance than the currently popular alloy, 316. Such new alloys

could help overcome misgivings, in certain quarters, about the long-term safety

of nuclear power. There is also on-going research with notable progress in

zirconium alloy composition^ , in the phenomenon of superplasticity of

metals,'*°' and in understanding and improving the radiation resistance of

metals.d^) ^11 of these cannot but help to improve the safety of nuclear reac-

tors and accessory equipment. The public perception of such improvements can

lead eventually to substantial growth in the use of nuclear power, with atten-

dant increases in proliferation concerns.

2. A large expansion in aluminum manufacture has been anticipated.^"'

This expansion is expected to include a number of locations, including hereto-

fore less-developed parts of the world. New expansions will take place espe-

cially in Brazil, Venezuela, and Australia, and also Africa, the Middle East,

ar.ii South America. Since a part of the production of aluminum includes the manu-

facture of carbon anodes and cathodes, (21) atl(j gince this process is identical

to an important part of that used to manufacture graphite, there will likely be

a proliferation of potential sources of graphite throughout the world. The step
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from "ordinary" graphite to nuclear-grade graphite is a relatively small

and hence, the control of this sensitive material will probably become extremely

difficult in a short time (if not already difficult).

3. The development and production of a high-strength composite materials

is growing and could eventually make centrifuge enrichment technology more acces-

sible to less developed countries than it is at present.

The point is that a continuous improvement in materials technology can af-

fect safeguards in many ways, some of which cannot be envisaged at this time.
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X. SUMMARY OF PROLIFERATION CONCERNS

Herein is presented a summary of the proliferation concerns as discussed in

all the preceding chapters. For details, particularly those pertaining to back-

ground, system operation, etc., refer to the appropriate chapter.

There is a wide variation in the kinds of facilities discussed in this

work. A casual scan of the chapter titles quickly reveals that not all of the

systems discussed are equally urgent or equally likely to be realized even to a

rough approximation. One may, in fact, divide these systems into three broad

classifications.

In the first class, one places those items that are likely to require, ac-

tion in the relatively short term, say less than 20 years. In this group may be

included AVLIS enrichment technology, heavy-water production from hydrogen feed,

long-term spent fuel storage, HTGRs, reprocessing by fluoride volatization, and

perhaps, the use of robotics (although the latter might be more correctly placed

in the next group).

In the second class, those that will probably require action in more than

20 years, one might include MSRs, pyrochemical reprocessing techniques, fusion

reactors, processes involving genetics or bioengineering, and enrichment with

PSP or MLIS.

Finally, there are some systems that are likely never to reach such a state

of viability as to pose a proliferation problem. These may include accelerator

breeders and fast mixed-spectrum reactors. Of course, these divisions represent

an educated guess on the current and future outlook. The situation could easily

change with time.

Another way to consider the safeguards problems posed by the .systems

described here is to categcrize the necessary safeguards or non-proliferation

measures by technological difficulty. One may divide the problems into:
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• Chose that are already under study (not really considered here);

• those with solutions that can he readily envisaged as extensions of

existing technology, e.g., safeguards for AVLIS and long-term fuel storage;

• those that will probably pose major development problems in the rela-

tively short term, e.g., fluoride-volatility reprocessing and robotics; and

• those that may pose major development problems, but obviously in the long

term, e.g., fusion systems.

Again, there are many uncertainties about this kind of classification.

Finally, there would appear to be a need to conduct a review, such as this

one, every so often in order to remain alert to possible changes or new

developments. It can be expected that, as time goes on, some problems will be

solved, some will become more or less urgent, and some will be eliminated as a

particular system becomes less viable. Perhaps a five-year cycle for a re-

examination would be appropriate.

X.I. Future Enrichment Technology (Chapter II)

The safeguards and proliferation concerns of three new uranium-enrichment

technologies are discussed. Others are only briefly mentioned.

The methods that are not fully discussed include:

(1) Gas-centrifuge technology, because it has already been adequately

covered. (For example, U.S. export controls for this technology are already in

place and an international consensus on the IAEA safeguards approach has

been reached.1)

(2) Aerodynamic methods (Becker nozzle, UCOR) and CHEMEX, because these

are not in U.S. hands.

(3) Electromagnetic separation, because this older method is not likely

to become a viable choice for uranium enrichment.
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(4) Chemical techniques for separation of isotopes (similar to CHEMEX)

because the U.S. is not pursuing these methods on an industrial scale.

Of the three uranium-enrichment technologies that are covered, one, Atomic

Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS), was selected by DOE for further develop-

ment and, hence, most of the discussion is concerned with AVLIS. The basic con-

clusion regarding proliferation concerns is that by 2000 or 2010 a number of na-

tions could be in a position to develop AVLIS even with the utmost possible con-

trol over the export of U.S. technology. It is likely thit such development

will take place in as little as 5-10 years in some nations which already have

on-going AVLIS development programs. International safeguards to detect the mis-

use of legitimate facilities, however, could be applied given the opportunity

for the design and development of appropriate, forseeable instrumentation. Such

an opportunity will no doubt arise given the time that is still required to com-

plete development and construction of an AVLIS facility. It is foreseen that

this time would be sufficient to permit necessary procedures for both domestic

and international safeguards to be devised and perfected. It would be most ap-

propriate for facility designs to include and accommodate safeguards features.

The second of the three technologies discussed is the Plasma Separation Pro-

cess (PSP). The technology is, as in the case of AVLIS, difficult but, in

a time scale of two or three decades, not impossible for several nations

to develop. Instrumentation and inspection procedures similar to those for

AVLIS and posing similar development problems would have to be devised during

the time that the process itself is developed. (A limited amount of PSP

development for U or Pu isotope separation has continued since the selection

of AVLIS for continuing development as the advanced uranium-isotope separation

process.)
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Funding for the third uranium-enrichment technology, Molecular Laser Iso-

tope Separation (MLIS), was discontinued by DOE, although there has been some

support for work on an MLIS process for Pu isotope separation. Although MLIS in-

volves the enrichment of UF5 while AVLIS and PSP involve U metal, the prolifera-

tion and safeguards concerns for MLIS are similar to those of the other two.

In addition to the discussion about the above processes, the following gen-

eral policy issues are discussed:

(1) Sale and export of the technology.

Conclusion: Treat in a manner similar to gas-centrifuge technology, i.e., clas-

sify process details and impose export controls on the sale of important

components. However, there is not likely to be any advantage of any of the

newer technologies over the older ones over the long term.

(2) Offering of a U.S. AVLIS plant not having direct national-security sig-

nificance for application of IAEA safeguards. Conclusion: Prepare for this

eventuality by integrating appropriate safeguards systems into the design, recog-

nize that the costs incurred in protecting sensitive technology are inherent in

the Agreement between the U.S. and the IAEA, and attempt to minimize those costs

by timely development of a Safeguards approach.

(3) Plutonium isotope separation.

Conclusion: Plutonium isotope separation implies the availability of plutonium

separated from irradiated reactor materials. The capability to separate pluto-

nium isotopes presents a small incremental proliferation risk relative to that

due to possession of the chemically separated plutonium.

X.2. Non-Aqueous Reprocessing (Chapter III)

In comparison with the fully developed, almost classic, aqueous extractive

technology, which is now in widespread use for the reprocessing of spent nuclear

fuel, non-aqueous technologies have a number of advantages. These advantages
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have, through the years, provided a certain impetus to their study and develop-

ment which, though slow, has continued both in the U.S. and abroad. There are

several technologies under this broad heading but only two are discussed in Chap-

ter I I I . These are: the Salt Transport Process (as a well-studied representa-

tive of a larger group of pyrochemical systems) and the Fluoride Volatility Pro-

cess (as a high-interest example of a larger group of systems based on the vola-

t i l i ty of halides of heavy metals).

The Salt Transport Process is based on selective transfer of actinides from

one molten alloy to another by way of extraction into and stripping from a mol-

ten (transport) salt. The Fluoride Volatility Process is based upon the direct

conversion of spent fuel metals, including actinides and fission products, to

fluorides, followed by selective separation of the relatively volatile actinide

fluorides. In spite of the differences in the processes, certain safeguards-

related features are common to both. Fortunately the large amount of effort

needed to commercialize either of these systems would give much time for

safeguards planning, R&D, and implementation.

One common feature is the compactness of the plants. This would improve

both domestic safeguardability and inspection effort needed. However, materials

accountability problems abound largely owing to the lack of a homogeneous input

solution subject to easy sampling and analysis. For the Salt Transport Process,

special sampling and analytical methods need to be developed, including unusual

non-destructive analytical intrumentation. For the Fluoride Volatility Process,

similar problems must be solved; in particular, the fuel powder that is input to

the process is difficult to sample reproducibly. In both cases" there appears

not to be any real obstacle to the eventual development of appropriate methods

and instrumentation.
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From the proliferative point of view there are advantages and disadvantages

to the designs. Compactness aids in concealment of clandestine facilities yet

also aids in inspectability of safeguarded plants. The uniqueness of the equip-

ment requires developmental effort in accountancy, yet the same uniqueness may

prevent a nation from obtaining materials and supplies not normally used in ordi-

nary practice without arousing attention.

X.3. Fusion Systems (Chapter IV)

Representative candidate fusion technologies include a magnetic-confinement

tokamak reactor, a laser-driven inertial-confinement reactor, and a magnetic-

confinement tokamak hybrid fusion-fission reactor. All would employ the deuteri-

um-tritium (DT) thermonuclear reaction with tritium produced in a lithium

breeding blanket (in the liquid-lithium coolant in the inertial reactor) and ex-

ternally supplied deuterium.

There are five safeguards and proliferation concerns: (1) the diversion of

fusion materials from declared fusion reactors for thermonuclear weapons; (2)

the dissemination of classified information that is involved in certain aspects

of inertial-confinement fusion (an existing concern); (3) the clandestine produc-

tion of fissile material, chiefly Pu-239 or U-233, from undeclared fertile mate-

rial by "neutron diversion" in a declared fusion reactor; (4) the diversion of

declared fissile material from declared hybrids; and (5) the clandestine produc-

tion of fissile material or fusion materials in a clandestine hybrid or misused

fusion research reactor. Quantitative estimates used to substantiate these

concerns are based upon specific reactor designs anu idealized calculations

and are illustrative only.

First, fusion reactors would consume, breed, or contain enormous quantities

of the fusion materials tritium and lithium (possibly isotopically enriched),
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corrosive, are relatively untested, and would require continuous reprocessing,

but they could conceivably yield twenty significant quantities (SQ, equal to

eight kilograms) of bred fissile material if the entire coolant were spiked for

a year. In the latter case, fissile material could be produced if the struc-

tural and thermal properties of the illicit fertile and fissile materials were

otherwise compatible with reactor operation. For the high-neutron-flux

tritium-breeding-blanket location of the pure fusion tokaiaak under discussion,

the estimated annual illicit production rate is 1.8 SQ per square meter of wall

area. Only a small fraction of the 780 square meters of the segmented and peri-

odically replaced wall could be involved at any one time. Both of these produc-

tion scenarios are bizarre and could for the pure fusion reactors be easily

detected and deterred by checking all reactor components at the times of instal-

lation or replacement or both using currently available nondestructive analysis

techniques. Such checking would be harder for the hybrid reactor because of the

legitimate presence of such materials. For hybrids, however, illicit

emplacement is far less likely a scenario than undeclared production from the de-

sign breeding blanket. This undeclared production could arise from slight alter-

ations of the blanket operating parameters, including amounts of fertile mate-

rial and neutron multipliers, but be masked by the uncertainty in declared pro-

duction mentioned below.

Fourth, except for the additional problems associated with the fusion

driver, the safeguards problems associated with the hybrid reactor would

be similar to those expected for a fission breeder reactor producing fissile

material rich in fissile isotopes. Hybrid blanket designs include (a) those

containing fertile material in bundles large or small, requiring periodic

removal and reprocessing elsewhere, or (b) those containing fertile material

in fluid form and requiring continuous removal and reprocessing. Safeguards
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of potential use in thermonuclear weapons. Roughly one-half kilogram of tritium

would be consumed and bred daily at a 1000 megawatt (electric) pure fusion power

plant. Tritium would be subject to stringent physical containment. However,

the threshold for U.S. Department of Energy reporting requirements is below the

accountability accuracy achievable in fusion processing equipment by the present

measurement techniques. The reporting requirements, not formulated for fusion-

reactor applications, may require revision or elaboration. For both tritium and

lithium, there are no internationally accepted strategically significant

quantities. Deuterium at fusion plants could be safeguarded more easily than

tritium because none would be bred and because it does not decay. There is a

provisional significant quantity for deuterium in the form of heavy water, as

used in certain fission reactors, but this does not relate to fusion either in

form or quantity.

Second, some aspects of inertial-confinement fusion are classified, a con-

cern of current research and development that could extend to deployment of iner-

tial-fusion power plants in the distant future. The underlying problem is the

possible relation between inertial fusion and fusion weapons. A related future

possible problem, if international safeguards are extended to fusion materials,

is that a domestic inertial-fusion plant not having direct national-security sig-

nificance would apparently be subject to international safeguards under the vol-

untary U.S.-IAEA Agreement (suitably amended). Extra costs might have to be in-

curred in building such a plant or preparing for inspections to protect sensi-

tive technology.

Third, neutron diversion could be attempted at fusion reactors because

prodigous numbers of neutrons would be produced. Fissile material could be

produced from undeclared fertile material put either in the primary coolant of

the reactor or in the reactor structure. In the former case, the mixtures are
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corrosive, are relatively untested, and would require continuous reprocessing,

but they could conceivably yield twenty significant quantities (SQ, equal to

eight kilograms) of bred fissile material if the entire coolant were spiked for

a year. In the latter case, fissile material could be produced if the struc-

tural and thermal properties of the illicit fertile and fissile materials were

otherwise compatible with reactor operation. For the high-neutron-flux

tritium-breeding-blanket location of the pure fusion tokamak under discussion,

the estimated annual illicit production rate is 1.8 SQ per square meter of wall

area. Only a small fraction of the 780 square meters of the segmented and peri-

odically replaced wall could be involved at any one time. Both of these produc-

tion scenarios are bizarre and could for the pure fusion reactors" be easily

detected and deterred by checking all reactor components at the times of instal-

lation or replacement or both using currently available nondestructive analysis

techniques. Such checking would be harder for the hybrid reactor because of the

legitimate presence of such materials. For hybrids, however, illicit

emplacement is far less likely a scenario than undeclared production from the de-

sign breeding blanket. This undeclared production could arise from slight alter-

ations of the blanket operating parameters, including amounts of fertile mate-

rial and neutron multipliers, but be masked by the uncertainty in declared pro-

duction mentioned below.

Fourth, except for the additional problems associated with the fusion

driver, the safeguards problems associated with the hybrid reactor would

be similar to those expected for a fission breeder reactor producing fissile

material rich in fissile isotopes. Hybrid blanket designs include (a) those

containing fertile material in bundles large or small, requiring periodic

removal and reprocessing elsewhere, or (b) those containing fertile material

in fluid form and requiring continuous removal and reprocessing. Safeguards
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for such designs would be related to those applied at light-water reactors, at

heavy-water reactors, or at reprocessing plants.

The hybrid reactor under discussion would breed annually about 2500 kg of

plutonium and discharge it in more than seven hundred bundles, of which about

three would yield one SQ. Conventional item accounting with surveillance of the

water-storage pool, where the fuel cylinders would initially cool, and facility

containment would be the likely safeguards methods.

Predictions of plutonium production in hybrids are uncertain given pres-

ent-day calculation techniques. These uncertainties would amount to about fif-

teen SQ annually. For these reasons, material accounting could not be relied

upon as a safeguards method in the absence of item accounting. Location of hy-

brids at internationally safeguarded fuel service centers would be a further mea-

sure to alleviate the fourth safeguards concern.

Fifth, if practical small fusion reactors could be built, then the possibil-

ity exists of a clandestine hybrid or a misused fusion research facility for

clandestine production of fissile material or fusion materials. It would be nec-

essary to apply intelligence methods for detection and export controls for pre-

vention of such possibilities. Fusion research facilities sufficiently large to

be of proliferation concern would presumably be safeguarded to deter or de-

tect their misuse.

To conclude, future scenarios for surreptitiously obtaining fissile

material from a fusion reactor by misuse or clandestine construction seem

far less plausible than scenarios involving clandestine conventional fission

reactors. This is so because of the complexity of plausible fusion technology.

Nevertheless, the likeliest way to obtain fissile material from fusion technol-

ogy would be diversion from or undeclared blanket production at a declared

fusion-fission hybrid reactor. Scenarios for obtaining fusion materials
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and using them in thermonuclear weapons ultimately involve, among other

difficulties, the associated need for fissile materials for fission weapons.

These conclusions must, of course, be judged in light of country-specific politi-

cal interests and technological prowess.

X.4. Accelerator-Driven Reactor Systems (Chapter V)

Representative nuclear-fuel-cycle installations employing accelerator-

driven reactor systems are the linear-accelerator fuel producer (LAFP) or

"Spallator"s the linear-accelerator fuel enricher and regenerator (LAFER), and

the linear-accelerator driven reactor (LADR). In the LAFP design under discus-

sion, the most promising candidate for further development, a 600 megawatt beam

of protons would induce the spallation of neutrons from uranium atoms in a tar-

get. The neutrons would in turn be captured by other uranium atoms in the tar-

get to breed fissile plutonium and induce some fission. Heat generated in the

target and converted conventionally into electricity would provide just enough

power for the linear accelerator.

There are three proliferation concerns: (1) the diversion of some of a

facility's declared fissile-material production (or, if applicable, feed); (2)

clandestine production of fissile material in a declared facility; and (3) pro-

duction of fissile material in a dedicated, clandestine facility or a misused

research facility. Quantitative estimates used here to substantiate these

concerns are based upon specific designs and idealized calculations and are

illustrative only.

First, some of a facility's declared fissile-material production (or feed

in the case of the regenerative cycle of the LAFER) could be diverted. Small

bundles similar to those in heavy-water reactors would be the structures in the

LAFP for breeding bulk fissile material while conventional light-water-reactor
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fuel assemblies would serve in the LAFER and LADR. Periodic shuffling of these

to yield more uniform irradiation would add to the diversion concern. Approxi-

mately fifty such bundles of the 18000 discharged annually from the LAFP would

be needed to yield one significant quantity (SQ; equal to eight kilograms) of

bred fissile material. Strict item accounting and containment and surveillance

would be the primary safeguards measures to prevent diversion. Bulk material ac-

counting could not be relied upon because of the roughly five per cent uncer-

tainty in fissile production based upon today's calculation techniques. Loca-

tion of LAFPs at internationally safeguarded fuel service centers would be a fur-

ther measure to alleviate the first concern.

Second, undeclared fissile material could be produced at a declared facil-

ity by diversion of the linear-accelerator beam or by neutron diversion. Con-

struction of beam-diverting equipment would be easily noticed by inspection;

monitoring the beam would also effectively safeguard against this stratagem.

About 19 SQ of fissile material could be produced in one year by diverting neu-

trons to irradiate fertile material in large sections of the structure. Or, if

fertile material were included as solute in the target's coolant, 10 SO could be

produced. These complex strategems could be deterred or detected by checking

all system components for illicit fertile and fissile material at the time

of installation or replacement.

Related to these methods would be undeclared production in the declared

fuel bundles by altering the amounts of fertile material in them or by altering

the amounts of neutron multipliers or neutron reflectors in the breeding regions

or even by altering the energy of the accelerator beam. Such undeclared produc-

tion could be masked by the aforementioned uncertainty in declared production.

Design checks, beam monitoring, and item accounting of the fuel bundles would be

the safeguards methods to deter and detect such undeclared production.
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Third, the possibility exists of a clandestine facility for production of

fissile material. Though the construction of powerful linear accelerators is

not a commercial enterprise, the technical details underlying these devices are

widely understood. However, linear accelerators now serving as scientific re-

search facilities do not have the capability for producing significant amounts

of fissile material. Intelligence methods and export controls on the relevant

technologies would be the methods for detecting and preventing, respectively,

clandestine facilities. Dedicated research facilities for accelerator breeding

would require safeguards in accordance with their production capability.

To conclude, future scenarios for illegally obtaining fissile material from

a linear-accaf.erator reactor system by misuse or clandestine construction seem

less plausible than scenarios involving clandestine conventional fissile

reactors. This is so because of the size and complexity of plausible accelera-

tor systems. Nevertheless, the likeliest way to obtain fissile material from ac-

celerator systems would be diversion from or undeclared blanket production at a

declared facility. These conclusions must of course by judged in light of coun-

try-specific political interests and technological prowess.

X.5. New Reactor Types (Chapter VI)

A reasonably complete list of unconventional reactor types was reviewed but

only three were selected for further discussion. The selection was based upon

potential future commercial viability combined with a need to solve unusual

safeguards problems. The three selected types were Molten Salt Reactors (MSRs),

High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors (HTGRs), and Fast Mixed Spectrum Reactors

(FMSRs). The last was discussed in somewhat less detail than the others because

of the relatively speculative status of the type.
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MSRs are characterized by the use of a molten mixture of salts which con-

tain fissile as well as, possibly, fertile material. Several sub-types are pos-

sible, chiefly the MSBR (breeder) and the DMSR (denatured). The latter design

is specifically intended to be non-proliferative since virtually no reprocessing

(or for that matter fuel removal) is intended over the life of the reactor, all

uranium is denatured, the plutonium inventory is always small, and its design fa-

cilitates the goal in other ways. Material accountability for the operating sys-

tem is rather different than for reactors, such as LWRs, which have discrete

units of fuel. In this respect accountability-related measurements and flow

monitoring are rather more like that in a reprocessing plant than in the more

common reactor situation. Thus, for example, designs and construction would

have to be watched to guard against the installation of covert piping. New in-

strumentation, such as monitors, level measuring devices, and NDA equipment for

measuring concentrations, would have to be built and new sampling and calibra-

tion techniques would have to be devised. All such developments will be special

in order to work in the high-temperature, high-radiation environment and would

probably have to be considered during reactor design and construction.

In contrast with the long lead time inherent in the future development of

MSRs, HTGRs are alreay well along toward eventual commercialization. As a re-

sult, many of the safeguards and proliferation aspects have already been

considered and are either solved or nearly so. Of special concern, however, is

the potential use of HTGRs in many small units for producing process heat. The

concern arises mainly over whether an inspectorate might be overwhelmed if there

were a large number of small units. This might lead one to develop more automa-

tion for safeguards purposes. Other problems peculiar to HTGRs which are not

yet solved involve the use of pebble-bed reactors in which the fuel units occur
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in large numbers, and accounting complications added to the reprocessing opera-

tion by the need to crush and burn the fuel matrix prior to dissolution.

FMSRs are designed to be non-proliferative by virtue of the fact that they

are intended to run for long periods of time without fuel removal. Some pro-

posals suggest that fuel for such reactors could be used for, literally, hun-

dreds of years. At the present time, the actual development and demonstration

of FMSRs is decades away. Nevertheless one can envisage at least two unusual

safeguards problems. These are reliability of long-term seals and of

institutional arrangements.

X.6. Heavy Water (Chapter VII)

Since plutonium may be produced in a natural-uranium-fueled, heavy-water-

moderated (HW) reactor, there is interest in the international community in the

control of the supply and production of heavy water and deuterium. Such

interest has resulted in attempts to arrange safeguards for plutoniura produced

in HW reactors as a part of supplier agreements. The latter pertains both to

the heavy water itself and to facilities to produce it. Direct applications of

safeguards to HW production facilities necessarily involves the development and

application of surveillance and measurement methods. Such development is

currently under way in, for example, the U.S. and Canada. While methods are

not yet available to the IAEA, it is assumed that ultimately they will be. It

is thus expected that the IAEA will require assistance in the development and im-

plementation of a safeguards approach.

However, the current efforts in safeguards technology development are

concerned only with plants thi't extract deuterium from water. Another viable

production route is to use hydrogen as a source. There are already two such
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processes, ammonia-hydrogen exchange and cryogenic hydrogen-distillation,

deployed on a commercial scale and others that have been investigated.

Because of the complexities of the hydrogen-fed plant, the simple extension

of techniques under development for safeguarding water-fed plants may not be pos-

sible. It is likely that additional techniques will be required, particularly

for the measurement of deuterium in vapor-phase streams.

The hydrogen-fed processes are not particularly attractive from an economic

point of view except as an adjunct to the production and use of hydrogen on a

large scale for other purposes. At this time, it is not so used. However, it

is expected to become so in the future. Today, the greatest single usage is for

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen through ammonia production. A relatively new

and growing usage is in petroleum refineries to increase the yield of light

hydrocarbons= In the longer term, the production and use from coal as a direct

fuel or to produce fluid fuels may become important. And in the very long

term, hydrogen may be used as a carrier for energy produced from nuclear fission

or fusion or solar energy. The latter applications are probably 25-50 years

off.

Despite the long time scale indicated, because the hydrogen-fed processes

are already available, it may be desirable to begin the study of safeguards

approaches for such plants rather soon (within the next few years).

X.7. Long-Term Storage (Chapter VIII)

Eight distinct long-term storage schemes are considered and discussed with

respect to long-term, redundant, effective safeguards programs. Some of the

problems that remain to be satisfactorily solved are specific to certain storage

schemes while others are generally applicable to many of them. Two important

principles used in the discussion are that redundancy is an indispensable re-
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quirement and that spent fuel that is stored for a long time is more attractive

than spent fuel that has just been removed from a reactor.

Problems encountered and discussed involve:

(a) Consolidation of material to save space as an impediment to surveil-

lance. This could be solved either by providing redundancy in surveillance sys-

tems or by developing and installing active surveillance systems. Examples of

the latter are discussed in Appendix VIII-A-I.

(b) Biological shielding used in dry storage schemes as an impediment to

measurement and surveillance. As in (a) above, new active surveillance systems

probably would be needed.

(c) Means to overcome possible diversion strategies that involve fast

shuffling. At present, i t is not clear how this problem would be handled.

(d) Provision of positive, unique identifications to counter in-transit

concealment strategies. There have been a number of studies made of this prob-

lem. Although progress has been made, the problem has not yet been satisfac-

torily solved.

(e) Safeguarding very large away-from-reactor facilities (AFRs) with

respect to the volume of material to be protected. This is probably a matter

of enlarging surveillance systems with the addition of the aforementioned

identification systems. However, careful studies would be required as to

actual design and application to very large AFRs.

(f) Development of effective seals for casks and concrete silos. The de-

velopment of seals has a long history and is s t i l l active. Probably, the fur-

ther improvement of seals will continue for a long time. An example of a newly

proposed seal is given in Appendix VIII-A-II.

(g) Protection against tunnelling scenarios. Such scenarios will most

likely become viable with the further development of robots (see Chapter IX).
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Active surveillance of radiation fields may help but both the problem and possi-

ble solutions are, as one might expect, poorly defined at this time.

(h) Development of active surveillance with properties such as long life

and remote interrogation capability. There appears to be no reason why such

properties cannot be improved upon as required in view of the general progress

in electronics technology.

X.8. Other Future Technologies (Chapter IX)

In addition to the direct effects of developing nuclear technologies

discussed in the preceeding chapters, an attempt was made to envisage possible

future non-nuclear developments that could impact on nuclear safeguards. Sev-

eral such technologies were considered. Those discussed in Chapter IX include

robotics, genetics engineering (and other biologically oriented technologies),

and materials science. A few distinct but highly speculative possibilities were

proposed and discussed. Because of the nature of these speculations, only a few

problems were posed for further consideration; no solutions were offered.
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